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NAT GREER FLANKED BY OTHER ARIZONA COWBOYS

Left to right: Joe Woods, Jeff Tribbet, Nat Greer, Hyrum Hatch,
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Sport on the Rio Grande
COWBOY TOURNAMENTS AT NEW MEXICO'S TERRITORIAL FAIR,

188 5-19°5
John O. Baxter

F

or many New Mexicans a visit to the State Fair in Albuquerque has be.
come an annual ritual, an event that marks the transition from summer
to fall. Since it began prior to statehood, the fair has grown tremendously in
size and importance, but the traditional components have remained the most
popular attractions for rural residents and city dwellers alike. Livestock shows,
horse racing, agricultural exhibits, and the midway, with its scary rides and
carnival, continue to draw thousands to the fairgrounds every September.
One of the most popular events has been the rodeo, in which professional
cowboys and cowgirls from all over the West ride and rope for prestige and
generous cash prizes. In addition to providing excitement, rodeo contests
evoke nostalgia among New Mexicans and others who recall a legendary
West that always seems to be receding just beyond the horizon. First known
as "cowboy tournaments," riding and roping competitions have been an integral part of the fair almost from its birth. Although rodeos have sometimes
caused controversy, their popularity remains undiminished. This article will
consider how cowboy sports first came to the fair, their growing public acceptance, and the problems arising in the early 1900S that caused revisions in
their presentation.

John O. Baxter has explored and published on the history of water use in New Mexico for many
years. As an aficionado, he has a continuing interest in the origins of rodeo.
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The grand event that became known as the New Mexico Territorial Fair
originated in Albuquerque on a spring evening in 1881. Only one year earlier,
local businessmen had celebrated enthusiastically when the first locomotive
rolled into town on tracks newly laid by the Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railway. With rail transport a reality, movers and shakers throughout the territory began to dream of unlimited economic growth as New Mexico connected to eastern commercial centers for the first time. Hoping to attract
investment capital and encourage immigration to the territory, business leaders envisioned a large fair as a means of displaying the region's vast resources.
Similar exhibitions enjoyed great popularity elsewhere. To discuss the proposal a group of Albuquerque merchants and professional men convened a
public meeting at Rancho Seco Hall east of the town's historic plaza on 16
March 1881. During the meeting the idea ofa fair became increasingly attractive and resulted in the incorporation of the New Mexico Agricultural, Mineral and Industrial Exposition and Driving Park Association as a governing
body. Directors included Elias S. Stover, a prominent merchant; Thomas
Hughes, editor of the Albuquerque Citizen; and Thomas D. Post, proprietor
of a leading hotel. New Mexico's old Hispano aristocracy was represented by
Ambrosio Armijo, Mariano S. Otero, and Santiago Baca, a rising young entrepreneur who served as sheriff of Bernalillo County. After the meeting, the
organization filed the necessary papers of incorporation with the secretary of
the territory in Santa Fe. 1
Within a few weeks, the association had obtained twenty acres for a fairground, land adjoining the terminal of the Albuquerque Street Railway Company in Old Town. Recently organized by some of the same entrepreneurs
who backed the fair, the company operated a horse-powered transit line between the Santa Fe depot in New Town and the historic plaza near the Rio
Grande, thus assuring easy access to the fairground. Eventually, an odd but
symbiotic relationship developed between the transit franchise and the fair.
Construction of a racetrack and grandstand soon began, allowing the directors to advertise and solicit exhibits for the big affair, which was scheduled
to open 3 October 1881. Unfortunately the weather was horrendous. During
the previous days Albuquerque experienced rains ofbiblical proportions that
turned the new track into a sea of mud and ruined the exhibits, which had
been housed in canvas tents. Financially, the fair was a flop, but undaunted
local businessmen accepted the losses without complaint and reorganized for
another exposition in the following year. At first, supporters from Las Vegas
and Silver City had expected that the fair would rotate locations each year-
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that it would "board around like a country school teacher" in the words of
one observer. By assuming the debts resulting from the first fiasco, however,
Albuquerque businessmen made sure that the territorial fair became a permanent fixture in their town. During the 1882 reorganization a young New
Yorker named Oliver E. Cromwell became active in fair management. A
graduate of Columbia University, Cromwell had recently arrived in Albuquerque as president of the street railway franchise, a move intended to
protect his family's large investment in traction-company bonds. Under
Cromwell's leadership the second fair proved to be more successful, thus
assuring the annual event's continuation. 2
The exposition established itself during the next few years, but sponsors
faced the continual problem of providing suitable entertainment to draw
customers through the turnstiles. Finding innovative grandstand attractions
proved to be a challenge. Horse racing was always the featured event. To compete for the cash prizes offered, sportsmen from throughout the territory and
as far away as Denver arrived each year to enter a daily program of flat and
harness racing. Beside the track a swarm of bookkeepers took bets on the
races, although, according to the local press, the races were not always conducted according to the highest standards. Baseball also became a featured
activity. Fans rooted enthusiastically for the home team, the famed Albuquerque Browns, who tangled with rivals from San Marcial, Santa Fe, and elsewhere. The fair program of 1882 included a balloon ascension by Prof. P. A.
Van Tassell, who had amazed the local populace with a similar event on the
Fourth ofJuly. A former saloonkeeper, Van Tassell pioneered this spectacle,
which has mesmerized Albuquerque ever since. 3 Although such sporting
events were always reliable crowd-pleasers, managers were alert for something new.
Their prayers were answered in August 1885 when Rox Hardy, editor and
publisher of a livestock journal in Las Vegas, approached fair officials with a
novel proposal. Hardy suggested a tournament in which cowboys would compete in various events for prizes. As impresario, he offered to bring a dozen
experts who would demonstrate their skills in riding untamed broncos and
roping wild steers at the fair, just as they did each day out on the range. Cash
purses would be awarded for the best performances, and the contestant who
roped a steer fastest would also receive a seventy-five-dollar saddle donated
by Hardy. According to the would-be promoter, a similar event at Dodge City
on the previous Fourth of July had turned out to be "an immense success."
Intrigued by the idea, fair officials gave their support, and the local press began
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"CATCH ME IF YOU CAN!"

These roping steers were bigger and wilder than their counterparts
today.

(Photograph courtesy Otis Aultman Collection, El Paso Public
Library, Texas, neg. BlOS8)

to churn out publicity. "By all means, let us have the cowboys," opined the
Albuquerque Evening Democrat. 4
When Hardy came before the fair board, competitions of the kind he suggested were rarely seen, even in the West. Historians agree that the first riding
and roping contests were arranged by cowboys for their own entertainment
at various locations in the range country. Anytime when top hands congregated at local get-togethers, talk soon turned to who among them could ride
the rankest bronco or wrap up a spooky longhorn in the fastest time. To settle
the question, contests were sometimes organized on the spot, rules were established, and supporters of the prospective champions made substantial wagers
on the outcome. One ofthe earliest and best-known ofthese impromptu affairs
took place during a Fourth ofJuly celebration at Deer Trail, Colorado, in 1869.
On that day, cowpokes from the big outfits east of Denver climbed aboard a
collection oflocally gathered outlaw horses and vied for the title of"Champion
Bronco Buster of the Plains." After several capable competitors had bested
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some high-flying steeds, Emilnie Gardenshire, an English cowboy, carried
off first prize by outlasting a big bay named Montana Blizzard. In addition to
the title and appreciative cheers from the spectators, Gardenshire received
a brand-new suit of clothes for his performance. 5
In 1883 the community of Pecos, Texas, sponsored another landmark competition that featured both riding and roping events. Scheduled for Independence Day, the celebration attracted hundreds of west Texans who traveled
many miles to attend. Participants included the region's best cowboys, representing the Hashknife, W, NA, and several other cattle companies. Since
no chutes were available, bucking horses were eared down and blindfolded
on the main street during the saddling process. After the riders mounted, the
blindfolds were removed and the bronco did his best to dispose of its burden.
As one particularly wild animal stampeded toward the open prairie, a local
wag called out, "Stop that man! He's trying to steal a horse!" In similar fashion the roping steers were released one at a time from a small corral near the
county courthouse. Once the steers picked up speed, the roper followed in
hot pursuit, hoping to capture his quarry before he escaped into the prairie.
Hotly contested, roping became the highlight of the show. Eventually, the
winner proved to be Trav Windham, the Hashknife range boss for many years
until the outfit moved to Arizona. 6
In Albuquerque the cowboy tournament was widely advertised as the fair's
principal attraction. Indeed, so that on opening day a reporter from the New
York Times appeared to observe this bizarre event. When the gates opened on
1 October 1885, more than thirty-five hundred people poured through, representing the largest crowd ever to atte'nd a territorial fair, according to the
Democrat. "Nearly every prominent citizen ofArizona and New Mexico was
on hand," said the Times. 7
To assure spectators a good view from the grandstand, fair managers staged
the tournament on the infield of the racetrack. The Times reporter, a true
New Yorker, described the space "as about twice the size ofthe Polo Grounds
at One Hundred and Tenth Street." Infrastructure was minimal: a single corral at one end of the grounds. On opening day, about twelve cowboys signed
up to participate. Evenly divided between Hispanos and Anglos, most of
them were employed at nearby ranches, although two brothers, Nat and Dick
Greer, came all the way from Woodruff, Arizona, on the Little Colorado
River. Their father, Thomas L. Greer, was the patriarch of a big Mormon
family and was rumored to be the largest cattleman in Apache County. As
Hardy proposed, the tournament consisted of only two events, steer roping
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and bronco riding, the latter conducted under very different rules from those
prevailing at rodeos today. At modern rodeos the cowboy saddles and mounts
his horse in a chute. With a signal, the gate opens, the bronc dives into the
arena, and, while he bucks, two judges give the cowboy a numerical score
based on the performance of both horse and rider. The high score wins. At
the first fairs, however, bronc riding was a timed event in which each vaquero
roped his horse, saddled him in the arena, and then rode him until the judges
were satisfied. The fastest performance took first place. 8
With Hardy in charge the tournament began at eleven o'clock sharp on
Thursday morning, 1 October, but despite careful preparations the program
did not go as planned. With a deft throw of his lariat, Francisco Martin, the
first contestant, caught a tough little brown horse assigned as his mount. Unfortunately, Martin had forgotten to secure his rope, allowing the bronco to
escape. After jumping two or three fences, the horse entered the exhibit hall
and raced down the center aisle, scattering crowds of women and children
as he ran. Eventually, he was recaptured amid the display of a local department store without causing serious damage. The second hand to try his luck
was Dick Greer, pride of Apache County, Arizona, who proceeded to show
the cheering crowd how the job should be done. According to the Democrat,
"it only required 12-Y2 minutes for Dick to catch, tie, saddle, and mount his
horse, and the way he sat it demonstrated that a bucking bronco has no terror for a genuine wild cowboy." Dick's older brother, Nat Greer, came next,
but was incapacitated by an asthma attack while saddling his horse and was
forced to retire. Following the Greer brothers, a local cowboy named Jose
Lavorio, SheriffBaca's top hand, made a creditable showing that earned him
second place. When no one else qualified, the judges awarded the forty-dollar
first prize to Dick Greer, as spectators shouted approval and threw their sombreros in the air. 9
With the bronc riding completed, everyone adjourned for a leisurely lunch
and then reassembled for the steer roping. Unlike the bucking contest, the
roping was similar to present day events, except that the steers were heavier
and received a much longer head start, which resulted in slower times during that era. When action resumed, everything went smoothly, although only
two ofthe first five cowboys managed to rope, throw, and tie their quarry. After
Lavorio scored a time of four minutes flat, officials decided to start the horse
races, postponing the rest of the roping program until the next day. On Friday morning another large crowd arrived for the grand finale. During the
second day contestants ·posted much better times; a vaquero named Garcia
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won the trophy saddle, tying his steer in a blistering one minute, fifty-three
seconds. Second prize was not recorded, but the lucky man who placed third
received a year's subscription to the Evening Democrat and a meershaum
pipe. Summing up the contest the Albuquerque Journal declared, "Altogether, the cowboy tournament was a grand success. Rox Hardy worked like a
Trojan and deserves the thanks of every man, woman, and child in this community." Hardy concluded the affair by inviting all contestants to a lavish
banquet at the San Felipe Hotel. Champagne flowed freely and the guests
complimented each other with the elaborate toasts that became obligatory
during the Gilded Age. 1O
Despite the Journal's cheery appraisal, Hardy's tournament would have to
be regarded an amateurish affair by the standards oftoday. The inexperience
ofboth the management and the contestants interfered greatly with the show's
presentation. Nevertheless, the prospect of real cowboys performing impossible feats before the grandstand fascinated the public, particularly those persons recently arrived in New Mexico from the East. Recognized as a solid
box-office draw, the cowboy tournament remained a fixture at the territorial
fair for the next few years. The second exhibition in 1886 attracted a similar
number of contestants including Lavorio and Nat Greer. Having recovered
from his respiratory ailments, Greer emerged as the man to beat. After winning the bronc-riding event, he tied his steer in one minute, fifty-seven seconds to carry off first prize in both events. 1I
Two years later fair officials replaced the cowboy tournament with a Wild
West show, a simplified version of the touring extravaganza popularized by
Buffalo Bill Cody. By 1888 Cody's pageant had crisscrossed the nation several
times, presenting his vision of the West and its history to enthusiastic crowds.
Cody's program included a simulated "Attack on the Deadwood Stage," in
which a band of Plains Indians swooped down on the coach and its terrified
passengers, but were repulsed by stouthearted frontiersmen. In Albuquerque
this stirring event was replicated under the direction of Joseph E. Saint, a
local merchant who grazed large herds of cattle on the Acoma and Laguna
Reservations. Since neither Cheyennes or Sioux were available, Saint enlisted Pueblo Indians from Laguna to charge the stage. Amid wild applause,
the passengers were rescued by Saint's cowboys, although one posse member fell off his horse while attempting to save a gorgeous passenger. IZ
After a brief hiatus the cowboy tournament returned to the fair program
in 1890 with Saint again acting as arena director. For the first time contestants
were assessed a ten-dollar entry fee to compete in both the riding and roping
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events. To discourage "ringers" from far away, the directors also decided that
the cowboys must be able to present proof of employment at a New Mexico
or Arizona ranch during the previous spring. Prize money for the tournament
totaled six hundred dollars. As usual, bookmakers cheerfully accepted wagers
on the outcome ofthe cowboy contests as well as the horse races. Early favorites included ex-champion Nat Greer, recently elected treasurer of Apache
County, and Harry Crawford from San Marcial. The son of famed poet-scout
Captain Jack Crawford, Harry had won the bronco riding at a Denver tournament a few weeks before and was capable of taking first-prize money in
both events. When Greer's turn to rope came, he drew a particularly rank
steer that slowed his time and forced him to settle for second place. In a
snide reference to Greer's new civil post, a reporter observed that "the cares
of office are not conducive to a successful career as a cow man." Crawford,
"the pride and hope of Socorro County," also fared poorly, watching helplessly as his rope broke after a fast catch. The hero of the day was Francisco
Bojorques, a well-mounted vaquero from California who worked for the Grayson Cattle Company, the biggest ranch in Sierra County, New Mexico. After
wrapping up his steer in the winning time of one minute, thirty-one seconds,
Bojorques made a wild bronc ride on a tough black gelding, earning the second spot in that event. ll During his years as foreman ofthe huge Grayson ranching enterprise, usually known as the "John Cross" outfit because of its brand,
Bojorques became celebrated throughout the West for his skill with a rope.
The Albuquerque press described the tournament of 1890 "a howling success," but, despite widespread community support, ten years passed before
the fair included another cowboy contest. The reasons for the omission are
uncertain; perhaps no impresario came forward to provide the livestock and
direct the production. At last in 1901 the directors advertised a cowboy tournament "open to the world" for the twenty-first New Mexico Territorial Fair.
During the preceding winter other southwestern cities such as Phoenix, EI
Paso, and Tucson had promoted similar events as features ofcommunity celebrations. Known as "carnivals" or "jubilees,"-they had been promoted by local merchants hoping to bring people to town and boost retail sales.
The riding and roping contests, however, had another aspect that must not
be overlooked. Since 1885, when Albuquerque introduced its first exhibition,
the cattle industry had experienced significant changes in New Mexico and
in neighboring states and territories. Largely because of overgrazing and adverse weather conditions, the era of open-range grazing on the public domain
was rapidly coming to an end as scores ofsettlers arrived to claim homesteads
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in ranch country. The cattle industry was in transition from a romantic gamble to a calculated business requiring considerable capital and careful management. A new breed of entrepreneur, with eyes fixed on the bottom line,
had seized control. Commenting on current conditions, a reporter for the El
Paso Herald wrote, "There is still much of the picturesque about the calling,
but the old wild free days of the 'cowboy king' are gone forever to be succeeded by the man with the keen business sense, the carefully kept set of
books, the latest information, and the organized corps of workers."14 As the
changes became evident, westerners recalled the old days with nostalgia. For
many, the cowboy tournaments became symbols of a heroic past, a part of
being "western." This image has been promoted by rodeos ever since.
At the beginning of the new century, as cowboy contests became more
frequent, the public began to consider them sporting events similar to boxing or baseball instead of demonstrations of occupational skills. More opportunities to compete meant more prize money, which encouraged the top
hands to travel from one event to another and to see themselves as true professionals. Thanks to generous newspaper coverage, the public came to view
the best performers as stars, entitled to the same adulation as baseball great
Christie Matthewson or boxing legend John 1. Sullivan. Consider, for example, the meteoric rise ofsteer-roping champion Clay McGonagil1. Raised
in the wilds of west Texas, McGonagill traveled around the country during
his youth, learning the cowboy trade while working for big outfits all over the
West. He was one oftwenty-two contenders to enter the steer roping at the El
Paso Mid-Winter Carnival in January 1901. Overcoming stiff competition, he
carried off the $250 first prize with a time of forty-nine seconds flat.J5 With his
pal Joe Gardner, McGonagill then headed for Tucson to take part in a series
of contests sponsored by the Union Park Driving Club. For a few days the two
managed to sack up plenty of Arizona money. Above all else the local boys
were amazed by the Texans' horses, which were trained to control the steers
on the ground by keeping a taut rope during the tie. On closing day in Tucson, McGonagill made roping history when he wrapped up a big black steer
in the incredible time of twenty-three seconds flat. Realizing that a world's
record had been established, the crowd went wild!16
After his triumph in Tucson, McGonagill went back to Midland, Texas,
for the summer. When fall came, he returned to Arizona for roping matches
at Bisbee and Naco, leaving a favorite horse at El Paso for the New Mexico
fair in October. He failed to live up to his reputation at Albuquerque, making slow time on an uncooperative steer, but the run turned out to be good
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enough for second place. His friend, Joe Gardner, took third. The steer
roping was not as exciting as the sponsors had hoped, but the bronc riding
thrilled the crowd, persuading the fair's managers to reschedule the tournament for another year. 17 In 1902, McGonagill warmed up for Albuquerque at
the newly organized Roswell Fair. Unfazed by a high wind blasting down the
Hondo Valley, he carried the day by edging out eighteen other cowboys with
a time of 30.6 seconds. An admiring reporter declared, "Once again the
Mighty McGonagilileft the field with a score of scalps dangling at his belt!"
Luckily, the champ kept his momentum at Albuquerque and did not disappoint his many fans. Drawing a big roan steer, he gave a steady, if unspectacular, performance, taking top honors at the territorial fair for the first time.
Frank Blake, a salty contestant from Bland, won the bronc riding, which was
enlivened by the appearance of Pearl Ward, the first cowgirl to compete at the
fair. Two weeks later, McGonagill wound up a successful season with another win at a championship steer roping, held at San Antonio, Texas, in
which he defeated sixty other contestants. 18
In 1903 the Albuquerque City Council made decisions that indirectly had
an important effect on the fair's cowboy tournament. During the winter council members decided that the old horse-drawn streetcar line should be replaced with an electric system. Cromwell's New Yorkers, who had wrested
control of the company from the locals, tried to retain the franchise but were
unable to offer a proposal acceptable to the city. After several months of
negotiations, the council awarded the franchise to a group of West Coast investors headed by William H. Greer of Deming. One of a new breed of entrepreneurs who juggled a variety of investments, Greer was also the general
manager of the Victorio Land and Cattle Company, a huge livestock enterprise. Better known by its brand, the Diamond A, the company controlled an
enormous acreage in Grant and Luna counties, including the famed Gray
Ranch. In July of 1903, Greer had arranged for Victorio to purchase the Armandariz grants, which contained 495,000 acres of pasture along the Rio Grande
near Elephant Butte. 19 Once he had the traction franchise in his pocket, Greer
moved his headquarters to Albuquerque, where he became active in all sorts
of civic projects including the territorial fair.
Determined that the twenty-third fair would be the biggest and best yet,
committee members worked feverishly throughout the summer of 1903 to
advertise the great event. As a publicity stunt, one group decorated a Santa
Fe caboose with a huge poster showing a steer roper in action above the dates
of the fair. Obligingly, railroad officials displayed the car at every siding and
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CABOOSE ADVERTISEMENT

To advertise the 1903 Territorial Fair and cowboy tournament,
boosters decorated this box car with a huge poster.
(Photograph courtesy Albuquerque Museum, Gift of Raymond Veseth,
neg. no. 1977.98.7)

whistle stop along the right-of-way from Trinidad, to El Paso, and finally to
Flagstaff. To attract more spectators and contestants for the six-day affair,
handbills were posted across the Southwest, announcing the cowboy tournament and the generous prize money -a whopping two thousand dollars. The
results far exceeded the committee's expectations. When the entries closed,
eighteen bronc riders and twenty-seven steer ropers, far more than in any
previous tournament, had paid their fees. Top hands from all over New Mexico and Arizona showed up along with others from Wyoming, Nebraska, and
Oklahoma, each one thirsting after the generous prizes. Some spectators had
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also traveled from afar-the most notable being newspaper tycoon William
Randolph Hearst, who was then serving as a New York congressman. A supporter of statehood for New Mexico and Arizona, Hearst arrived by private
train during his western swing to test the waters for a possible presidential run
in 1904. Among those on hand to welcome the flamboyant publisher and his
large entourage was Cromwell, who had come to Albuquerque from the East
to meet with Greer about the streetcar franchise. 20 The conference was probably planned to coincide with the fair.
As opening day drew near, Albuquerque newspapers provided ample coverage of the tournament and contestants. The Morning Journal printed a
laudatory description:
The great feature ... of the present territorial fair is the cowboy
tournament. ... For the time being the picturesque cowboy occupies
the center of the stage.... If we are to believe the magazine writers he
is dying off-already extinct and buried in oblivion. Yet here he is with
us at the twenty-third territorial fair in all his glory.... There is a dash
and abandon about this thoroughly western sport that never loses its
thrill and fascination for the spectator whether he is a westerner of
several years standing or a rank tenderfoot. ... There is no more savage
animal than an outlaw bronco and there is hardly any feat calling for
nicer judgement and steady nerve than in roping and tying a big longhorned steer. 21
As the Journal suggested, the tournament promised to be an exciting event.
To accommodate the many entries, tournament officials scheduled three
performances with six riders and nine ropers to appear each day. Accordingly,
the steer roping began promptly at 3=15 on Wednesday afternoon before a
huge crowd that included Hearst and his eastern friends. The first contestant
was seventeen-year-old Kelly Phillips from Nutt Station in Luna County,
New Mexico, who took after Number 9, a high-headed red steer with plenty
of speed. Well-mounted, Phillips made a beautiful catch and received a nice
hand from the spectators, although his time was a little slow.
After the next roper wasted a couple ofloops, Clay McGonagill, who had
drawn the third position, rode into the arena on a powerful sorrel gelding
named Frisky. With Frisky running at full throttle, the champ took after a
black steer and snared both horns with a fast throw, dismounted quickly, and
wrapped three legs together, finishing up in 38.5 seconds. When the time was
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ELLISON CARROLL

Turned out in their Sunday best, the two champion steer ropers pose
for the camera.

(Photograph courtesy Cornett Library, West Texas A6.M University,
Canyon)
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announced, he threw his hat in the air as the audience cheered lustily. For
the next two days McGonagill watched anxiously as the other hands tried and
failed to make a faster run. His time held up for the first-place prize of$50o.
With typical cowboy generosity, McGonagillloaned Frisky to an old friend
and rival, 1. Ellison Carroll, who took the second-place purse worth $250. In
the bronc riding event, Pat Hughes of Magdalena, New Mexico, spurred
his way to victory on an outlaw named Dewey, while Curtis Jackson from
Colorado took second on Carrie Nation. 22 At the end of the contest, McGonagill astonished everyone by selling his great steer horse Frisky to
Hearst for three hundred dollars, which was considered to be an incredibly
high price at the timeY
When the tournament officially ended on Friday afternoon, everyone
agreed that it had been a smashing success. Many of the eastern visitors, who
had never seen cowboy contests, agreed that the riding and roping had been
the most enjoyable part of the fair. Unfortunately, the knights of the plains
could not let well enough alone. On Saturday afternoon, another big crowd
turned out for a hastily organized steer roping that proved to be a complete
disaster. Handicapped by hangovers after a big night on the town, several
contestants chased their steers to the point of exhaustion without making a
successful catch. Of the animals that were lassoed, a few suffered broken
horns or other injuries. Disgusted by the sorry spectacle, the more obstreperous spectators began to boo and hiss. Seated in the grandstand or in carriages parked outside the infield, the large number of ladies present were
particularly incensed by the mistreatment of the livestock. 24
By Monday morning, their outrage had become a cause celebre in the local press. Under the headline, "Is Roping a Brutal Sport," the Morning Journal
printed an interview with Mrs. Oliver Cromwell, wife of the traction magnate. Both had recently arrived from New York. Although clearly aroused,
Lucretia Cromwell stated tactfully, "I believe roping is good sport, but it
should be regulated in some way so that the steers are not tortured. When
ropers have missed two or three times they should be called back." According to the Journal, fifty other Albuquerque ladies agreed heartily. In the same
article their views received unexpected support from an unnamed cattleman
who offered a similar opinion. Declaring that accidents were sometimes unavoidable during roundups, the cattleman predicted that, because of objections by livestock owners, roping exhibitions would soon come to an end in
the West. He said that contests took the men away from work in the spring
and fall just when they were most needed, and that contests drew away the
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CHARLES B. IRWIN

A contestant in Albuquerque's 1903 tournament, Irwin of Cheyenne
was one of rodeo's most colorful personalities.
'(Photograph courtesy Cheyenne Frontier Days, Old West Museum, Box

2720, Cheyenne, Wyoming, 82003)

best men. "Furthermore," the cattleman continued, "before a contest, the
boys are apt to do a good deal of practicing on the range and in going after
speed, they are not very careful what they do to a steer. A good many animals
are hurt, and we do not want any more of that."25
Although he remained anonymous, there can be little doubt that the Journal's source was W. H. Greer, a voluble cattleman frequently quoted in the
local press. Greer soon gained sufficient clout to make his prediction a reality. Within a year after the roping fiasco at the fair, Greer was elected to the
territorial legislature as a Republican councilman. Once in Santa Fe, he became an effective legislator, actively pursuing a probusiness agenda and representing the interests of the livestock industry. Today, Greer is remembered
for sponsoring an act that created the New Mexico Mounted Police, an organization intended to stamp out cattle rustling, a continual problem for the
Diamond A and other big outfits. To protect their herds and keep the cowboys out of trouble, he also introduced a bill that made cattle-roping exhibitions iIlegal. 26 Persons or associations participating in such events were subject
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to significant penalties: fines ranging to five hundred dollars or jail terms
totaling sixty days. Passed after limited debate, Greer's bill became law on
3 March 1905 amid general approbation from editorial writers around the
territoryY
A few weeks later, the Texas legislature enacted a similar law; Arizona followed suit in March 1907. In each case humanitarian organizations lobbied
for these bills, but the principal support came from livestock owners unwilling to accept losses from animals crippled or killed while their employees
practiced on the range. Ironically, the new laws prohibited steer-roping contests in much of the Southwest where they had originated, although impresarios continued to promote contests elsewhere. Unwilling to give up the
competitions, steer ropers began traveling extensively to other regions to display their skills and contend for prizes. The laws also caused the officials who
sponsored fairs and related events to change their programs. Cowboy sports,
however, continued to be featured.
New Mexico's fair provides a good example of change in program content.
In 1905, several months after the ban on steer roping had been enacted, Greer
was named president of the annual extravaganza. Under his management a
baseball tournament became the leading event once again, but cowboy sports
fans were not ignored. In place of the wide-open contests, Greer scheduled
an exhibition of "bronco busting" in which twisters from the Diamond A
climbed aboard outlaw horses gathered from remote parts of the Armendariz
grant. 2S Apparently, the boys put on a good show, but, somehow, it lacked the
excitement of the earlier contests. In later years, as the tournaments turned
into rodeos, saddle bronc riding became the featured attraction. Roping events
returned to the program by 1910, with burros or goats at first replacing steers.
Within a few years, however, calf roping became widely accepted as the most
popular competition for lariat experts. 29
Undaunted by the sudden elimination of their favorite occupation, past
champions from the New Mexico fairs continued to participate in steer-roping
contests at new locations. Even before the ban was imposed, Nat Greer had
sold his saloon in Holbrook, Arizona, and purchased a livery stable in El Paso.
In 1907, after the clampdown, Nat and his son, Tom Greer, established in
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, a large arena that became known as Cowboy Park. 30
Free of the irksome regulations across the border, the Greers sponsored a
series of competitions that drew steer ropers from all over the Southwest to
Juarez until 1912 when the outbreak ofthe Mexican Revolution made the site
untenable. In 1909 and 1912, Nat Greer took the lead in organizing some of
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the regulars at Cowboy Park to travel to Cheyenne Frontier Days and the
Calgary Stampede. At the latter event cowboys from Arizona, Texas, and New
Mexico carried offall the trophies and prize money awarded in steer roping. 3l
In Calgary, Greer's party included Francisco Bojorques, winner of the
1890 roping at Albuquerque. Although he was nearing fifty, the California
vaquero received a special invitation to the Stampede because one of the
promoters had ridden with him on the John Cross range and remembered
his uncanny skill with a rope. Rain and mud bedeviled Bojorques in Canada,
but, back in Sierra County, New Mexico, he continued to engage in roping
contests and race meets until his death in 1921.32 Also on hand to try his luck
in Calgary was Clay McGonagill, the most consistent money-winner at the
New Mexico fairs. In 1905 McGonagill joined an adventurous group that
boarded a steamer bound for South America to stage riding and roping contests in Argentina and Uruguay. After returning home, he promoted in southern Arizona and Cananea, Sonora, a series ofsimilar events that featured Bill
Pickett, the daredevil Black cowboy who introduced the bulldogging event
to rodeo. ll When steer roping became illegal north of the Rio Grande, McGonagill competed frequently at Cowboy Park in Juarez until a serious injury
threatened his career. While riding from his ranch near Monument, New
Mexico, to pick up the mail, the champ suffered a badly broken leg when his
horse fell on a patch of ice. Although he never made a complete recovery,
McGonagill continued to rope both steers and calves at contests from New
York and Chicago to Prescott and Phoenix, seldom failing to capture a large
share of the prize money.l4 McGonagilI, arguably rodeo's first superstar, became the prototype of the modern rodeo cowboy who heads down the road
to seek fame and fortune at the next competition.
In addition to serving as a proving ground for future champions, the tournaments at New Mexico's Territorial Fair were important to other aspects of
early rodeo history. Rox Hardy's embryonic cowboy competition of 1885 was
one of the first events of its kind presented anywhere. New Mexicans and
other westerners, fostered by a growing pride of place, eagerly embraced this
rough-and-tumble entertainment. Their enthusiasm had limits, however.
Dismayed by the callous treatment of livestock at the 1903 fair, territorial
residents supported legislation pushed by cattlemen and humanitarians to
ban future contests. Following New Mexico's lead, neighboring lawmakers
passed similar bills that effectively outlawed steer roping in much ofthe Southwest for several decades. Eventually called rodeos, cowboy celebrations continued, but with an altered format acceptable to the general public.
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Homesteading by El Cerrito's Quintanas near
VariaderolLa Garita
Richard L. Nostrand

I

n 1794 New Mexico's governor awarded the San Miguel del Vado Grant
to fifty-two men from Santa Fe. The grant straddled the Pecos River, and
at two vadas (fording points) these men and their families founded the small,
fortified plazas of San Miguel and San Jose. As new Spanish colonists arrived,
these two plazas became steppingstones to more settlements established upstream and especially downstream. In 1824, at La Cuesta (now Villanueva),
a downstream village swollen with newcomers, fifteen heads of household,
half from Santa Fe and half from the Albuquerque area, successfully petitioned for four ancones (bends of valley bottomland) at El Cerrito. Located
four miles below La Cuesta, El Cerrito became the end-of-the-line landgrant village. These men and their families built their own fortified plaza,
carved their ancones into long farming lots, constructed dams and irrigation
ditches, and grew crops including corn and wheat. On the upland "mesa"
they raised sheep, goats, and cattle. Like others on the land grant, these Cerritefios owned their house lots and agricultural fields as private property, but
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FERNANDO QUINTANA, HIS WIFE ADELA RIBERA (STANDING), ANTONIA
RIBERA, WIFE OF JESUS MARIA QUINTANA (SEATED), AND (LEFT TO

RIGHT) CHILDREN CLiOFES, NAPOLEON, AND IGNACIA, IN 1915

(Photograph courtesy Julia Garcia de Castillo, Denver, Colorado)

they owned in common with all grantees the upland used for grazing and the
gathering of wood.
Into this setting came Fernando Quintana in 1840. A Santa Fe native of
about twenty-one years, Quintana moved to El Cerrito when he married
Gertrudis Martin, daughter of one of the original fifteen land grantees and
granddaughter ofa second original grantee. Between 1841 and 1865 the couple
had ten children, ofwhom four sons and four daughters lived. Quintana prospered from his industrious use of the valley bottomland, acquired in part
through marriage, and especially from livestock raising on the upland. By
1870 he had become the wealthiest villager in El Cerrito, but his ambitions
propelled him beyond the village. Fifty miles east ofEl Cerrito, also lying in
San Miguel County, the small Conchas River meandered through a flat,
grass-covered valley, the route taken by ciboleros (buffalo hunters) on their
annual trek to the Llano Estacado. Quintana and his eldest son, Epitacio,
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must have crossed this valley many times with other Spanish people headed
east from their Pecos villages. The Conchas Valley clearly appealed to these
ciboleros, but relatively few, including Fernando and Epitacio Quintana,
devised a plan to acquire the land-a move that for the Quintanas resulted
in a small family dynasty. I
Three land grants issued between 1818 and 1824 had privatized most of the
land along the Conchas River, but a twenty-mile-wide strip between two of
the grants remained in the public domain (Map 1). Fernando and Epitacio
recognized this opening, and testimony in their homestead applications indicated that, beginning in March 1877, they squatted on land straddling the

MAP 1: THE CORRIDOR OF PUBLIC DOMAIN AT VARIADERO

This range became the destination for cerritefios using a wagon road
between El Cerrito and Variadero, circa 1900. Traversing the fifty
miles took two days by wagon or one day on horseback. Cerritefios in
wagons camped overnight at the Rael ranch at Chupinas Spring or on
the banks of the Gallinas River.
(Map by Richard L. Nostrand)
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Conchas, a mile downstream from the future community ofVariadero (also
known as La Garita after about 1920). In 1882 and 1883, where each had preempted land, he filed for adjacent 160-acre homesteads. In February 1885
both men received patents to their claims. In this same thirty-six-square-mile
township (Township 14 North, Range 24 East), where some ninety-five homesteaders would eventually patent land, authorities issued only one earlier
patent-to an Antonio Encinas in 1884. Fernando and Epitacio Quintana
helped to initiate the homesteading process and led the way among their
fellow villagers. 2
Epitacio Quintana undoubtedly masterminded the strategy that his fellow
Cerritefios followed in the Variadero area. The course ofevents benefited unmistakably all Quintanas but especially his sons. The sixteen villagers who
homesteaded near Variadero included only Quintanas and their relatives.
Figure 1shows how the Quintanas fit together. Besides E pitacio and Fernando,
the settlement included Epitacio's three brothers (Jesus Marfa, Anastacio, and
Luciano), his four sons (Vibian, Luis, Juan, and Fernando) and two grandsons
(Heliodoro and Placido), two nephews (Santiago and Ramon Vigil) and the
husband of a niece (Andres Tapia), and a brother-in-law (Emiterio Arellanes)
and his daughter (Paula Arellanes). The participants spanned four generations.
The strategy brought in the relatives mainly to enable the major playersnotably Epitacio's sons-to acquire additional homesteaded land. Moreover,
villagers pieced together tracts in contiguous
blocks and, when possible, tracts that fronted
on potentially leaseable New Mexico school
lands. This scheme required knowledge ofthe
U.S. Township and Range System. The strategy, which demanded an understanding ofthe
laws that governed homesteading, called for
maximizing the acreage individuals alienated
from the public domain.
In acquiring land, villagers used one offour
land laws (Table 1). The original Homestead
Act of 1862 allowed a person to file a Homestead Entry (HE) of 160 acres, or a quarter
of a square mile. In 1909 the government
doubled the acres an individual might claim
EPITACIO QUINTANA
to 320, half of a square mile. Those already in
(Photograph courtesy Eduardo E.
possession of160 acres could now file a second
Quintana, Pueblo, Colorado)
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FIGURE 1: GENEALOGY OF THE SIXTEEN CERRITENO HOMESTEADERS AT VARIADERO/LA GARITA
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Table 1 Cerritefio Lands Patented in the Variadero/La Garita Area, 1885-1931
Land
#,

Name

15 Arellanes, Emiterio
18 Arellanes, Paula
7
2

Quintana,
Quintana,
Quintana,
Quintana,

Anastacio
Epitacio
Fernando'
Fernando d

11
22

27 Quintana, Heliodoro
13 Quintana, Jesus Marfa
16
24
25
3 Quintana, Juan N.
14
19
23
26
6 Quintana, Luciano
8 Quintana, Luis M.
17 Quintana, Placido
4 Quintana, Vibian
20
21
12 Tapia, Andres
10 Vigil, Ramon
Vigil, Santiago
Total Patents: 27

9

TIRISec
Location

Acquisition b
HE
HE
HE
HE
HE
HE
PS

14 N 23 E 31
14 N 23 E 31
13 N 23 E 5,7,8
14 N 24 E 30

SRHE

14 N
13 N
13 N
13 N

SRHE

14 N 23 E 30
13 N 23 E 7,18
13 N 22 E 12

PS
HE
HE
SRHE
HE
PS
HE
SRHE
SRHE
HE
HE
HE
HE
SRHE
PS
HE
HE
HE

24 E 30
23 E 8,9
23 E 8
22 E 13

14 N 23 E 31
13 N 23 E 8
13
13
13
13
13

N
N
N
N
N

23
23
23
23
23

E
E
E
E
E

4,5
19
19,30
9
8

14 N 23 E 30
13 N 23 E 9
14 N 22 E 25,35
13N23E18
13 N 23 E 7
13 N 22 E 12
13 N 23 E 7
14 N 22 E 35
13 N 23 E 6
13 N 22 E 13
13N23E18
13 N 23 E 17
13 N 23 E 17

Date Entry
Filed

Date Patent
Issued

Patent #

21 Jan 1914 30 Oct 1919 716°3 2
22 Jan 1915 30 Oct 1919 716°39
27 Mar 1899 23 May 1905
343 8
1120
14 Oct 1882 25 Feb 1885
1121
13 Jun 188 3 25 Feb 1885
9 Mar 18 9 8 5 May 1904
3237
11 Dec 1911 237 62 7
15 Jun 1910
5 May 1920
14 Jan 1927 99429°

29 Jan 1924
3 Feb 1912
4 Mar 19 14
15 Dec 1920
26 Jan 1921
22 Oct 1896
18 Mar 1913
4Aug 1916
26 Aug 1920
22 Jan 1924
29 Mar 1898
25 Jul18 99
30 Sep 1914
10 Feb 1897
14 Feb 1917
1 Aug 1917
12 Jun 1911
13 Nov 1902
18 Oct 1902

Acres
318 .45
15 8 46
160.00
160·54
160.00
160.00
4°. 00
433-44

29 Jun 1929 1029°4°

19 6 .89

43 1516
711 49 1
973 22 7
973 228

4°. 00
160.00

16 Sep 1914
7 Oct 1919
25 Jan 1926
25 Jan 1926

1 Mar 1904
319°
6 Dec 1914 4494 60
8 Sep 1920 771861
17 Sep 1926 9 8 5497
30 Jan 193 1 1043 66 3
18 Apr 1905
344°
18 Apr 1905
3439
2 Sep 1920 77 1645
18 Apr 1905
33 8 7
8 Oct 1926 9 86 9 6 5
7 Jun 1920 753 69 1
20 Sep 1918 64 8 516

160·31
160.00
160.00
4°. 00
160.00
80.00
24°·00
160.00

159.3 8
320 .00
160.00
4° 0 .00
38 .7 2
160.00

26 Oct 1908
160.00
457 8
160.00
1 Feb 1909
4592
Total Acres: 4,7°6.19

Source: Compiled from plats and patent records in Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, New
Mexico. Dates for the ten earliest entries filed (14 Oct 1892 to 13 Nov 1902) obtained from
Land Entry Files, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
'Numbers represent chronology of dates homesteaders filed entries, 1882-1924.
hHE=Homestead Entry; PS=Public Sale; SRHE=Stock Raising Homestead Entry.
'Epitacio's father.
dEpitacio's son.
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MARIA DE LA CRUZ TAPIA (1851-1923), WIFE OF EPITACIO

(Photograph courtesy Julia Garcia de Castillo, Denver, Colorado)
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VIBIAN QUINTANA, HIS WIFE CLEOFAS RIBERA, AND SON GABRIEL,
ABOUT 1927

(Photograph courtesy Eduardo E. Quintana, Pueblo, Colorado)
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HE for another 160 acres. Jesus Marfa Quintana and Juan N. Quintana I took
advantage of second HE claims laws. In 1916, recognizing that stock raising
in dry areas required far more land than even 320 acres, the government authorized 64o-acre Stock Raising Homestead Entries (SRHE). This full square
mile represented the maximum amount of land one person could alienate
from the public domain. In the Variadero area, SRHE claims brought Epitacio's sons Fernando and Vibian close to their 640-acre limits, and Juan N.
Quintana I, with title to 680 acres, exceeded the limit. Like three others, Juan
had purchased 40 acres (at $1.50 per acre) at Public Sale (PS), the fourth way
Cerritefios could acquire public domain. Land acquired through purchase
lay outside the category of homesteaded land. Altogether, the twenty-seven
tracts patented by sixteen villagers in the Variadero area from 1885-1931 totaled 4,706.19 acres, or 7.35 square miles.
The first two entries filed by Epitacio and Fernando Quintana lay in Township 14 North, Range 24 East (Map 2). Both 160-acre parcels turned out to be
outliers on the eastern side of the mainstream Cerritefio homestead effort.
Seventeen of twenty-seven entries filed for by villagers lay in the western half
ofTownship 13 North, Range 23 East, and from there they stretched west and
north into three additional thirty-six-square-mile townships. The emerging
pattern of patents showed faithful adherence to the strategy: Entries formed
contiguous blocks accomplished by straddling township boundaries, and
entries lay adjacent to sections designated for the support ofschools (sections
2, 16, 32, and 36). In achieving these objectives the Quintanas had to outmaneuver other largely Spanish homesteaders who hailed from the Pecos
Valley and from nearby Trementina and who had similar designs. The numbers 1-27 given within entries in map 2show the chronological order in which
Cerritefios filed entries; in table 1 the same numbers identify the owners and
the kinds of entries they filed.
To acquire patent to a claim, a Cerritefio had to be twenty-one years old,
to live on his or her land for at least two years, and to make improvements
during that time. Improvements included building a house (nearly always a
stone structure with a flat roof in the Variadero area), often a corral, sometimes a chicken house, and usually some fencing using barbed wire. Claimants were also required to cultivate land, which in the Variadero area meant
dry farming several acres with little return anticipated. Authorities seldom
specified the exact number ofacres they expected claimants to cultivate, and
they responded favorably to villagers who petitioned not to be held to more
than a few acres during the homesteading process. Some villagers around
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MAP 2: INITIAL CERRITENO HOMESTEADS NEAR VARIADERO FILED
BETWEEN 1882 AND 1924

Cerritefios patented twenty-seven parcels; their chronology by date of
entry is noted. Hispanos dominated the homestead process. The
northern three townships (T!4N) averaged 95 percent Hispano and 5
percent Anglo claimants while the southern two (T!3N) averaged 75
percent Hispano and 25 percent Anglo claimants.

(Map by Richard L. Nostrand)

Variadero dug shallow wells by hand, and from these they irrigated a small
kitchen garden. Before a patent could be issued, the claimant published a
"notice of his intention to make final proof' for several consecutive weeks in
a local newspaper. Then the claimant and two witnesses-always close relatives-appeared before the probate judge of San Miguel County to testify
that he or she had fulfilled the foregoing requirements.)
Few Cerritefios who homesteaded in the Variadero area intended to live
permanently on their claims. Like many of their homesteading neighbors,
they visited their lands only sporadically, and to secure patents they gave testimony that stretched the truth. For the benefit of authorities who may have
visited the homestead in their absence, villagers testified, for example, that
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they had been away from their claims for as long as six months to accommodate their children who attended school elsewhere, to seek medical care for
a family member, or to visit relatives. The testimony of the claimant's two
close relatives repeated verbatim that of the claimant. To justify why so few
acres had been cultivated, Cerritefios testified (truthfully) that their crops
often failed because they received so little rain. Villagers merely went through
the motions of plowing because they anticipated little or no crop from their
farming efforts. To fake a greater level of activity, Cerritefios scattered charcoal and ashes around their ranchsteads. This chicanery also took other forms.
Juan N. Quintana I, who did live permanently on his claim, opened stores
at both of his houses and in the hamlet ofVariadero to sell provisions-often
on credit - to his neighbors. This activity, of course, added to his income, but
Quintana also knew that homesteaders who could not pay their bills in cash
might end up paying him with some of their land. 4
Most Cerritefios who homesteaded near Variadero thus lived in EI Cerrito
and traveled the approximately fifty miles to their homesteads only occasionally and for relatively short stays. The route they took began with fording the
Pecos at El Cerrito (see Map 1). If they drove sheep, a temporary bridge made
by connecting wagons end-to-end got the animals safely across the river. The
first day found villagers crossing mesa country north ofAnton Chico en route
to Chupinas, where spring water at a ranch belonging to Anastacio Rael made
a good camp site. Occasionally villagers camped a bit farther along on the
Gallinas River south of Chaperito. The second day, villagers crossed the Mesa
Montosa, always staying south of the Conchas River. On this leg of the journey they could obtain water at Cabra Spring. Jose Manuel Quintana, the
oldest son ofJuan N. Quintana I and Delfina Lucero, recalled how his mother
roasted a cabrito (young goat) for the two-day trip, which for them began and
ended near their home in Variadero. Manuel loved cabrito and always wanted
lunch as soon as the trip began. 5
Some two decades after the Quintanas initiated their Variadero enterprise,
unfavorable adjudication of the San Miguel del Vado Grant affected villagers back in EI Cerrito. A U.S. Supreme Court ruling in 1897 known as the
"Sandoval Decision" awarded the heirs and assigns of grantees on the San
Miguel del Vado Grant only that land (the villages themselves and the agricultural bottomlands) held as private property in 1848, when the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo ended the Mexican War. The Supreme Court reasoned
that unallocated common lands, because they were eventually to revert to
the king of Spain, should now revert to the federal government to become
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JUAN N. QUINTANA I AND HIS WIFE DELFINA LUCERO

(Photograph courtesy Balbina Gutierrez de Quintana, La Garita and
Las Vegas, New Mexico)

public domain. When authorities opened these common lands to homesteading in about 1909, most Cerritefio families filed claims. Between 1917
and 1939, twenty-eight villagers patented thirty-one homesteads, and in 1961 a
tract purchased at public sale increased to twenty-nine the number ofvillagers
and to thirty-two the number of tracts claimed-for a total 6,230.58 acres, or
9.74 square miles (Table 2). Many of these homesteads formed contiguous
blocks near EI Cerrito and some abutted school lands. However, unlike
at Variadero, where one family orchestrated the acquisition of contiguous
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Cerriteiio Lands Patented in the EI Cerrito Area, 1917-1961
Land
Acqui-

#,

Name

277

sition b

12 Aragon, Juan
SHCTn
de la Cruz
HE
5 Aragon, Luis
HE
17 Arellanes, Epitacio
18 Arellanes, Rogelio
HE
SRHE
27
16 Baca, Fidel
HE
SRHE
23
2 Bustos, Anastacio
SHCTn
SHCTn
15 Garcia, BIas
31 Madrid,
SHCTn
Francisca G.'
SHCTn
4 Madrid, Federico
SRHE
29 Madrid, Juan P.
3° Marquez, Anastacia SHCTn
SHCTn
13 Ortega, Nicolas
SRHE
19 Quintana, Andreita
HE
9 Quintana, Casimiro
25 Quintana, Eduardo E. SRHE
10 Quintana, Epitacio SHCTn
26 Quintana, Hipolito E. SRHE
11 Quintana, Jesus
Maria
SHCTn
HE?
20 ·Quintana, Luis M.
HE
14 Quintana, Miguel V.
6 Quintana y Vigil,
HE
Jesus M
SRHE
22 Rael, Abenicio
SHCTn
7 Sena, Rosaura Gd
28 Tapia, Benjamin
SRHE
HE
24 Torres, Lucianita B.'
HE
21 Torres, Marfa B[aca]f
SHCTn
8 Ulibarri, Pedro
PS
32 Vigil, Crisostomo T.
1 Vigil, Juan B.
HE
SHCTn
Total Patents: 32

TIR/Sec NM
Principal
Meridian

Date Entry
Filed

Date Patent
Issued

Patent #

Acres

12NI5E11
12N15E12
12N15E13
12NI5E24
12N15E23
12N15E3
12N15E9
12NI5E2,11
12N15E11

17 May 1919 29 Mar 1920 742°14
30 Apr 1919 11 Aug 1926 98 37 19
19 Apr 1920 28 Aug 1926 984600
21 Apr 1920 26 Oct 1926 987975
1Aug 1929 15 Mar 1937 108 901 7
2 Oct 1919
4 Apr 1927 999553
3 Mar 1937 1088662
13 Jan 1928
12 Sep 1921 8222 39
8 Apr 1919
22 Sep 1919 28 Jun 1922 87 0 375

16.00
174-°2
29 2.33
319. 17
320 .00
320 .00
32°. 00
6.23
24-°9

12NI5E2,11
12N15E2
12NI5ElO,11
12NI5E2,11
12NI5E11
12NI5E24,25
12NI5E11,12
12NI5E23,26
12NI5EI4>15
uNI5E13,J.4,15,22,27

30 Jul1935 20 Dec 1935
13 Sep 1921
14 Apr 1919
10 Dec 1932 19 Sep 1939
26 Mar 1935
3 Mar 193 6
20 Aug 1919 17 Mar 1920
5 May 1920 28 Aug 1926
13 May 1919 28 Aug 1926
1 Nov 1928
28 Jul1937
15 May 1919 29 Mar 1920
7 Jan 1929 25 May 1938

108°771
822647
11°4977
1081669
74°15 6
984601
984597
1091528
742°13
1097 212

6·3°
77-29
347. 20
11. 32
25·94
64°. 00
201.72
64°. 00
80.00
61 7. 28

12N15E14
12NI6E3°
12N15E13

15 May 1919 29 Mar 1920 742°12
5 May 1920
3 Feb 1928 101181 7
20 Sep 1919 11 Aug 1926 9837 21

104. 21
151.18
171.31

12NI5El
12N15E14
12NI5El,2,11,12
12N15E35
12N15E25
12N15E25
12NI5El,11
12N15E15
11NI5E2,3
12N15E2,11

160.81
30 Apr 1919 20 Nov 1924 948466
28 JUl1926 15 Dec 1932 1060 345 200.00
7 May 19 19 29 Mar 1920 742°11
10·37
26 Jan 1931 24 Aug 1938 1098 531
322 .°4
11 Apr 1928 14 Apr 1936 1082 585 160.00
8 Oct 1926 986 995
160.00
14 May 1921
6.02
7 May 1919 17 Mar 1920 740182
14 Aug 1961 1222000
17 6 .44
24 Jul19 0 7g 6 Mar 1917 57 0948 160.00
13 Sep 1921 822646
8 Apr 1919
9.3 1
Total Acres: 6,23 0 .5 8

Source: Compiled from plats and patent records in Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
'Numbers represent chronology of dates homesteaders filed entries, 19°7-1935 (for homesteads) and
1961 (date of PS to C. Vigil).
bHE=Homestead Entry; PS=Public Sale; SHC=Small Holding Claims in Tract 1; SRHE=Stock
Raising Homestead Entry.
'Maiden name Garduilo.
dMaiden name Gutierrez.
'Widow of Epifanio Torres; the "B" stands for "V" in Vigil.
Widow of Jose Torres.
ilThe discrepancy between this filing date (July 1907) and the opening date for homestead filing
(March 1909) is unexplained.
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homesteads to create several viable ranches, at El Cerrito many individual
families sought upland grazing range, and most ended up with parcels too
small for viable ranches. The one important exception was Epitacio's son Luis
M. Quintana, who had been a homesteader at Variadero only nominally and
had continued to live in El Cerrito. By following the Variadero example of
combining the homesteads of relatives, he created a viable ranch. 6
In the Conchas Valley today, Quintanas continue to live west ofVariadero
(the name for the hamlet) or La Garita (the name of the post office and now
commonly used for the community) straddling New Mexico State Highway
104 (Map 3)' Their lands lie entirely west of Highway 104 and stretch the six
miles to the Conchas Ranch, the former Preston Beck JI. Grant. Altogether,
three extended Quintana families own some 20,000 acres, considerably over
the 4,700 alienated in initial homesteads, and they also lease much school
land acreage. Map 3 shows that their houses are grouped in the vicinity ofthe
initial 160-acre homesteads patented to Vibian (4), Fernando (5), and Juan N.
I (3) (numbers correspond to land parcels noted in map 2). Benchmark events
give a synopsis of how the lives of members of the three families evolved. After
Vibian died in 1932, his sons Heliodoro, Hipolito, and Jose Lino went back
and forth between El Cerrito and La Garita until 1942, when they joined
Eduardo who had moved permanently to La Garita. In about 1950 financially
difficult times forced all brothers, save Hipolito, to move to Pueblo, Colorado, and in about 1965 Hipolito left for Albuquerque. The brothers continued to ranch, their ranch houses being temporary residences for occasions
such as branding. The sons ofJuan N. I and Fernando fared better financially
and, for the most part, stayed in La Garita. Juan N. I's "summer" home, where
all eighteen children had been born, went to Jose Manuel, and his "winter"
home near the long-abandoned school went to Juan N. II. In 1974 Juan N. II
moved to Las Vegas but returned the fifty-two miles each way at least weekly
to attend to ranch duties. Fernando's home went to his son Cliofes and, in
1977, to Cliofes's widow, Rita Garcia de Quintana. In 1947 Napoleon, a second son, built his own home. If still alive, these Quintanas are quite elderly,
and their middle-aged children have largely taken over the ranches. 7
In the twentieth century, then, three extended Quintana families branched
away from their parent village of El Cerrito. In the Variadero area they became vaqueros or cowboys; the Conchas River carried too little water for them
ever to attempt to irrigate cropland. Thus, unlike their Pecos brethren who
owned land by the vara (a measurement ofabout three feet) and farmed their
acreage, these Quintanas owned land by the acre and herded cattle. Today,
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MAP 3: THE QUINTANA HOMES ON OR NEAR THE INITIAL 16o-ACRE
HOMESTEADS FILED FOR BY JUAN N. I (#3 IN 1896), VIBIAN (#4 IN 1897),
AND FERNANDO (#5 IN 1898) IN Tl3N, R23E

Their ranches stretch west from state highway
Ranch.

104

to the Conchas

(Map by Richard L. Nostrand)

with obvious success, they trailer white face Herefords and black Angus from
pasture to pasture where the carrying capacity of the valley's grama grasses is
forty acres per cow. The Quintanas represent the elite of the ranchers in the
Variadero area. They have become the wealthy Quintanas, and with the passing of time they have severed virtually all contact with their parent village.
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Residents of the same county, the Quintanas in Variadero and those in EI
Cerrito live in two different worlds. Few Quintanas are left to visit in EI Cerrito today; Jose Manuel Quintana (who died in 1999) last went to EI Cerrito
at the age of twenty-one in 1933 when he attended the funeral of his uncle and
padrino, Jesus Marfa Quintana. Jose's widow, Balbina Gutierrez de Quintana,
whom he married in 1939, has never been to EI Cerrito. 8
In Bless Me, Ultima (1972), Rudolfo A. Anaya captures beautifully the dichotomy between vaqueros and farmers. The novel is about young Antonio
growing up in "Guadalupe," an analog for Anaya himself who, in the 1940s,
grew up in Santa Rosa, New Mexico (located some fifty miles downstream
from EI Cerrito). Antonio could not understand why his parents, individuals so fundamentally different, ever married. His father came from "Las Pasturas," a village ofboisterous vaqueros who rode horseback like the wind over
the grassy llano (plain). His mother came from "EI Puerto de los Lunas," a
village of quiet farming people who followed the phases of the moon in their
planting and harvesting. When the couple moved to Santa Rosa, Antonio's
father insisted that they build their house on a hill above the Pecos River on
the edge ofthe llano. His mother, who wanted to live in the valley, complained
bitterly that her garden on the hill "grew only rocks." Her people, like the
farmers in EI Cerrito, found their nourishment in the fertile valley; his people, like the stock raisers at Variadero, found
their freedom and nourishment on the windswept plains. 9
That members of the Quintana family split
away from their brethren in EI Cerrito to piece
together viable livestock ranches is instructive,
for it shows the degree to which Hispanos valued
economic gain. In EI Cerrito's mixed economy
of farming and ranching, villagers made modest
incomes largely from their livestock. For this
reason, Cerritefios considered themselves to
be stock raisers, not farmers. That certain Q'uin-

LUIS M. QUINTANA IN

1941

(Photograph by Irving
Rusinow, courtesy United
States National Archives, neg.
no. 83-G-37815)

tanas were willing to sacrifice the comradery and
security of comfortable village lives for life on a
relatively lonely single-family ranchstead shows
the degree to which they valued accumulating
wealth through ranching. Importantly, efforts to
homestead near Variadero preceded by some two
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decades the Supreme Court decision that denied Cerritei'ios and others their
common lands on the San Miguel del Vado Grant, verifying that economic
gain and not common land denial drove the homesteading efforts. Moreover,
in their efforts to acquire land near Variadero, the Quintanas competed for
the most part with Hispanos from other villages along the Pecos. Clearly,
many Hispanic ranchers and farmers aggressively sought to increase their
family wealth through homesteading.
The Quintana example is noteworthy for a second reason. In the 1880s
Hispanos in San Miguel County constituted an overwhelming majority, yet
a minority of Anglo politicians were now determining the rules including
those governing homesteading. With much skill the Quintanas and other
settlers descended from the Spanish successfully maneuvered within this
new political environment to work the system to their advantage. They understood the land laws that allowed individuals to maximize the number of
acres alienated from the public domain. They understood how to use the
Township and Range System to put together contiguous tracts that, when
possible, fronted on the potentially leaseable school lands. The Quintanas,
perhaps to an unprecedented degree, successfully marshaled family participation in a one-family homesteading venture. In short, people of Spanish
descent were politically adept in achieving their goal of economic gain.
Notes
This article is drawn from chapter 5 of Richard L. Nostand, El Cerrito, New Mexico:
Eight Generations in a Spanish Village (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
2003). The context for Spanish stockmen expanding their grazing lands is in Richard
L. Nostrand, "The Century of Hispano Expansion," New Mexico Historical Review
62 (October 1987): 361-86.
2. J. J. Bowden shows the upper reaches of the Conchas River to lie within the Town
of Las Vegas Grant issued as a community tract in 1835 and patented in 1903. "Private Land Claims in the Southwest" (6 volumes, Master of Law thesis, Southern
Methodist University, 1969), 3=783-92. The three downstream stock-raising grants
noted are the Antonio Ortiz Grant made in 1818 and patented in 1877 (pp. 706-10);
the Preston Beck Jr. Grant issued to Juan Estevan Pi no in 1823 and patented in 1874
(pp. 677-86); and, east of the twenty-mile-wide strip of public domain, the Pablo
Montoya Grant issued in 1824 and patented in 1877 (pp. 700--705) (Map 1). For information on homesteads I consulted the plats and patent records in the Bureau of
Land Management in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
3. The Variadero area annually receives an average of almost twelve inches of precipitation, which is slightly less than the average at El Cerrito. At 4,570 feet above sea
I.
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level, Variadero is also lower in elevation. H. J. Maker et aI., Soil Associations and
Land Classification for Irrigation: San Miguel County, Research Report 221 (Las
Cruces: New Mexico State University Agricultural Experiment Station, 1972), 8.
4. The deviousness of bygone generations is spoken ofopenly today. Henry Vigil Arellanes told of his grandfather (Emiterio) and others spreading ashes to fake greater
activity at the homesteads. Interview by author, Albuquerque, N.Mex., 22 April 1994.
Jose Manuel Quintana noted the hidden purpose behind his father's stores. Interview by author, La Garita, N.Mex., 18 October 1993. Juan N. Quintana II noted that
his father's store by the (old) bridge in Variadero had two stories, and that his father
bought land from homesteaders for $.25 per acre. Interview by author, Las Vegas,
N.Mex., 13 October 1993.
5. Eduardo E. Quintana, son ofVibian, told of the makeshift bridge across the Pecos,
interview by author, Pueblo, Colo., 13 September 1993. Jose Manuel Quintana,
whose father, Juan N. I, moved permanently to his Variadero homestead, described
in some detail the route taken to EI Cerrito. Interview by author, La Garita, N.Mex.,

18 October 1993.
6. For the land grant adjudication I draw heavily on Kent Howard Gompert, "The San
Miguel Del Bado Land Grant: Corruption and Bribery in Northern New Mexico"
(master's thesis, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 1986). G. Emlen Hall
notes March 1909 as the date officials opened grant lands for entry, in "San Miguel
del Bado and the Loss of the Common Lands," New Mexico Historical Review 66
(October 1991): 442. El Cerrito villager Crisostomo T. Vigil told of the "arrangements" the Quintanas made to use each other's land. Luis M. Quintana's sheep
ranch headquarters in 1940, said Vigil, were located on the land homesteaded by
Hipolito Quintana. Interview by author, Villanueva, N.Mex., 25 July 1999.
7. Eduardo E. Quintana moved permanently to Variadero at age sixteen (about 1927).

In 1940 he built a house, but in 1950 he moved to Pueblo where he workcd at the
American Store Packing House for eighteen years from 1952 to 1971. Interview by
author, Pueblo, Colo., 13 September 1993. Marfa (Mary) Cleofas "Cleo" Quintana
de Sena remembers her father, Heliodoro, moving his family to Variadero in 1942
right after Cleo finished the eighth grade in El Cerrito. Interview by author, Pueblo,
Colo., 13 September 1993. Hipolito Quintana, son ofVibian, moved to Albuquerque after his first wife, Elvira Vigil (daughter of Santiago Vigil), died in October

1965. Interview by author, Albuquerque, N.Mex., 19 February 1994. Jose Manuel
Quintana (1911-1999) built his present home in 1958. His nearby barn was the onetime "summer" home of his father, Juan N. I and his second wife, Delfina Lucero.
Eleven of Juan and Delfma's eighteen children, five boys and six girls, lived. Jose
Manuel and Juan N. II (1919-1995) were the two oldest boys; the other three (Liberato, Elijio, and Bernardo) moved to Denver or Pueblo. Jose Manuel Quintana and
his wife Balbina Gutierrez own a second home in Las Vegas. Jose Manuel Quintana,
interview by author, La Garita, N.Mex., 5 September 1993. After moving to Las
Vegas in 1974, Juan N. II worked for the U.S. Forest Service and the Housing Authority for ten years. He regretted buying only a mobile home in 1974 when houses were
relatively inexpensive. Interview by author, Las Vegas, N.Mex., 13 October 1993.
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Napoleon Quintana, son of Fernando, and his wife, Alcaria Olguin, built their present home in 1947, about ten years before electricity reached Variadero. Interview by
author, La Garita, N.Mex., II September 1993.
8. Pablo (Paul) Lucero, La Garita's local historian, explained that the Quintanas, especially Jose Manuel, Rita Garda de Quintana, and Napoleon, represent Variadero's
elite. Interview by author, La Garita, N.Mex., 18 October 1993. Jose Manuel Quintana confirmed the total absence of irrigated agriculture along the Conchas and the
forty-acre-per-cow carrying capacity. Interviews by author, Las Vegas, N.Mex., 25
July 1999, and La Garita, N.Mex., 5 September 1993, respectively. That Manuel last
visited El Cerrito in 1933 is an extreme example oflack ofcontact between La Garita
and El Cerrito. Interviews by author, 5 September 1993 and 16 July 1994. Juan N.
Quintana II attended the funeral of Luis M. Quintana in 1950, and since his marriage to Julia Roybal in 1955, he visited one other time. Interview by author, Las
Vegas, N.Mex., 13 October 1993. Napoleon Quintana, who was born in El Cerrito
in 1914, traveled with his cousin Juan N. II to attend the funeral of "Don" Luis in
1950, and on 4 July 1991 he again visited El Cerrito to show the village for the first
time to his wife and children. Interview by author, La Garita, N.Mex., 28 September 1993.
9. Rudolfo A. Anaya, Bless Me, Ultima (Berkeley, Cali£.: Tonatiuh-Quinto Sol Publications, 1991). The quote on p. 49 reads, "On this hill only rocks grow!"

Tomas Velez Cachupin's Last Will and Testament,
His Career in New Mexico, and His Sword with a
Golden Hilt 1
Malcolm Ebright, Teresa Escudero, and Rick Hendricks

T

his article emerged from a chance encounter at the State Archives in
Santa Fe, New Mexico, in June 2002. During an infrequent face-to-face
meeting between Malcolm Ebright and Rick Hendricks concerning a book
project, a tall young woman with the accent of someone from Spain approached them. She said she was temporarily teaching Spanish in Santa Fe
under a program sponsored by the Spanish government and was trying to find
information about a famous ancestor of hers who had twice been governor
of New Mexico. When Teresa Escudero told Ebrightand Hendricks his name
was Tomas Velez Cachupfn, they looked at each other in surprise and delight, for they were trying to find out all they could about Velez Cachupfn for
their book titled Witchcraft in Abiquiu: The Governor, the Priest, the Gen{zaro
Indians, and the Devil. Governor Velez Cachupfn figures prominently in the
story of a witchcraft trial over which he presided in the 1760s, and in which

Malcolm Ebright is an attorney and historian who lives in Guadalupita, New Mexico, where
he is president of the Center for Land Grant Studies. He is the author of Land Grants and
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he had a keen interest because he had personally established the gen[zaro
community at Abiquiu where the witchcraft outbreak occurred. 2
Teresa said that, in Laredo, Spain, where Velez Cachupfn is buried, little
information was known about his career in New Mexico. Likewise, Rick and
Malcolm told her that historians had few details about VeIez Cachupfn's life
in Spain before and after he became governor or during the four years behveen his hvo terms in New Mexico. The three decided to pool resources.
Teresa would research in Spain during her summer vacations, aided by Rick's
extensive knowledge of the archives there, and he and Malcolm would use
material they were developing for the book to provide a snapshot ofVeIez
Cachupfn's career in New Mexico.
During the first summer of research, Teresa spent her days in the Spanish
archives and communicated with Rick over the Internet in the evenings. Working in this way, she found the will that is the subject of this article. As they
translated Velez Cachupfn's last will and testament, they found much information about his life in Spain and some hints about his life in New Mexico.
This document, one of only a few wills that have been found for aNew Mexico governor, tells several things about Velez Cachupfn. J Although he often contended with the Franciscans, especially during his first term, he was
still a religious man who bequeathed substantial amounts to charities and
church institutions. But he was primarily a military man who believed in
individual initiative and, above all, in maintaining the fame and glory of the
Velez Cachupfn name. The will and other documents Teresa discovered in
the archives in Madrid, Laredo, and other places in Spain also show the complicated financial transactions in which the Velez Cachupfn estate became
involved.
Velez Cachupfn was a long way from these family finances when he was
fighting the Comanches, Utes, and Navajos in the far northern province of
New Mexico in New Spain. It is this contrast behveen the elite Old World of
the Velez Cachupfn family of Madrid and Laredo, and the New World realities offighting and making peace with the so-called indios barbaros on the New
Mexico frontier that this article seeks to illuminate. As a symbol of this tension
behveen the Old World and New World, we have chosen Velez Cachupfn's
sword with a golden hilt. The only item of personal property mentioned in
the will, the sword was clearly the governor's most prized possession. He bequeathed it to the viceroy's son. His relationship with Viceroy Revilla Gigedo
of New Spain had set the stage for his highly successful first term, during
which he achieved peace with the Utes, Comanches, and Navajos on the
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strength of his early victory over the Comanches at the Battle of San Diego
Pond. We do not know for sure whether the weapon he used in that battle was
the golden-hilted sword he bequeathed to the viceroy's son, but it likely was.
The Battle of San Diego Pond first established Velez Cachupfn as a formidable warrior on par with the best the Comanches could muster, and the
golden-hilted sword was the symbol ofVeIez Cachupfn's glory. It seems logical that the luster of the Velez Cachupfn name achieved in that battle was
connected with the luster of his golden-hilted sword.

Tomas Velez Cachupin: Two-Term Governor of New Mexico, Warrior, and
Peacemaker with the Comanches, Utes, and Navajos
On 25 January 1769, almost two years after delivering the governorship of
New Mexico to Pedro Fermfn de Mendinueta, Tomas Velez Cachupfn found
himself in Madrid, Spain, in the words of his will, "sick in bed with the illness that God Our Lord has seen fit to give me."4 Velez Cachupfn had arrived
in the southern port of Cadiz a few months earlier and had written the king
asking for a new position. He told the Spanish monarch that he had not come
immediately to Madrid because "having suffered a great decline in my health
... [on board ship] I disembarked in such a weak condition [and] had such
a lengthy convalescence, that I was prevented from going to place myself at
your excellency's feet."5 Velez Cachupfn finally arrived in Madrid but apparently suffered a relapse. He called an escribano (scribe), Lorenzo de Terreros,
to his bedside to prepare his last will and testament because "the hour of my
death is unknown [and] I do not want to be caught unprepared when it
comes."6
In his will Velez Cachupfn made only a few bequests, indicating that a
more extensive written statement might be prepared and delivered to his
executors before his death. The bequests provided for ten thousand reales to
have masses said for his soul, a thousand at the Convento de San Francisco
in Madrid, another thousand at the Premonstratensian Convento de San
Norberto in Madrid, and five hundred masses at the parish church of the
district where he died; thirty thousand reales for his tombstone; small bequests to his servants; and a bequest to his niece, sor Melchora de San Rafael,
a member of the Capuchin order in Granada. To Jose de la Gandara; a relative, he gave thirty thousand reales, and he gave twenty thousand reales to
Juan Vicente de Gtiemes y Horcasitas, also a relative and the son of Francisco
de Gtiemes y Horcasitas, the first Conde de Revilla Gigedo and viceroy of
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New Spain from 1746 until 1755. His prized possession, "a broadsword with
a gold hilt," he gave to Antonio de Giiemes y Horcasitas, another relative and
also son of the viceroy.7 As noted in the preface the golden-handled sword was
the only item of personal property mentioned in the will and must have been
Velez Cachupfn's personal weapon with which he fought many battles. The
stories of those battles with the Utes, Comanches, and Navajos, and of the
peace he achieved with these tribes during most of his two terms as governor
ofNew Mexico may well have been fresh in don To~as's mind as he thought
back over an illustrious career.
Velez Cachupfn started his life in the New World as a cadet in the permanent regiment of Havana in the 1740S. His service in Cuba coincided with
that of Juan Francisco de Giiemes y Horcasitas, the first count of Revilla Gigedo, the future viceroy of New Spain. Gtiemes y Horcasitas was related to
Velez Cachupin and may have known him before coming to the Americas.
The future viceroy was born in Reinosa in the Spanish province of Santander, and Velez Cachupfn was a native of Laredo, a seaport on the north coast
of Spain, also in the province of Santander. Whether Revilla Gigedo knew
Velez Cachupfn personally before coming to the New World, he probably
knew he had a relative under his command in Cuba, where Giiemes y Horcasitas held the post of captain general from 1734 to 1746, a period that Velez
was also in Havana. Upon his appointment as viceroy, Revilla Gigedo probably took Velez Cachupfn with him to Mexico City to serve in his household.
Velez Cachupfn was appointed the viceroy's equerry, an official in charge of
the horses in the viceregal stable, but Velez Cachupfn undoubtedly had additional responsibilities. It is likely that in the viceroy's household Velez
Cachupfn began to learn the intricacies of colonial administration. By the
time he received an interim appointment as governor of New Mexico in 1749,
Velez Cachupfn had absorbed a great deal of information about Spanish
colonial law and practice. 8 Atthe court in Mexico City, he was able to observe
colonial administration at close hand. He may also have had the opportunity
to study books of Spanish law applicable to the New World in the viceroy's
library, including the Recopilaci6n de leyes de los reinos de las Indias, which
he sometimes cited almost verbatim in his decrees as governor ofNew Mexico.
By seeking a career in the Indies, the future governor was following in the
footsteps of Felipe Velez Cachupfn, the illegitimate son of Tomas's grandfather. Felipe was born around 164°.9 With few prospects in Spain, Felipe made
his way to Peru, where he amassed a respectable fortune and then returned
to the environs of Laredo. In 1686 he footed the bill for some construction in
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one of the chapels in the parish church in Ajo, which had been founded by
his paternal great-grandparents, Juan Velez Hontanilla and Maria Fermindez
de Camino. Not long after, Felipe set his sights on a more lasting memorial.
In 1689, in exchange for a considerable sum, the syndic ofthe Convent of San
Francisco of Laredo placed Felipe in possession of a chapel in the church,
which required dispossessing the former owners. At Felipe's expense, the
chapel underwent extensive remodeling. To watch over his remains, Felipe
had erected a statue of a young kneeling Spanish gentleman. Since Tomas
worshipped in the family chapel, he doubtless learned of the experiences of
its founder in the New World. In his hometown Tomas practiced his faith
under the watchful guidance of priests of the Franciscan Order, to which he
had a particular devotion. His will provides further evidence of Tomas's personal faith and of his respect for the Franciscans. He requested that his body
be "wrapped in shroud in the habit of our seraphic father, St. Francis." What
he most likely intended was for his body to be clothed in the habit of the
Third Order of St. Francis. Perhaps later when he was on his deathbed, he
appreciated the irony of the predicament he had found himself in with other
members of that same order when he took up the post of interim governor of
New Mexico.
When he arrived in New Mexico, Velez Cachupin sparked a renewal of
the battle between the Franciscans and civil officials that had been waged off
and on since before the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. Although in general the Franciscans held negative opinions ofthe governors of New Mexico, Velez Cachupin's predecessor, Joaquin de Codallos y Rabal (1743-1749) received praise
from some influential priests, among them the custos, fray Andres Varo. Varo's
favorable view of some aspects ofGovernor Codallos y Rabal's administration
notwithstanding, in 1749 he wrote a secret letter to the viceroy that roundly
condemned the governors. Historian John L. Kessell colorfully described
these events as follows:
When reports by the outspoken Fray Andres Varo reached the viceroy,
he decided to send a member of his household, don Juan Antonio de
Ornedal y Maza, to New Mexico to get the facts. Instead, Ordenal got
together with the hot-headed, youthful Gov. Tomas Velez Cachupin,
another member of the viceroy's "family," and "hell conspired" to roast
the missionaries of New Mexico as they had never been roasted before.
But they did not wither. Rather they fought hellfire with hellfire. 1O
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Ornedal's report was a scathing condemnation of the Franciscans, and
after less than a year in office, in the spring of 1749, Velez Cachupfn wrote
to the viceroy, giving his own highly critical evaluation of the Franciscan
missionary program in New Mexico. Father Varo had another go at countering the "most iniquitous and false calumnies" of Governor Velez Cachupfn
and Inspector Ornedal in 1751. 11 Two aspects of this document merit special
attention. First, Varo levels an ad hominem attack at Velez Cachupfn by
questioning his honor and going so far as to suggest that he was less than a real
man. Second, Varo charged Velez Cachupfn with usurping the Patronato
Real and acting as vice-patron of the New Mexico missions by moving Franciscan clergy from mission to mission as he saw fit. This authority to assign
priests was jealously guarded by the Franciscan leadership in New Mexico
and became a major point of contention with eighteenth-century governors
from Velez Cachupfn onY
Governor Velez Cachupfn's relationship with the viceroy stood him in
good stead as he traded charges with the Franciscans. He was finally able to
stop the flow of Franciscan complaints to the viceroy altogether and withstand an attempt by the Franciscans to expel him from New MexicoY The
missionaries were aware of the governor's family ties to the viceroy and the
viceroy's wife, and attributed Velez Cachupfn's success in this church-state
controversy to favoritism on the part ofViceroy Revilla Gigedo. 14 In fact, Governor Velez Cachupfn believed in the mission of the Franciscans to Christianize the indigenous population but had reasonable complaints against
specific priests and objected to certain missionary practices, which, he felt,
impeded his mission of achieving peace with indigenous tribes making war
on Spanish settlementsY
Velez Cachupfn's greatest accomplishment during his first term was making peace with the Comanches, Utes, and other nomadic Indians, who had
been mercilessly raiding Spanish settlements throughout the early eighteenth
century, especially during the late 1740s. Velez Cachupfn began making peace
overtures to the Comanches in the early 1750S, but in November 1751 he felt
betrayed when three hundred Comanche warriors attacked Pecos a few
months after accepting his offers of peace. The governor personally led a
retaliatory expedition, telling the viceroy "my heart leapt with the ardent
desire to give them a taste of our arms."16 The story of Velez Cachupfn's first
major campaign bears repeating in some detail, for it was highly successful,
and the account of his victory was repeated over and over, even reaching the
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attention of the king of Spain. This battle more than any other single event
increased the glory associated with the Velez Cachupfn name.
Velez Cachupfn caught up with the Comanche raiders after six days of
riding nonstop, except for a few hours at night to pasture the horses and permit his soldiers a little sleep. On the evening of the sixth day the Spanish took
the band of Comanches completely by surprise near a shallow pond covered
with tall reeds. As the sun went down the Comanches retreated to the center of the pond, a difficult position to defend because of the freezing temperatures. Velez Cachupfn ordered fires built on the edge of the pond to
illuminate the Indian's movements. When the Spaniards saw the Comanches hiding in water up to their waists, the governor ordered his men to set
fire to the reeds in the pond and fire on the Comanches revealed by the flames.
On hearing the cries of some women and children, Velez ordered the firing
stopped and notified the Indians through an interpreter that he would spare
their lives if they surrendered. Should they refuse, "by the time the sun came
up he would finish them offwithout pardoning anyone," according to a battle
report. No one accepted the offer until about midnight, when a sixteen-yearold boy, wounded in the foot, emerged, holding a cross made of reeds and
asking for mercy. Velez Cachupfn seated him by the fire, and when the others saw how well he was treated, most of them came out of the water and surrendered. Only the chief and seven of his warriors remained in the thicket.
Velez Cachupfn kept watch all night, sitting "astride his horse with his weapons in his hands," perhaps among them the treasured broadsword with the
golden hilt that he bequeathed to the viceroy's sonY At about three o'clock
in the morning, the remaining Indians, "in the light of the moon, uttered a
war whoop" and attacked. The Spaniards fired on them, killing the chief and
wounding most of the others, who soon surrendered.
The governor and his troops scored an impressive victory that would be
long remembered by the Comanches and other tribes as well. As a result of
the Battle of San Diego Pond, as it came to be called, the Comanches agreed
to a peace that lasted throughout the governor's first term. Because of his
courage in that battle and the mercy he showed the captives, Velez Cachupfn
was known to all the Comanches as "the captain who amazes."18 It appears
that a Ute chief was even named after the governor. 19 Near the end of his
will, Velez Cachupfn urged his beneficiaries always to keep the name Velez
Cachupfn alive, "so that for all time the fame and glory of the family will be
known and not lost." Surely he recalled his victory at San Diego Pond as one
of his most glorious accomplishments. 2o
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Word ofVeIez Cachupin's defeat of the Comanches at the Battle of San
Diego Pond soon spread to other tribes, and as a result he made peace with
the Navajos and Utes. The Ute peace was directly related to the reputation
Velez Cachupin had earned at that battle and to his willingness to negotiate
with any tribe seeking peace. In the early 1750S the Utes attacked a group of
Navajos in Navajo country, surrounding them and driving the Navajos to a
mesa top. Seeing that their defeat was inevitable, the Navajos put down their
arms and approached the Utes with a wooden cross and what appeared to the
Utes to be a letter but was in fact some kind of calendar or almanac. The
Navajos shrewdly announced to the Utes that "the great chief of the Spaniards
sent you this letter and the cross and ordered you to be friends." The Ute chiefs
agreed to peace because they knew that Velez had "punished the Comanches
severely and afterward pardoned them benignly when they sought peace carrying another similar cross." The Utes did not want to "displease [Velez Cachupin], who, if angered by their ignoring [the] letter, might take up arms
against them."21 The Utes had been raiding most settlements in the Rio Arriba
north ofAbiquiu; so the Ute peace made possible the resettlement and expansion of many Rio Arriba communities, though raids by other tribes continued.
Viceroy Revilla Gigedo reported Governor Velez Cachupin's accomplishments during his first term to the king with the recommendation that he be
continued in a second term as governor of New Mexico. Although the viceroy embellished somewhat the details ofVelez Cachupin's victory against the
Comanches, the gist of his report was accurate, and the king ordered that
Velez Cachupin "continue in the exercise of his government."22 By the time
this decree reached Mexico City, however, Velez Cachupin had already set
sail for Spain, and a new governor, Francisco Antonio Marin del Valle (17541760), was on his way to New Mexico. 23
Before leaving New Mexico, Velez Cachupin prepared an extensive set
of recommendations for dealing with the Plains Indians that his successor,
Governor Marin del Valle, largely ignored. Soon, the network of alliances
that Velez Cachupin had so carefully crafted began to unravel. Velez Cachupin told his successor that he should "treat them [the Utes] with generosity and simpleness of spirit, with some show of pleasure, and be very humane
in your contacts with them. You should show them the greatest kindness without revealing fastidiousness or repugnance at their rude clownishness and
manners." The Comanches as well as the Utes should be treated fairly when
they come to Taos to trade, "without permitting ... the settlers and the Pueblo Indians, who also attend, to do them the slightest injury."24
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In contrast to his immediate successors in the governor's palace, Velez
Cachupin realized the importance of personal diplomacy in dealing with
"the three nations of the Plains," the Utes, Comanches, and Apaches, as well
as the Navajos. He met with the chiefs and sat with them, "command[ing] tobacco for them so they may smoke, as is their custom." At the trade fairs Velez
Cachupin tried to keep the Utes and Apaches apart from their enemies, the
Comanches, keeping the peace, helping them exchange horses and arms,
and helping "the Apaches ransom their relatives from the possession of the
Comanches." It was important, said Velez Cachupin, that the governor himself attend the Taos trade fair and visit the rancherias of the assembled Comanches, Utes, and other Plains tribes, "observing that any appeal for justice
is met at once." This was a duty that the governor must perform himself, "for
there is no subject to delegate this duty to who would discharge the trust with
the zeal equal to that of the governor himself."25 The fact that Velez Cachupin was a bachelor without social commitments seems to have made it easier
for him to meet on short notice the nomadic tribes and their leaders, in war
or peace. By so doing Velez Cachupin was able to avoid potential problems
before they escalated into violence. He realized that the Indians "must be
ruled more with ... policies of peace than those which provoke incidents of
war," because the province of New Mexico was surrounded and outnumbered by these tribes. 26 Unfortunately, neither Marin del Valle nor the two
governors who succeeded him had either the charisma Velez Cachupin displayed or the desire to meet the Plains Indians face to face in their own camps.
Marin del Valle, "a vain, less bold individual" than Velez Cachupin,
seemed to provoke rather than pacify the nomadic Indians, and the Utes,
Apaches, and Comanches resumed their raiding of New Mexican settle'ments. 27 After Marin del Valle's term as governor expired, two short-term governors followed: Mateo Antonio de Mendoza (1760) and Manuel del Portillo
y Urrisola (1760-1762), the second ofwhom caused even more problems with
the Comanches over their Spanish captives.
In December 1761 the Comanches came to Taos offering to release seven
Spanish captives if they could resume trading with the Spaniards. Portillo
refused outright and took all the Comanche chiefs hostage, eventually attacking their encampment of sixty-eight tipis. This attack was a serious breach of
etiquette, something Velez Cachupin would never have done. Most of the
Comanches fled after the Spaniards killed four hundred oftheir people. Then
the Utes, who had also come to Taos to trade, took more than a thousand
horses and three hundred Comanche women from their encampment,
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completely disrupting Ute-Spanish relations. Governor Portillo had misjudged
the Utes who had agreed to fight on the Spanish side and had thrown away
all hope of peace with the Comanches. 28
Meanwhile Velez Cachupfn, still in Spain and probably unaware of the
debacle in New Mexico's Indian relations, applied for another term as governor of New Mexico and was selected over six very experienced military
men. 29 Viceroy Revilla Gigedo's favorable reports concerning Velez Cachupfn's performance during his first term must have impressed the king, for on
14 March 1761 Carlos III chose him over the competing candidates. The king
ordered Velez Cachupfn to embark on any royal ship making for Vera Cruz
or Havana to take up the post ofgovernor of New Mexico for the second time.
Velez Cachupfn asked permission to take four servants with him but was
allowed only two, along with his items of clothing, books, and his personal
weapons. 30 Velez Cachupfn boarded a vessel aptly named the Conquistador
with his two servants, Manuel Antonio Lorens de Rada y Suazo, a twentyfour-year-old resident of Cadiz, and Mariano de la Cuerva y Cabanas. 3l
Presumably these two remained with the governor throughout most ofhis second term, although neither was mentioned in his will. Instead Velez Cachupfn gave twenty-five pesos each to Juan Mellet, his ayuda de camara or valet,
and Vicente, his groom. 32
Soon after taking office for the second time as governor of New Mexico,
Velez Cachupfn started undoing the damage caused by the misguided Indian policy of Governor Portillo y Urrisola and his two predecessors. Realizing the importance of Indian captives to the Comanches, one of Velez
Cachupfn's first acts on moving into the Governor's Palace for the second
time was to free six Comanche women captives and send them to their people as a goodwill gesture. As a result of this action the Comanches sent nine
warriors and six women to Taos to negotiate with Velez Cachupfn and see
with their own eyes whether "the captain who amazes" had returnedY The
Comanche delegation told Velez Cachupfn that "they had discord with the
governors who had succeeded [him]" and in particular with Governor Portillo, who had "killed their people in Taos and captured their families when
they had come with their hearts full ofkindness to establish peace." Instead,
"[they] suffered great punishment at the hands of that governor, who never
wished to hear them speak directly to him."34
Velez Cachupfn was sympathetic to the complaint against Governor Portillo and the Comanches' "well-founded resentment" but let them know that
their actions at the time of the August 1760 Villalpando raid near Taos were
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inexcusable. J5 Velez Cachupin suggested that the Comanches and the Spaniards should again make peace, resume trade, and exchange captives. The
Comanche delegation agreed, promising to return by July all the captives
taken since 1760, the year ofthe Villalpando raid, and to place the entire peace
proposal before their chiefs for a final decision. 36
Before the July deadline for the return of captives arrived, another delegation reached Santa Fe on 10 June. Meml;ers of the delegation explained that
they had been sent to verify again that the governor was the same person they
had known during his first term and to bring back further assurances to that
effect. 37 The Comanches were still smarting "from the ill-considered attack
... don Manuel del Portillo made upon them" on 22 December 1761. Velez
Cachupin suggested that the Comanche delegation tell him what signs ofhis
good faith it required. The oldest of the four chiefs asked that each ofthe four
be given one of the Comanche captives, or genizaros, held by the Spanish to
take back with them, preferably "some relative or his own woman."38
Governor Velez Cachupin was prepared for this request, for he realized
th<it the exchange of captives (particularly Comanche prisoners) was one of
the things the Comanches desired most. Soon after he took office for the
second time in February 1762, the governor issued a decree prohibiting the
sale and purchase of Comanche genizaros. He ordered instead that any such
captives be divided among the New Mexicans living near Santa Fe with the
proviso that the settlers might be required to return the Comanche genizaros
to Velez Cachupin for possible repatriation as part of a captive exchange.
Authorities kept lists of the homes to which these genizaros were allotted so
that the Spaniards who housed them could be notified to deliver the Comanche genizaros to the governor. 39 Because of this arrangement Velez Cachupin
was able to gather thirty-one female Comanche genizaros, among whom each
of the chiefs found a relative. This second release of Comanche genizaros so
pleased the chiefs in the delegation that they embraced the governor and
thanked him profusely. As a result of these peace overtures, Velez Cachupin
concluded with the Comanches another peace that lasted throughout his
second term. 4D When the Marques de Rubi made his inspection of New Mexico at the end of Velez Cachupin's second term, he noted that the Comanches were still at peace and keeping to their obligations. 4!
Velez Cachupin was able to make peace with the Utes and resume the
Comanche peace on the strength ofthe reputation he established during his
first term. Once the Utes and Comanches realized he was the same man who
had defeated the Comanches at San Diego Pond in 1751, they were willing
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to make peace, especially when Velez Cachupfn returned Comanche captives, even before their relatives released the Spanish captives they held.
Tomas Velez Cachupfn relinquished the office of governor of New Mexico to his successor Pedro Fermfn de Mendinueta (1767-1778) on 1 March
1767. Still at the height of his powers after completing his second term as
governor of New Mexico, Velez Cachupfn remained in Santa Fe, awaiting
further orders from the viceroy and the king. There is no evidence that Velez
Cachupfn ever underwent a residencia (judicial review of a governor's term
in office). Instead, the former governor met with Mendinueta and passed on
some ofthe knowledge and experience he had acquired as governor, "attending and instructing my successor in all particulars."42 Unfortunately, Velez
Cachupfn's policy of making peace with the Utes, Comanches, and Navajos
was not followed by Mendinueta, whose administration was plagued by "incessant robberies, attacks, and murders" by Indian raiders. 43 This escalation
of hostilities resulted in part from a new policy the Spanish crown adopted
in 1772 "to bolster presidial garrisons along the frontier in preparation for full
scale military campaigns to subdue the native foe."44
By August 1767 Velez Cachupfn was eager to obtain a new assignment
worthy of his experience and his background. After counseling Mendinueta
for five months, Velez Cachupfn returned to
Mexico City to appear before the viceroy, who
finally gave him leave to depart New Spain as
soon as he received permission from the king.
Velez Cachupfn still did not have a new job and
was therefore in a state of uncertainty as he sailed
TOMAS VELEZ CACHUPIN
back to Spain on the warship La Castilla. In the
SIGNATURE AND RUBRIC
vicinity of the Island of Terceira in the Azores,
Velez became extremely ill from an unknown ailment that was never described in any detail. 45
It seems likely that don Tomas received medical attention at two hospitals
in Madrid before his death. In his will he made a bequest, a one-time gift of
thirty reales, to the royal Hospital General and the Hospital de la Pasion in
the Spanish capital. The stated reason for the bequest was to forestall any
future claim against his estate. The exact date of his death has not come to
light, but it was probably not long after he signed his will in late January 1769.
Velez Cachupfn's signature and especially his rubric are feeble, indicating
his frail health, but he was strong enough to write the last paragraph of the
will (beginning "en cuyo testimonio asf 10 digo") in his own hand. It was not
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at all unusual for a dying man to add a note to his will on his deathbed and
was certainly in character for a man who had drafted numerous legal documents, knew the proper legal language, and preferred to do things himself.

The Velez Cachupin Family in Laredo
Tomas Velez Cachupfn came from a distinguished family in Laredo but did
not say much about it while he was governor of New Mexico. For one thing
he remained a lifelong bachelor, "de estado soltero," as he stated in his will.
Apparently, Velez Cachupfn avoided the entertaining and social connections that were part of the life of a governor of New Mexico. His social standing was of no importance to the Comanche warriors he fought in the field or
made peace with. Prowess in battle and keeping one's word were more important to the Comanches than the fame and glory of one's family, but Velez
Cachupfn was proud of his lineage, as can been seen from his Will. 46
Velez Cachupfn had a well-known bloodline, although few ifany in New
Mexico were aware of it. The Velez Cachupfn name and the family holdings

PRESENT-DAY VISTA OF LAREDO, SPAIN

(Photograph by Teresa Escudero)
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in Spain and particularly around Laredo were impressive. An indication ofthe
importance ofthe Velez Cachupfn family in Laredo is found in a lawsuit from
the year J.420 between the procurador sfndico (city attorney) ofthe villa (municipality) and the owner of Casas Cachupines (family houses in Laredo). At issue
were some of the rights and privileges of the villa, such as preferential seats in
the church. It appears that also at stake were other prerogatives such as the
traditional right of the villa to hold municipal elections in one of the Casas
Cachupines and the custom of holding court in a room in that same Casa
Cachupfn. The Casas Cachupines were near the municipal buildings (the
home of the ayuntamiento [municipal council]), but there was apparently a
lack of space in those buildings for holding elections and court proceedings. 47
The Cachupines of Laredo were also immortalized in Miguel de Cervantes's Don Quixote. In chapter thirteen of the first book, don Quixote is
asked by Vivaldo, a gentleman he meets on the road, to describe Dulcinea,
the lady he serves. When Quixote says she is a princess, Vivaldo asks with
some skepticism about Dulcinea's family and bloodline. Quixote lists several
of the leading families of Spain and then says that, though Dulcinea is not
from any of them, she is of a modern lineage: "El Toboso of La Mancha,"
which someday will be as famous. Vivaldo replies: "Although I am descended
from the Cachopines of Laredo ... I shall not dare to compare my family with
the El Tobosos of La Mancha; though, to tell you the truth, such a surname
had never reached my ears till now."48
There appears to be no irony intended in Cervantes's reference to Cachopfn as a famous family, and the Cachopfn family mentioned in Don Quixote
seems to be the same as the Velez Cachupfn family.49 There was also a connection between Cervantes and Francisco Cachopfn of Santander. Francisco's widow, Isabel de Alvear, signed an agreementto apprentice herselffor
two years under Miguel's sister, Andrea de Cervantes, to learn the arts of a
seamstress. Francisco Cachopfn may have been a cousin of the patriarch of
the Velez Cachupfn family, Francisco Velez Cachupfn. In any case, the fact
that Cervantes refers to the Cachopines of Laredo indicates that he was referring to Tomas Velez Cachupfn's ancestors. 50
The town of Laredo had been an important seaport in the sixteenth century, particularly with regard to early traffic to the Indies, but well before
Tomas's day it had entered into a long decline that continued until a modern
resurgence based largely on tourism. The Velez Cachupin name is still famous in Laredo and plays a part in the promotion ofhistoric Laredo. 51 Among
the buildings registered in the historic district known as "la Puebla vieja de
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la villa de Laredo," is the Casa Torre del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn. Juan
Garda del Hoyo Alvarado y Escalante acquired the house in the seventeenth
century, and Tomas Velez Cachupfn owned it in the eighteenth century. Next
to this house is the Casa Palacio de Zarauz at the end ofthe Plaza de Cachupfn.
Today these two houses are known collectively as the Casas Cachupines.
In his will, Velez Cachupfn bequeathed the remainder of his estate, after
payment of the specific bequests, "to the Casas de los Velez Cachupfn ... so
that the second son ofthe owner of the said Casas de los Velez Cachupfn may
enjoy the income of said ... property." Tomas encouraged the recipient of
this income to apply it "to the study of letters or to a career in his majesty's
military service," but the recipient would not be disqualified if he failed to
pursue either career. 52
The family used some of the Casas Cachupines at least as early as the seventeenth century.53 These structures were treated much like an entailed estate to which Tomas, his ancestors, and his descendants made bequests to
provide for the upkeep ofthe property. Family members still live in the Casas
Cachupines, as does the coauthor of this article, Marfa Teresa Escudero Basoa, who has spent her summers in the Casa Palacio del General Benito Zarauz since she was a little girl. Teresa Escudero is descended from Tomas's
grandfather, Francisco Velez Cachupfn.
Historically, the term Casas Cachupines had two meanings. The entity to
which Velez Cachupfn bequeathed the remainder of his estate was a mayorazgo, or entailed estate, that was inherited by the eldest son in a particular
family line in each generation under the law ofprimogeniture. 54 The purpose
of a mayorazgo was to preserve the property and renown of a family by tying
together its assets into an inalienable whole that was passed from first-born
son to first-born son. The other meaning of the Casas Cachupines refers to
the houses owned by the family in Laredo and other communities in the surrounding area. Many of these houses still exist today and are considered local
treasures, although most of them are no longer owned by the Velez Cachupfn family. In nearby Colindres, the Casa de Villota Cachupfn bears a testament in stone to the permanence of the Casas Cachupines in the form of an
inscription that reads, "There will be no wolves or oaks before there are no
Casas Cachupines." (The shield of the Velez Cachupfn family contains two
oaks and two wolves.) The entailed estate known as the Casas Cachupines,
which was actually based in Ajo and included the houses in Laredo along
with other properties in and around the city, no longer exists. Perhaps it was
divided up when there was no male heir to inherit, even though the property
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in a mayorazgo was supposedly inalienable, and
women could and did inherit mayorazgos. During the period from 1814 to 1820, Modesta Velez
Cachupfn was the sole heir and occupied the
Casa Torre del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn,
which had been in the family since the eighteenth century, belonging first to Tomas. There
Modesta put up Simon Bolivar during his sojourn in Laredo. At some point part?r all of the
assets of the mayorazgo might have found their
way into the hands of her husband, Jose de Peredo y Gandara. 55 Ironically, neither the mayVELEZ CACHUPIN COAT OF ARMS
f
h
orazgo nor the most amous Casa Cac upfn
(Drawing by Dante Ruiz)
exists today. The villa tore down the Casa Torre
del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn in 1908 as part of a misguided city planning
project.
Even though Tomas bequeathed his property to the mayorazgo, he may
have had some reservations about Spanish inheritance practice. A mayorazgo typically passed to the oldest son on the death of his father. Tomas exercised his legal right to add to the assets of the Velez Cachupfn mayorazgo
by aggregation in the form of fincas (property for which one had the right to
collect income) but he made an unusual request in so doing. He provided
that the second son of the owner of the Casas Cachupines, if there was one,
was to enjoy any income the fincas produced. In the absence of a secondborn son, the income from the fincas reverted to the owner of the Casas Cachupines. Traditionally, second-born sons received only a small inheritance
and had to make their own way, usually in the clergy or in the military as
Tomas had done. Tomas Velez Cachupfn may have been doing his part to
correct the inequities of a system that did not comport with his ideas. If this
was his motivation, he was not alone. According to historian Helen Nader in
her study of the Mendoza family, "the Mendoza carried on a balancing act,
moving property in and out of the mayorazgo to even up the inheritances of
various sons."56
Velez Cachupfn believed that the fame and glory of the family name was
what was most important and that such renown was best achieved through
individual initiative. He particularly encouraged his heirs to pursue a career
in the military or attend a university and to use the income from his bequest
to cover their expenses. According to his will, the second-born son was not
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CASA TORRE DEL HOYO 0 DE VELEZ CACHUPIN IN LAREDO, SPAIN, WHERE
TOMAS VELEZ CACHUPIN LIVED, DEMOLISHED IN 1908

(Photograph courtesy Archivo Municipal de Laredo)

excluded from receiving the income ifhe did not follow either of these callings, but the will did require the beneficiary to continue using the name Velez
Cachupfn to keep the luster of the family alive.
Acting in accord with Velez Cachupfn's wishes, his executors, Manuel
and Juan Antonio de los Heros, made financial arrangements to invest the
sum derived from the liquidation of his assets after fulfilling the few specific
bequests mentioned in the will. The remaining amount came to 700,000
reales de vell6n, most of which derived from his unpaid salary as governor of
New Mexico. 57 The executors were members of the Real Congregaci6n de
San Ignacio de Loyola, a society established in Madrid and comprised of the
sons of the three provinces of Cantabria. In 1772 the society had purchased
from don Fernando de Silva Alvarez de Toledo, Duque de Alba y Huescar,
the church of San Jorge and ten houses located on the Madrid streets known
as the Calle del Prfncipe, Calle de las Huertas, Calle del Lobo, and Calle
del Prado. The society needed capital to pay for repairs and upkeep of its
newly acquired real estate. To obtain the property, its directors executed a
censo, or income-producing loan arrangement, with the estate of Velez
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Cachupfn. In exchange for 700,000 reales de ve1l6n paid in gold and silver
coins, the Real Congregaci6n de San Ignacio de Loyola agreed to pay the
Velez Cachupfn mayorazgo interest of 2. 5 percent per year on the principal,
with payments to begin in July 1772. The censo thus would produce 17,500
reales de ve1l6n in interest for the second son of the owner of the Casas
Cachupines every year unless and until the principal was paid off. Two payments of8,750 were to be made on 31 December and 1July of each year. The
society retained the right to payoff the censo in two payments of 350,000
reales in gold or silver. 58
Tomas may also have been bitterly disappointed that the mayorazgo had
not gone through his direct family line to his father. When Tomas's grandfather, Francisco Velez Cachupfn, died, the mayorazgo passed to his "natural"
son, Felipe Velez Cachupfn. Francisco was not married to Felipe's mother,
Micaela Porras y Velasco, but Francisco recognized Felipe in his will executed at Ajo on 3 September 1679, making him his legitimate heir. Then
Felipe provided in his own will that the mayorazgo pass to the children of his
brother, Antonio, who was not in line, according to birth order, to inherit the
mayorazgo. 59 The next son of Francisco and his wife, Juana del Hoyo Alvarado y Mari, who was in line to get the mayorazgo was Tomas's father, Francisco, and then in turn it should have gone to Tomas. 60
Regardless ofTomas's motivations, his plans were soon undone. On 4 February 1775, Manuel de Velez Cachupfn, a captain of militia in the villa of
Laredo and the holder of the family mayorazgo, executed a transfer that completely undermined Tomas's attempts to leave money to the second son of the
owner ofthe Casas Cachupinas. Acting with the power of attorney of his sons,
Nicolas and Marfa Antonio Velez Cachupfn y Barco, Manuel transferred the
income from the censo established in 1772 to Manuel de los Heros (one of
the executors of the Velez Cachupfn estate) for having advanced a considerable sum of money to Nicolas. 61
Nicolas, Manuel Velez Cachupfn's heir, was a lieutenant of the militia
in the villa of Laredo, residing in Santander with his wife, Manuela de Alvarado Velasco. Although Nicolas enjoyed an annual income of 4,941 reales
4 maravedfes from various income-producing loans, his financial needs
were considerably greater. Among his expenses were clothing, the salary of
his Latin teacher and violin instructor, and the obligations of his marriage
contract. These and other unspecified urgent needs had produced a debt
of 39,990 reales 2 maravedfes, a sum that Manuel de los Heros had advanced
Nicolas.
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Marfa Antonio was the second son of Manuel Velez Cachupfn and was to
have received an income of 17,500 reales de ve1l6n according to the censo de
los Heros had established pursuant to the terms of Tomas's will. Marfa
Antonio was a young clergyman who took minor orders by 1775 and certainly
would have been alive when Tomas made his will in 1769. Therefore it seems
reasonable to conclude that Tomas intended Marfa Antonio to receive the
benefit of his unusual bequest. Because of the transfer of the censo income
to his brother Nicolas, Marfa Antonio did not receive the income from the
censo for the first several years of its existence. It seems that similar transfers
followed in subsequent years, given the size of Nicolas's accumulated debt
and apparent propensity to live beyond his means. The transfer of the censo
income may give some hint regarding the ultimate disposition of the mayorazgo itself, which no longer exists.
Although some details have been unearthed as to the administration of
Tomas Velez Cachupfn's estate, much remains unknown in the absence of

CASA PALACIO DEL GENERAL BENITO ZARAUZ IN LAREDO, SPAIN, WHERE
TERESA ESCUDERO LIVES PART OF THE YEAR

(Photograph by Teresa Escudero)
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complete documentation. It is known that by 1775 the probate of the estate
was still incomplete. In June of that year Manuel de los Heros, one of the
executors of the estate, told the Council of the Indies that the settlement of
the estate had been delayed because Velez Cachupfn's residencia still had
not been taken. The council ordered the viceroy to tell the current governor of New Mexico to carry out an expedited residencia by setting a twoweek period during which any complaints against or debts owed by Velez
Cachupfn could be brought to light. If none were forthcoming, the governor was to inform the viceroy and then assure that any funds owed to Velez
CachuJffn were sent to Spain. 61 The final accounting of this transaction
awaits discovery.
Even though the mayorazgo is gone, Teresa Escudero's family still owns
part of the first floor of the Casa Palacio del General Benito Zarauz. Velez
Cachupfn lived in the Casa Torre del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn, perhaps
during the eight years between his first and second term as governor of New
Mexico. It is certainly a happy circumstance that one of the coauthors ofthis
article continues to live in a building that was once one of the Casas Cachupines inhabited by one of New Mexico's most effective governors, Tomas
Velez Cachupfn.

Last Will and Testament of Tomas Velez Cachupin (Spanish)
Testamento otorgado por don Tomas Velez Cachupfn, 25 de enero de 1769
[1] En el nombre de Dios todopoderoso, y de la serenfsima Reina de los
Angeles, Madre de Dios, y Senora nuestra: Sepase por esta publica escritura
de testamento, ultima y postrimera voluntad, como yo, don Tomas Velez
Cachupfn, natural de la villa de Laredo y vecino de esta corte, de estado soltero, gobernador y capitan general que he sido dos veces del Nuevo Mexico;
hijo legftimo de don Francisco Velez Cachupfn y de dona Marfa de la Quintana difuntos, vecinos que fueron de dicha villa de Laredo, estando en la
cama enfermo del cuerpo de la enfermedad que Dios Nuestro Senor ha sido
servido darme, en mi sano y cabal juicio, habla, y entendimiento natural,
creyendo, como firme, y verdaderamente creo en el alto e incomprensible
misterio de la Santfsima Trinidad, Padre, Hijo, y Espfritu Santo, tres personas distintas, y un solo Dios verdadero, yen todos los demas misterios yartfculos que cree y confiera nuestra Santa Madre Iglesia Cat61ica Apost61ica
Romana, bajo de cuya fe y creencia he vivido, y propuesto vivir y morir como
fiel y cat61ico cristiano e invocando como invoco por mi intercesora yabogada
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a la siempre virgen Marfa Madre de Oios y Senora Nuestra, santos, angel de
mi guarda, nombre, devoci6n, y demas santos y santas de la corte celestial
para que intercedan con nuestro Senor Jesucristo, que por los meritos de su
pasi6n y muerte, me perdone mis culpas y pecados, y lleve mi animo a gozar
de su eterno descanso, y temiendome de la muerte tan natural a toda criatura
viviente, como su hora dudosa, deseando no me coja desprevenido para cuando llegue, hago, ordeno y otorga mi testamento ultima y determinada vol untad en la forma y manera siguiente:
[2] Primeramente, encomiendo mi alma a Oios Nuestro Senor que la cri6
y redimi6 con su preciosfsima sangre, pasi6n y muerte; y el cuerpo mand6 a
la tierra, de cuyo elemento fue formado. Es mi voluntad que, cuando la de
su Oivina Majestad fuese servido llevarme de esta presente vida a la eterna,
mi cuerpo cadaver sea amortajado con el habito de nuestro serafico padre
San Francisco y sepultado en el Convento de San Francisco de ASls de esta
corte 0 donde falleciese habiendole, dejando, como dejo, la demas disposici6n acompanamiento y funeral al arbitrio de mis testamentarios.
[A] Item: Es mi voluntad que por mi alma e intenci6n se celebren en dicho
Convento de San Francisco de ASls de esta corte mil misas rezadas, pagando
cuatro reales de limosna por cada una, en el Convento de San Norberto,
llamado los premonstratenses otras mil misas con la misma limosna de a cuatro reales cada una; ya la parroquia en cuyo distrito fallezca la cuarta correspondiente a las expresadas dos mil misas, pagando la misma limosna.
[B] Item: A las mandas forzosas, santos lugares de Jerusalen, redenci6n de
cautivos y reales Hospitales General y Pasi6n de esta corte, es mi voluntad se
Ie de a cada una, y por una vez a treinta reales de ve1l6n, con 10 que las desisto,
separo y aparto de derecho y acci6n que puedan tener a mis bienes.
[C] Item: Al senor don Antonio de Giiemes y Horcasitas Ie mando por via
de legado un espadfn de puno de oro.
[0] Item: AI senor don Juan Vicente de Giiemes y Horcasitas Ie mando
tambien, por vfa de legado veinte mil reales de ve1l6n por una vez.
[E] Item: Es mi voluntad que para el enlosado de piedra, que despues de
mi fallecimiento quiero se ejecute en la iglesia de Nuestra Senora de la Asunci6n de dicha villa de Laredo se entreguen por mis testamentarios al maestro,
o persona que corra su ejecuci6n treinta mil reales de ve1l6n, encargando
como encargo queden descubiertas las sepulturas de la Casa Cachupfn Villota y el Hoyo.
[F] Item: A don Jose de la Gandara, vecino de dicha villa de Laredo, es mi
voluntad se Ie den por vfa de legado y una vez treinta mil reales de ve1l6n.
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[G] Item: A la madre sar Melchora de San Rafael, mi sobrina, religiosa
Capuchina en la ciudad de Granada es mi voluntad que por mis albaceas se
la suministren y entreguen para sus necesidades religiosas segun 10 vaya necesitando trescientos pesos de a quince reales; y a la comunidad del mismo convento de Capuchinas para 10 que Ie parezca y quiera invertirlo cincuenta
pesos de la propia moneda.
[H] Item: A Juan Mellet mi ayuda de camara, y Vicente el Lacayo, es mi
voluntad se les de a cada uno veinte y cinco pesos de a quince reales de vellon, y a Josefa Ravajo doce de la misma moneda.
[3] DecIaro que si al tiempo de mi fallecimiento se encontrase una memoria escrita 0 firmada de mi rnano es mi voluntad que todo su contenido
se tenga por parte de este testamento protocolizandose con el, y dandola
entera fe y credito en juicio y fuera de el. Y para cumplir, pagar y ejecutar
10 contenido en este testamento y memoria si quedare, nombro por mis
albaceas y testamentarios a don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los Heros,
hermanos y vecinos de esta corte, a cada uno in solidum, a quienes doy
poder y facultad cumpI ida para que despues de mi fallecimiento entren y
se apoderen de todos mis bienes, hacienda, efectos y demas derechos, vendiendo y rematando en publica almoneda 0 fuera de ella los equivalentes
y de su imparte, cumplan y paguen 10 contenido en este mi testamento, y
memoria si quedare cuyo cargo les dure todo el tiempo necesario, aunque
sea pasado el ano del albaceazgo, pues desde luego les subrogo y prorrogo
todo el tiempo que hubieren de menester: y asimismo a dichos don Manuel
y don Juan Antonio de los Heros y a cada uno in solidum les doy poder y
facultad amplia para luego que fallezca administren, recauden, perciban
y cobren judicial 0 extrajudicial mente de Su Majestad, Dios Ie guarde, sus
tesoreros, arqueros, bancos, receptores, consejos, comunidades, cajas de
difuntos y demas personas particulares todas las cantidades de mis alhajas
y demas efectos que par razon de tal gobernador y capitan general que he
sido del Nuevo Mexico, herencias, legados, escrituras, vales, letras, polizas,
resguardos 0 por cualquier otra razon se me esten y quedaren debiendo al
tiempo de mi fallecimiento en esta corte, puerto de Cadiz, Reino de Indias,
y demas partes donde me correspondan y se me deban, practicando las
diligencias judiciales y extrajudiciales que les parezcan necesarias hasta
concIuir la cobranza de todo 10 que conste estarseme debiendo para que
con su importe cumplan dichos don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los
Heros in solidum esta mi ultima voluntad segun su contenido y les dejo
comunicado.
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[4] Y del remanente que quedare de todos mis bienes, haciendas, dinero,
efectos, creditos y futuras sucesiones que en cualquier tiempo me toquen y
pertenezcan despues de cumplido este testamento y memoria si quedare, es
mi voluntad que todo ello por dichos don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los
Heros, a cada uno in s6lidum, se agregue e incorpore a las Casas de los Velez
Cachupfn, imponiendolo en las fincas, hacienda y efectos redituables que les
pareciere y por bien tuvieren, otorgando las escrituras de agregaci6n, incorporaci6n y fundaci6n con arreglo a 10 que les dejo comunicado con las clausulas firmes y subsistentes que les parezca mas convenientes, para que el hijo
segundo del poseedor de dichas Casas de los Velez Cachupfn disfrute para
sf por entero las rentas que produzcan diehas fincas agregadas con la carga
precisa demandan celebrar en la capilla de Nuestra Senora de la Asunci6n
de dicho Convento de San Francisco de la villa de Laredo donde tienen su
patronato las mismas casas doce misas rezadas cada anopagando por la limosna de cada uno cuatro reales ve1l6n; con la condici6n de que, llegado el
caso de que del poseedor de diehas casas no haya segundogenito disfrute la
renta de la dicha agregaci6n el mismo poseedor que fuese de las expresadas
Casas de los Velez Cachupfn, y luego inmediatamente que se verifique haber
segundo hijo var6n, cese aquel, y las perciba este, excluyendo como excluyo
a las hembras aunque sean segundas y a los hijos y descendientes de dicho
segundogenito, pues muerto este ha de pasar al segundo hijo del poseedor
que fuese de las citadas Casas de los Velez Cachupfn, encargando como encargo de que el tal segundo que goce dicha renta haya de aplicarse a los estudios siguiendo las letras 0 la carrera del servicio del rey en la milicia, sin que
deje de disfrutarla aunque por alg6n caso no la siga, usando siempre del apellido de Velez Cachupfn, para que en todo tiempo conste, y no se pierda el
lustre de la familia. Y para la felacionada imposici6n del remanente agregaci6n y fundaci6n que, con arreglo a la voluntad que les tengo comunicada
a dichos don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los Heros, han de ejecutar; es
mi voluntad que por ning6n acontecimiento intervenga en cosa alguna el
primer segundo a dichas Casas de los Velez Cachupfn llamado en esta clausula, ni otra persona en su nombre, hasta que agregado todo el remanente se
Ie entreguen los tftulos, y demas instrumentos de pertenencia para la percepci6n de su renta; y menos poderles pedir en juicio ni fuera de el cuenta de
la distribuci6n ni imposici6n de los caudales que queden de residuo al tiempo
de mi fallecimiento, por tener como tengo de ambos entera satisfacci6n, y
confianza de su buen y justo proceder, y que 10 ejecutaran todo seg6n y c6mo
por extenso anteriormente les tengo comunicado mi intenci6n y voluntad.
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[5] Y por el presente revoco, anulo y doy por rotos, nulos, cancelados y de
ningun valor ni efecto otros cualesquier testamentos, poderes para hacerlos,
codicilos, mandas, legados, memorias y otras ultimas disposiciones que anteriores de esta haya hecho y otorgado por escrito de palabra 0 en otra forma que
ninguna ha de valer, sino este testamento y memoria si quedare que quiero
sea mi ultima y final voluntad en aquella vfa y forma que mas haya lugar en
derecho.
[6] En cuyo testimonio asf 10 digo y 10 otorgo ante el presente escribano
de su majestad y del numero de esta villa de Madrid, en ella a viente y cinco
dfas del mes de enero ano de mil setecientos sesenta y nueve, con los testigos
don Jose del Villar, don Carlos Lopez y don Alfonso Fernandez del Aguila,
vecinos de esta corte y el otorgante a quien yo, el escribano, doy fe conozco,
10 firmo.
Tomas Velez Cachupfn
[rubrical
Ante mf, Lorenzo de Terreros [rubrical

Last Will and Testament of Tomas Velez Cachupin (English)
Last Will and Testament executed by don Tomas Velez Cachupfn, 25 January 1769
[1] In the name of Almighty God and of the most serene Queen of the
angels, Mother of God, our Lady, I, don Tomas Velez Cachupfn, native of
the villa of Laredo and citizen of this court, a bachelor, twice governor and
captain general of New Mexico, legitimate son of don Francisco Velez
Cachupfn and dona Marfa de la Quintana both deceased, former citizens of
the villa of Laredo, being sick in bed with the illness that God our Lord has
seen fit to give me, being of sound and complete judgment, speech, and understanding, believing, as I firmly and truly believe in the sublime and incomprehensible mystery of the Holy Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
three distinct persons and one true God, and in all other mysteries and articles of faith of our Holy Mother, the Roman Catholic Apostolic Church, in
whose faith and belief, I have lived and propose to live and die as a faithful
and Catholic Christian invoking, as I do invoke as my intercessor and advocate the ever-virgin Mary, Mother of God and our Lady, my guardian angel,
the saint after whom I am named and venerate, and the rest of the saints of
the celestial court, all of whom may intercede with our Lord Jesus Christ,
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who by virtue of His passion and death may forgive my faults and sins and
carry my soul to enjoy its eternal rest, fearing my death, which is so natural
for all living creatures, as the hour of my death is unknow,!, not wanting to
be caught unprepared when it comes, do make, arrange, and execute my last
will and testament in accordance with my wishes in the following form and
manner:
[2] First, I entrust my soul to God our Lord, who created and redeemed
it with His precious blood, passion, and death, and commend my body to the
earth from which it was formed. It is my wish that when His Divine Majesty
sees fit to take me from this present life to eternal life that my body be shrouded
in the habit of our seraphic father, St. Francis of Assis, at this court or wherever I die, if it is available, leaving, as I do leave it to my executors' judgment
to make arrangements for the procession and funeral.
[A] Item: It is my wish and intention that a thousand masses be celebrated
for my soul at said Convento de San Francisco ofthis court, paying four reales
in alms for each one. At the Convento de San Noberto, also called the Premonstratensians, another thousand masses at four reales in alms each and in
the parish church in the district where I die, a fourth of the said two thousand
masses, paying the same alms.
[B] Item: For the holy places ofJerusalem, the ransom of captives, the
royal Hospital General and the Hospital de la Pasion of this court, it is my
wish that each be given a one-time gift of thirty reales in copper coins, and
with this gift I terminate, remove, and set aside any right to and interest they
may have in my property.
[C] Item: To don Antonio de Giiemes y Horcasitas larder given as a bequest a broadsword with a gold hilt.
[0] Item: To Juan Vicente de Giiemes y Horcasitas I also order a one-time
bequest of twenty thousand reales in copper coins.
[E] Item: It is my wish that for the tombstone I want made after my death
in the church of Nuestra Senora de la Asuncion of said villa of Laredo, my
executors are to give thirty thousand reales in copper coins to the master or
person in charge of making it, charging as I do charge that the tombs of the
Casa Cachupfn Villota yel Hoyo are to remain open.
[F] Item: To don Jose de la Gandara, citizen ofsaid villa of Laredo, it is my
wish that he be given by way of a one-time bequest, thirty thousand reales in
copper coins.
[G] Item: To Mother sor Melchora de San Rafael, my niece, a member
of the Capuchin order in the city of Granada, it is my wish that my executors
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furnish and deliver three hundred pesos and fifteen reales for her religious
necessities, as she needs them, and to the community of the Capuchin convent fifty pesos to use or invest as they see fit.
[H] Item: To Juan Mellet, my valet, and to Vicente the groom, it is my
wish that each be given twenty-five pesos, fifteen reales in copper coins, and
to Josefa Ravajo twelve pesos in the same coin.
[3] I declare that if at the time of my death a statement written or signed
by me is found, it is my wish that everything stated therein be considered part
of this testament, recording it with the testament and certifying its complete
authenticity in and out of court. In order to fulfill, pay for, and execute everything that is contained in this will and statement (if one is left) I name as
my executors don Manuel and don Juan Antonio de los Heros, brothers and
citizens of this court, to whom I give jointly power of attorney and authority
so that after my death, they may enter into and take possession of all·my real
and personal property, and the rest of my legal rights, selling them at public
auction or privately for what they are worth and from the proceeds pay what
is stated in this my will and statement (if one is left). They will have this responsibility for as long as necessary, even if the year of the executorship is
over. Indeed, they shall have the right ofsubstitution and to extend the time
for as long as necessary. Likewise, to the said don Manuel and don Antonio
de los Heros I jointly give ample power of attorney and authority so that as
soon as I die they can administer, collect, receive, and recover in or out of
court from His Majesty (may God keep him) his treasurers, cashiers, banks,
receivers, councils, communities, funds for the deceased, and other private
parties, the full value of my valuable personal property and other property
that are owed me by virtue of my having been governor and captain general
of New Mexico, as well as inheritances, bequests, deeds, promissory notes,
drafts, securities or whatever else may be owed me at the time of my death
in this court, the port of Cadiz, the Kingdom of the Indies, and other places
where they belong to and are owed me, carrying out the proceedings in and
out of court that they deem necessary until the collection of everything that
is known to be owed to me is concluded. This is so that with the proceeds said
don Manuel and don Juan Antonio de los Heros may jointly fulfill this my last
will according to what is stated herein and which I have communicated to
them.
[4] Of the remnant that is left over from all my goods, property, money,
personal effects, credits, and future succession that at any time may involve
and belong to me after carrying out this will and statement (if one is left), it
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is my wish that said don Manuel and don Juan Antonio de los Heros, acting
jointly, should aggregate and incorporate everything that remains to the Casas
de los Velez Cachupfn, applying the remnant to fincas, property, and incomeproducing assets they deem advantageous, executing the documents of aggregation, incorporation, and establishment in accordance with what I
communicated to them by means of the firm and enduring stipulations they
consider most appropriate. This is so that the second son of the owner of the
said Casas de los Velez Cachupfn may enjoy for himself the income that the
aggregated fincas produce, with the specific responsibility of ordering celebrated the said twelve low masses every year in the chapel ofNuestra Senora
de la Asuncion in the said Convento de San Francisco of the villa of Laredo
where they have the patronage, paid for out of the alms of four reales in copper coins for each mass, with the condition that in the event that the owner
of the said Casas Cachupines does not have a second son, the owner of the
said Casas Cachupines himself enjoys the income ofthe said aggregated property. Then, immediately upon verification that there is a second son, the rights
of the former cease and the latter receives them, excluding as I do exclude the
females, even if they are the second born, and the sons and descendants of
said second-born. Indeed, when the latter dies it passes to the second son of
the owner of the said Casas de los Velez Cachupfn, charging as I do charge
that the second son who enjoys the said income is to apply it to the study
of letters or to a career in his majesty's military service, although he should
not fail to enjoy it if for some reason he does not pursue this career, always
using the surname Velez Cachupfn so that for all time the fame and glory
of the family will be known and not be lost. As for the aforesaid imposition
ofthe remnant, aggregation, and establishment, which in accordance with
my wishes that I have communicated to the said don Manuel and don Juan
Antonio de los Heros that they are to execute, it is my wish that for no reason should the first second son referred to in this article or any other person in his name interfere in any matter concerning the Casas de los Velez
Cachupfn until all the remnant having been aggregated, they give him the
titles and other legal instruments of ownership for the collection of its income. Even less can they be asked in or out of court for an accounting of
either the distribution or the imposition of the funds that remain at the
time of my death, because I am completely satisfied in both and have confidence in their proper and just behavior and that they will execute everything because I have communicated to them previously my intention and
wishes in detail.
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[5] By means of this document I revoke, annul, and consider broken, null,
cancelled, and of no value or effect any other testaments, powers of attorney
to make them, codicils, gifts, bequests, statements, and final arrangements,
that I may have made and executed before this one in writing, orally, or in
other form. None is to be good except this testament and statement (if one
is left), which I want to be my last and final will in that way and form that is
most in accordance with the law.
[6] In witness thereofI so state and I execute this before the present royal
and registered scribe of this villa of Madrid on 25 January 1769, with the witnesses don Jose del Villar, don Carlos L6pez, and don Alfonso Fernandez del
Aguila, citizens ofthis court, and the one who executes this document, whom
I, the scribe, attest that I know and vouch for, which I sign.
Tomas Velez Cachupfn
[rubric]
Before me, Lorenzo de Terreros [rubric]
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before they were able to inherit or been excluded for some other unknown reason.
Velez Cachupfn Family Tree in authors' possession; Juan Domingo Rosillo, Will,

1782, Archivo Hist6rico de Cantabria, Ajo, Spain.
61. Marfa Antonio de los Heros, Transfer, Madrid, 4 February 1775, AHPM, Protocolo,
188°7·
62. Manuel de los Heros, Petition, Madrid, 23 June 1775, AGI, Audiencia de Guadalajara, 370.

Review Essay
WAGING THE CIVIL WAR IN THE SOUTHWEST

Joseph G. Dawson III

I

nterest in the Civil War in New Mexico increased following the publication of Martin Hardwick Hall's notable and respected Sibley's New Mexico
Campaign originally published in 1960.1 Hall followed up his campaign study
with The Confederate Army of New Mexico, focusing on the organization of
Confederate forces led by Gen. Henry Hopkins Sibley.2 Hall supplemented
his books with several articles (listed by Jerry Thompson in the bibliography
of Civil War in the Southwest, pp. 181-82). Hall's work has provided the impetus for others to reanalyze battles, reevaluate generals, and reassess the

The Civil War in West Texas and New Mexico: The Lost Letterbook ofBrigadier General Henry
Hopkins Sibley. Edited and introduction by John P. Wilson and Jerry Thompson. Southwestern Studies Series, no. 108. (El Paso: Texas Western Press, 2001. 193 pp. Halftones, notes, index. $18.00 paper, ISBN 0-874-04283-6.) Civil War in the Southwest: Recollections of the Sibley
Brigade. Edited and introduction by Jerry Thompson, foreword by Donald S. Frazier. CansecoKeck History Series, nO.4- (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2001. xxv + 195 pp.
Maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, indes. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 1-58544-131-7.) When Texas Came:
Missing Rercords from the Civil War in the Southwest, 1861-1862. By John P. Wilson. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001. xii + 364 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2290-5.) Joseph G. Dawson III is Professor of History at Texas A&M University, College Station. He teaches courses on the American military,
and the Civil War and Reconstruction. He is the author of Doniphan's Epic March: The I" Mis-

souri Volunteers in the Mexican War (University Press of Kansas, 1999) and he served as editor
of The Texas Military Experience (Texas A&M University Press, 1995).
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significance of the struggle between northern and southern forces for the
control of New Mexico and lands farther west.
Donald S. Frazier wrote an excellent survey of events in Blood and Treasure: Confederate Empire in the Southwest. 3 Going beyond tactical matters,
Frazier emphasized the potential for the slaveholding republic to stretch its
boundaries toward the Pacific Ocean. Opportunity beckoned. Had Sibley's
modest forces won victories and gained control of New Mexico Territory in
the war's early months, they could have lifted southern morale and possibly
increased chances for European recognition of the Confederacy, but the general was not up to the task. While conducting his research, Frazier discovered
a series of articles written by four soldiers who served with Sibley's brigade.
Published in a little-known Texas newspaper, the Overton Sharp Shooter in the
1880s, the accounts by veterans P. J. Clough, Phil Fulcrod, W. P. Laugher, and
William Davidson added valuable details and revealed a more well rounded
picture of both Sibley and his campaign.
Dominated by Davidson's accounts (nine of the eighteen chapters), Civil
War in the Southwest is carefully edited by Jerry Thompson and is a prize
source on the war in New Mexico. These pieces will remind readers how
some Civil War veterans enjoyed making overdrawn statements comparing
their own battles with other famous ones such as Marathon and Thermopylae
(pp. 45, 84), the Alamo (p. 45), and the Charge of the British Light Brigade
at Balaclava during the Crimean War (p. 47)' These veterans were given to
overstatements about the number of casualties suffered by Federals and Confederates in New Mexico (pp. 48,59), errors that Thompson corrects. On the
other hand, the veterans pointed out how Rebels and Yankees cared for each
other's wounded and mutually respected Union colonel E. R. S. Canby (pp.
72,99), The veterans' negative references to General Sibley demonstrate that
his reputation cannot be rehabilitated (for examples, see pp. 42,63,89)' William Davidson also renders a brief but fine characterization of southern soldiers' willingness to bend military rules and regulations to suit themselves:
"But the Confederate soldier is no fool and while he would observe orders,
he sometimes prepared to act for himself. .." (p. 121). Supplemented by clear
maps, Thompson's superlative job of annotating the recollections gives readers information and background on every person, place, and event that the
veterans mentioned. The publication of the Sharp Shooter essays complements another work edited by Thompson, Westward the Texans: The Civil

War Journal of Private William Randolph Howell. 4
Soldiers' recollections vary in their usefulness, but historians agree that
vital to the study of the Civil War is the U.S. War Department's magnificent
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collection, The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records
of the Union and Confederate Armies (OR). 5 However, when they examined
the records pertaining to New Mexico and the Southwest, historians and researchers were disappointed to find gaps in the compilation. The OR lack
details regarding the Southwest in contrast to its extensive coverage of the
East and other theaters. Historians who followed Martin Hall in writing
about the Civil War in New Mexico have sought additional materials that
would fill in the pieces of the story missing from the OR. Since 1960, diligent
researchers, including John P. Wilson and Jerry Thompson, have turned up
scattered documents held in private hands and in various archives, and
combed through contemporary newspapers. Their searches have produced
dozens of items that were not included in the OR. War Department staff
assigned to the project may not have found some obscure documents during
the years that they assembled the series, or they may have deleted some items
due to their lack of appreciation of the southwestern campaigns. Some items
may have been inadvertently left out or put aside due to space limitations. In
his additional research, Thompson drew upon materials he found for his
thorough biography, Confederate General of the West: Henry Hopkins Sib-

ley.6 After years of further investigations, Wilson and Thompson have produced two worthwhile volumes of documents and records that students and
historians are sure to welcome. These works help to fill the gaps in the OR.
In When the Texans Came, Wilson has collected 282 documents (almost
equal in number to items in the OR) pertaining to New Mexico and Arizona.
Readers will not be stunned by revelations or startled by crucial facts so significant that they will drastically change the conclusions in the best studies
of the battles in New Mexico, such as works by John Taylor, Bloody Valverde:
A Civil War Battle on the Rio Grande, February 21,1862; Thomas S. Edrington and John Taylor, The Battle of Glorieta Pass: A Gettysburg of the West,

March 26-28,1862; and Don E. Alberts, The Battle ofGlorieta: Union Victory
in the West.7 Documents included in Wilson's collection confirm that the
Federals had only a few hundred soldiers available to defend the Southwest
and that the Union was fortunate to have an able officer, Col. E. R. S. Canby,
as its commander in New Mexico. On the other hand, if Pres. Jefferson Davis
had high hopes for Confederate success in New Mexico, the documents in
Wilson's collection also confirm that the Confederacy entrusted its venture in
the Southwest to a leader of questionable competence- Henry Hopkins Sibley. To gather the documents included in When the Texans Came, Wilson
raked through the complex and gargantuan record groups in the National
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Archives. He draws numerous items relating to New Mexico and Arizona
from the War Department Collection of Confederate Records (Record
Group 109) and from others such as the Military Department of New
Mexico, the Headquarters Records of Fort Union, New Mexico, and various
records from the District of New Mexico and its subdivisions-all filed in
Record Group 393. He also located several valuable sources in newspapers
from the 1860s. Among the more intriguing documents are those related to
Lt. Col. John R. Baylor, for a brief time Confederate governor ofArizona. Like
General Sibley, Baylor was a poor choice as either a civil or military leader.
Baylor strained civil-military relations to the point that President Davis practically revoked his commission and reduced him to the standing of a private
soldier. The documents related to Baylor will allow other students to assess
this controversial figure and his actions in Arizona. Wilson meticulously indexes his collection, giving researchers easy access to all of the documents.
In addition, he provides a helpful introduction and annotations, and attaches
a comprehensive bibliography.
Wilson and Thompson team up to edit another intriguing primary source,

The Civil War in West Texas and New Mexico: The Lost Letterbook ofBrigadier
General Henry Hopkins Sibley. Sibley's letterbook was obtained by Lt. Timothy D. Nettles, an artillery officer serving with the expedition, either during or
after the war. The letterbook contains 47 letters, only eight ofwhich are in the
OR (sixty-one of the letters are Sibley's). The letterbook's contents permit a
better understanding of how Sibley "organized his small army" (editors' introduction, p. 12), selected some of his officers, and obtained weapons for his expedition. The correspondence and orders contained in the letterbook relate
mostly to administrative matters and to developments and activities prior to the
start of the expedition. These items are the kinds of details assisting students
and scholars in studying the inner workings of any military outfit but, in this
case, corroborate the free hand Sibley exercised and the burden of command
he carried. Moreover, some researchers will find answers to nagging questions
about persons and events related to the Sibley expedition, such as the puzzling
movements, whereabouts, and route ofa Federal wagon train under the supervision of a Confederate sympathizer, William Kirk.
Historians and students will welcome the individual volumes. Taken together they greatly strengthen the source base for studying the Civil War in
the Southwest. The editors' efforts-diligent research, informative annotations, and useful bibliographies-will benefit the work of other researchers
for years to come.
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Review Essay
CHARLES MONTGOMERY, THE SPANISH REDEMPTION: HERITAGE,

POWER, AND LOSS ON NEW MEXICO'S UPPER RIO GRANDE

Phillip B. Gonzales

A

nyone having the vaguest familiarity with New Mexico's history will
readily attest that the Spanish heritage is a staple ingredient in the region's greater cultural makeup. The idea that Spain left an indelible stamp
on New Mexico is evident even today, as events related to the four hundredth
anniversary of the Spanish founding of New Mexico readily attest. But as
research specialists recognize, the complex of historical interpretation, civic
iconography, and ethnic identity that comprise the Spanish heritage underwent its greatest bloom and expression in the decades between the 1880s and
the 1930S, that is, in the context ofthe incipient "modern" society that emerged
once the railroad began to impact the territory. Previous studies have given
attention to particular aspects of the Spanish heritage. l Charles Montgomery's The Spanish Redemption provides the broadest accounting yet of the
turn-of-the-century "revitalization" of the notion that the cultural and racial
stocks of the long-resident Hispanic people in New Mexico were essentially
Spanish in character.

The Spanish Redemption: Heritage, Power, and Loss on New Mexico's Upper Rio Grande. By
Charles Montgomery. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002. xvi + 338 pp. Halftones,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $5°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-520-22971-1.) Phillip B. Gonzales is Professor of Sociology at the University of New Mexico. He is currently writing a book on the
history of Hispanic politics in New Mexico, focusing on the Native Son movement and the
politics of statehood from 1888-1935.
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Eschewing historical "thick description," the author classifies his work as a
cultural study. Linguistic forms constituting a symbolic idiom widely disseminated various notions of the native Hispano culture and history. Montgomery
argues that the Spanish heritage's verbal and visual symbols served as "lenses"
that "mediated between the objective facts and the constructed meanings of
everyday life" (p. 13). In Montgomery's hands the Spanish heritage signifies
a public vocabulary spoken by Anglo and Hispanic "elites" for the purpose of
negotiating social relations in specific civic and political arenas. The Spanish
heritage did not represent, the author emphasizes, an "authentic" cultural
tradition but, rather, arose from a particular historical context. As the subtitle
begins to tell, the book argues thatthe Spanish revitalization cannot be understood apart from the social subordination ofthe N uevomexicanos starting earlier in the nineteenth century ("loss") and the corresponding rise of Anglos
to economic and political supremacy in the territory and state ("power").
Chapter 1 may be the best single overview of how the former citizens of
Mexico were relegated to second class status following the American conquest of the Southwest. Americans of various and sundry stripe invaded the
territory, establishing the terms of economic and political rule to which the
Nuevomexicanos would have perforce to adjust. Citing specific examples
and masterfully comparing New Mexico's annexation to the American conquest of California, the narrative traces the contours of subalternity that carne
to shape life among Hispanics and that affected the upper-class rico and the
subsistence farmer alike. Also provided is a description of New Mexican society in the colonial and Mexican periods. That society, predating U.S. conquest, became an implicit benchmark for some of the cultural, racial, and
historical claims that the Spanish revitalization would make in the early twentieth century.
The meat of the book examines the construction of Spanish heritage in
five major sites. Representing overlapping chronological stages, chapters are
devoted to electoral politics (19°0-1920), Santa Fe's mission-based architecture (19°4-1920), the Santa Fe Fiestas (1919-1936), the Spanish colonial arts
movement (1924-1936), and southwestern regional writing (1928-1938). In
each arena Anglos and Hispanos figure in the work of painting a regional
Hispanic heritage for public consumption, sometimes in mutual agreement,
more often in some contention or other, but always against a backdrop of
Hispanos rapidly losing economic or political ground. Native Americans and
"Mexicans" also make their appearance not as active agents in the revitalization but as "imagined" entities for the image makers to disparage, ignore, or
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disclaim. The consistent theme across the domains is the aggressive insistence ofkey Anglos-people such as Ralph E. Twitchell, L. B. Prince, Edgar
Lee Hewitt, Mary Austin, Frank Applegate, and others - that they be the ones
to take the lead in crafting the public portraits of New Mexico's Hispanic
culture, race, and history.
From an extensive set of primary and secondary sources, the author eruditely lays out a richly textured, highly insightful series ofessays. Some claimsfor example, that the classic nomenclatures "Spanish-American" and "Hispano"
were popularized in the heat of partisan party politics-will be provocative.
That argument may find its challenge in a contextual study of Aurelio Espinosa's early writings, should a scholar rise to the undertaking. For what it aims
to do, however, The Spanish Redemption is a tour de force of analytic anecdote, hermeneutic interpretation, archival excavation, and biographical
referencing.
One ofthe book's chiefvirtues is to show the variety of paths taken in building Spanish heritage. Distinct components of a putative Spanish colonial
legacy commanded attention in particular situations. Thus, the classic conquistador icon appeared most strategically in the political domain, Hispanos
embracing it in an effort to convince everyone, themselves most emphatically included, that they were the equal ofthe dominant Anglos even as they
were rapidly losing their historical dominance of New Mexico's electoral
process. Anglo politicians, looking to the East, fashioned their own conquistador heritage to make New Mexico palatable to the powerful interests deciding the question of statehood for the long-suffering territory. In another
corner, the crafts of the humble village folk (the paisanos as Montgomery
habitually and somewhat anachronistically labels them), rather than the conquistadores, were valued among the Anglos developing the field of Spanish
colonial arts, their incentives stemming as much from their own material
interests as from their charitable inclinations. In still another circle, the literary imagination fixed its gaze on the old village ways to rail against American cultural homogenization and yearn for the days of a morally satisfying
traditional community.
Montgomery plays off the familiar refrain of tourist dollars motivating the
Anglo interest in things Spanish. However, he presents the complexity of its
contextual field. Thus, as they shaped Santa Fe's version of mission architectural style, Anglo civic leaders were forced by Hispano politicians to focus on
the Hispanic, not the more popular Indian, designs and motifs. Exacting some
revenge, however, these Anglo tastemakers ultimately came to dominate this
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face of regional identity. Anglos were not always ofa single mind when it came
to innovating the public culture oflocal communities, often competing over
how to represent the "Spanish" tradition and, just as importantly, over who
was qualified to do the representing. The Fiestas provoked an especially intense row over what symbols to privilege in the annual reenactment of the
reconquest of New Mexico by Vargas, the Hispanos themselves pitching to
control the commemoration on their own symbolic terms.
While Montgomery presents fresh stories in all these respects, his theoretical bent has a more familiar ring. Following a well-trod reactive path, he argues
that the entire ideological complex of Spanish heritage, in this view, turned
on a reflexive shunning of "Mexican." So fiercely did Americans stigmatize
things Mexican that Mexican culture simply could not serve as the basis for
defining an acceptable southwestern regional tradition. Montgomery is careful not to overassociate with the scorn that Carey McWilliams heaped on
Spanish "Fantasy" heritage, occasionally pointing out, for example, when
something featured by the revitalization had actual foundation in traditional
Hispanic culture. Nevertheless, in the best McWilliams tradition he thoroughly examines the Anglo imagination that drove the revitalization and that
sprang from a stubborn denial- by those who should have known betterof the Nuevomexicano's links to a greater Mexican legacy.
In Montgomery's final analysis, "Spanish culture," "Spanish history," and
"Spanish-Americans" were exalted primarily to avert the out-and-out racial
conflict whose potential always lay just below the surface of intergroup relations. As early as the 1940S Carolyn Zeleny observed that competing Anglos
and Hispanos managed some dangerous tensions by establishing an uneasy
"accommodation."z Montgomery expands on his thesis with layers of factual
backing. He observes that enhancing the Spanish heritage came at the cost
of "masking," "cloaking," and"diverting attention from" the problems that
otherwise plagued the paisanos and more privileged Hispanics. Such a mechanism of avoidance served the Anglos well, for, as they fertilized a Spanish
glory and served up the palliative to the Hispanos, they simply buttressed
their position of dominance in New Mexican society. On the other side ofthe
coin, the notion of "redemption" signified a purely symbolic recompense,
particularly for the Spanish American "elites." As they witnessed their families' land and historic role as community leaders being stripped away, the
likes of Nina Otero-Warren and George Washington Armijo could at least
assuage their feelings ofloss by parading as proud "Spaniards." Here, Montgomery lines up behind previous critics who have regarded the Hispanos as
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passively subordinate to Anglo whim, writing that, in New Mexico as in California, "Anglo disparagement of the 'Mexican' prompted a search for Spanish
roots" (p. 64, italics added).
Montgomery's formidable wordsmithing generates this argument with
impressive force. In a style that churns irony upon irony, the author thus becomes a critic of his historical subjects. His critical framework, however, fails
to explore other aspects of the Spanish heritage's complex and multifaceted
terrain. Because minority groups have their own historical trajectories, the
Hispano complement in the Spanish revitalization can and should be considered on its own holistic terms.
The key issue here concerns the matter of Hispano "resistance." In a consistent rue, Montgomery claims that the redemptive function of the Spanish
heritage blocked the Hispanos from challenging the structures of ethnic inequality enforced by the dominant Anglo class. For instance, he chastises the
Hispanos for failing to develop the kind of critical social literature that African Americans who opposed Jim Crow managed to create, failing to note that
Black writers had access to considerably better institutions of higher education, benefited from White academic mentors, and profited intellectually
from living close to the bosom of American political and cultural power. In
so doing Montgomery glosses over other research that has begun to identify
an extensive volume ofsocial protest that transpired under the banner of Spanish American identification. In these works, Hispanos brandishing their homeland heritage openly battled Anglo racial stereotyping, confronted public
institutions, such as the public schools and the University of New Mexico,
over their exclusionary practices, advocated providing adequate education to
Hispano youth, and demanded bilingual education in the state legislature. 3
To be sure, The Spanish Redemption gives a nod to the "native son" demands, made by such leaders as Octaviano Larrazolo and Antonio Lucero,
that equality be provided to the Nuevomexicanos in the political system. Montgomery also clarifies much about the way race relations affected electoral
politics, introducing the "race issue" debate into the literature and stressing
the importance ofthe Hispano vote. However, the imperative to draw immediate conclusions from selected materials causes him to fall short of recognizing the significant extent and effectiveness of the native sons' call for political
equality. For example, Montgomery construes the insertion of voting and
educational rights for Spanish Americans into the state constitution as ploys
of the conservative Republican "old guard" to further its control over the
Hispano vote. And he writes that after statehood the racist Democratic Party
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nominated Ezequiel C. de Baca for governor in 1916 as a trick to limit the
number of Hispanos in political office, a charge that is affirmed but not
demonstrated.
Of course, as a series of essays the book is unable to probe deeply into the
politics ofstatehood. What is lost is an adequate picture ofthe Hispanic nativeson influence that began in the 1890S and sustained itself to the 1930s. Further research is destined to show that both the Spanish American "bill of
rights" in the New Mexico state constitution and C. de Baca's nomination
and subsequent election as governor resulted more accurately from the norm
of equality that came to affect party decision making in both major political
parties precisely because of Hispano political action. Hispano journalists,
lawyers, politicians, business people, and educators demanded that the political parties should, as a matter of social justice, practice so that Hispanos could
share in high political office on a level commensurate with their percentage
of the population. This grievance was registered with such vehemence, that,
as primary investigation will bear out, it contributed mightily to the elections
ofB. C. Hernandez to the US. Congress in 194, Octaviano Larrazolo as governor in 1918, Nestor Montoya to US. Congress in 1920, and Larrazolo and the
Anglo leader of the Hispanos, Bronson Cutting, to the US. Senate in 1928.
Montgomery argues that in the political system the Spanish heritage failed
to upset New Mexico's power structure-that it actually legitimized the fact
that Hispanos did not have power equal to that of Anglos while "helping to
create the appearance ofsubstantial equality" (p. 87)' That claim exaggerates
the redemptive interpretation. It would be more accurate to say that the Hispanos emphasized the obligation of all public leaders to work for realizing
the equality to which Hispanos were entitled not simply as a matter of constitutional right but because of their cultural birthright to the land of New
Mexico itself. A powerful homeland identification justified native-son mobilizations in the various constitutional conventions that New Mexicans organized prior to statehood and at practically every election from 1911 to 1934Without this fundamental ideological spur driving the native-son agenda, the
admittedly low level of Hispano representation in office would surely have
been worse. This form of "resistance" did not tear down a whole social system, as the Civil Rights Movement did later in the South, and, admittedly,
it was insufficiently comprehensive (it failed to address the land grants issue),
but this historical reality should not gainsay a key Hispano motivation: to
have the Spanish identity serve as an instrument of insurgency at a time when
the railroad was opening the way for Anglos to gain power by leaps and bounds.
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The Spanish heritage may have thus permitted some Hispanos to fly on
the wings of romantic redemption, but for many more it served as a grounded,
practical tool for prying open the barriers to political resources. Looked at
from the Hispano experience, the electoral political domain rises to greater
importance than the other sites of Spanish identity examined by Montgomery. Montgomery cites in cursory fashion Hobsbawm's well-known essay on
the widespread "invention oftradition" before World War I. Hobsbawm argues
that the constructions ofcultural tradition created by the state were central, and
actually linked, to those created by voluntary associations, suggesting that
political mobilization in the modern era actually anchored the greater project of harking back to idyllic times. 4 Echoing this view, political scientist Jack
Holmes speculated that for Hispanos the political order was historically "primary."5 To the contrary, politics actually permeated all the communities in
the Hispano homeland during the era ofstatehood. Political communication
in the Spanish language press blanketed the Hispano areas with a politicized
Spanish American identity. The status of nativo not only inhabited the minds
ofthe so-called "elites" but penetrated to levels ofprecinct activists, poll watchers, rank-and-file party members, and the voting public.
That the native-son trend enjoyed widespread Hispano support has been
pointed out before but needs further reinforcement as a fundamental fact. In
many ways Spanish American identity served as a precursor to later instances
of minority-group identity that would become commonplace in the sociopolitical landscape ofthe United States in the twentieth century, a point appreciated by Holmes. 6 In regard to heritage content, the nature of public-identity
movements, including those of nation-states, is to mold a given group's heritage and history to meet the contemporary partisans' contingencies and needs.
The form of Spanish American identity was little different from other ethnic
movements that arose in the United States after the industrial revolution.
Emerging in the late 1960s, the Chicano Movement, a challenging phenomenon for sure, became another example of participants attempting but failing to universalize their own distinctive ethnic nomenclature, selecting the
heritage icons, heroes, and stories that suited the needs of their own revitalization, and producing a certain unity among its members and partisanship
against other members of its own ethnic group.
This argument does not question the validity of defining and naming a
culture but recognizes the fact that the act of codifying heritage is governed
by the need to make choices in a rational process of deliberation. The wonder, then, is not that the generation that called itself Hispano at the turn of
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the century identified with a Spanish heritage but that, fully cognizant of being a social minority, those proponents asserted a politicized ethnic identity at
all. Nuevomexicanos favored a Spanish ethnic identity because a Mexican
heritage would have served little purpose in a context where native rights in .
New Mexico itself, as a state of the American union, were at stake. Indeed,
Hispanos were not simply taking their cues from the Anglos who chose to
idealize a Spanish past. For example, Tranquilino Luna's speech accepting
the Republican Party's nomination for territorial delegate to Congress in 1880
came some twenty years before Montgomery claims that the Hispanos stepped
into the tracks left by the Anglos. Luna declared, "I am native born to this soil;
my father, grandfather, and in fact all my ancestry, as far as the memory ofman
runneth, were the same." Luna staked his claim to the office by reporting that
his ancestors had "fertilized [New Mexico] with their blood" and that their
"bones were scattered over its elevated mountains and beautiful plainsmonument of their patriotism, loyalty, and bravery."? The key suggestion here
is that the Hispanos were "prompted" to project their heritage most heavily by
the very conditions of social subordination that Montgomery so effectively
demonstrates and by their practical political interest in seeking to change them.
Other problems of historical precision arise in the book's exposition.
Montgomery perpetuates some oversimplifications of New Mexico history.
Similar to the way that the Santa Fe Ring is commonly treated, his understanding of the "Old Guard" in the Republican Party adopts the ideological
rhetoric of the times, portraying a monolithic conspiratorial clique rather
than what it truly was: a highly complex political alliance whose circles of
power competed with one another at any given point and regularly turned
over across time. He asserts that the dominance ofthe Republican Party served
only the interests of the rico sheep ranchers, for example, in supporting the
wool tariff (p. 79). The party, however, also served the interests of small Hispano ranchers and the Hispano ranch employees. The notion of "elite" is
central in Montgomery's vision, but actual socioeconomic and political stratifications among both Anglos and Hispanos were more graded than what an
elite-lower class conception implies. Moreover, as among the working people,
everyday life among members of the middle class, including "old guarders"
such as Holm Bursum and Secundino Romero, involved a constant struggle
to keep one's head above the waters of financial ruin.
Despite these reservations, Charles Montgomery has written an important
book. Not only does it open up vistas, but it serves to elevate the debate about
the nature of regional culture, civic society, ethnicity, power, inequality, and
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politics. The task now is to round out the picture, fitting the aspects of symbolic action that he has effectively marked out with other dimensions of cultural formation in a truly historic corner of the world.
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Seeing and Being Seen: Tourism in the American West. Edited by David M.
Wrobel and Patrick T. Long. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2001. xv

+ 336 pp. Halftones, notes, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-7006-1082-0, $19.95
paper, ISBN 0-7006-1083-9.)
Tourism in the American West began wholeheartedly with the "incorporation ofAmerica" after the Civil War. The West assumed mythic significance
as the place where an energetic nation could revitalize itself continually. Of
course, much of the mythic West was no more than historical confection
and natural fabrication. In an engagingly written collection of essays, David
Wrobel and Patrick Long assemble scholars who consider the complex experiences, institutions, and processes of tourism from 1870 to the present.
They seriously consider the motives of tourists and tourism promoters alike.
Wrobel nicely defines a tourist as "someone who travels to experience unfamiliar surroundings" (p. 16). The book's contributors assess the problems
and promises of western tourism and how this service-oriented economy affects localities, states, and regions. In contrast to much work in tourist studies,
these authors reconsider the view that tourists and tourism are merely exploiters and colonizers of experiences, cultural heritage, and natural wonders.
The volume has three sections that reconsider the tourist experience,
cultural heritage tourism, and the role of national parks in wilderness tourism. Each section pays close attention to the categories of gender, political
economy, race and ethnicity, and social class in the analysis of tourism. In
the first section, "Perspectives: Scholars and Tourists," Patricia Nelson Limerick, Rudolfo Anaya, Patrick Long, and Hal Rothman consider tourism's
very definition. They question whether tourism exploits or rewards communities; who is and is not a tourist; and whether tourism is a "devil's bargain"
promising much but delivering little. Long's essay is the most engaging,
urging regional cooperation to blend responsible historical tourism, natural
resource management, and local economic development. In the second
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part, "Processes: Tourism and Cultural Change," Carlos Schwantes, Leah
Dilworth, Marguerite Shaffer, and Sylvia RodrIguez assess how tourism creates understandings of the natural world and of the indigenous and Hispanic people of the West. Respectively, the essays by RodrIguez and
Schwantes shine brightly, interpreting the effect of tourism on race and
class relations in New Mexico and exploring the transition of western tourism by transportation from travail to travel. The final four essays, "Parks:
Tourists in Western Wonderlands," are the best in the collection, incisively
probing the emergence of economic and political support for America's
national park system. Grounded in an impressive array of primary sources,
Paul Schullery, David Louter, Peter Blodgett, and Dwight Pitcaithley assess
the impact of park service advertising, auto tourism, visitors and concessionaires, and congressional legislation in shaping our natural and national
patrimony.
The goal of the volume, according to the editors, was "how institutions of
higher learning can and must reach out to their surrounding communities
and of how scholars and other experts can and must be public intellectuals"
(p. xii). This volume will hardly capture the interest of the reading public.
However, the essays by Limerick, Long, the park service historians, and
Schwantes are accessible to general readers. The early essays engage in academic inside jokes, advance bold claims requiring evidence, and suffer from
tortured prose, and convoluted theorizing. The essays by Rothman, Dilworth, and Shaffer accomplish little beyond literary-theoretical renderings
of complicated terms like "antimodernism," "authenticity," and "cultural
nationalism." There are conceptual and editorial infelicities, such as inadequate halftone sections and misspelled words. Five of the thirteen essays
have been published elsewhere in total or modified form.
Seeing and Being Seen is an important contribution to the ongoing debate about tourism in western America. It conveniently collects important
scholarship in the field, making it available to the academic community
and students of the American West.
Matthew Bokovoy
Oklahoma State University
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LaDonna Harris: A Comanche Life. By LaDonna Harris, edited by Henrietta
Stockel. American Indian Lives Series. (Lincoln: University ofNebraska Press,
2000. xxv + 147 pp. Halftones, map, notes, index. $25.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8032-

239 6-x .)
I'll Go and Do More: Annie DodgeWauneka, Navajo Leader and Activist. By
Carolyn Neithammer. American Indian Lives Series. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 2001. xxvi + 281 pp. Halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index.

$29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8032-3345-0.)
Sarah Winnemuca. By Sally Zanjani. American Indian Lives Series. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2001. xi + 366 pp. Halftones, maps, notes,

bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8032-4917-9.)
Native American women's life stories are suddenly "hot." Oxford University Press recently published Sifters, Theda Perdue's edited volume of biographical vignettes. The University of Nebraska Press continues to produce
book-length studies at a breathtaking pace. In fact, the three books reviewed
here all derive from the latter press's American Indian Lives series, demonstrating the enormous value and further potential such works offer students
of Native American history. These books span two centuries, reflect experiences of three different southwestern tribes, and provide insight into the
personal lives of three unique women. Several themes unite the stories of
Sarah Winnemuca (Paiute), Annie Dodge Wauneka (Nava jo), and LaDonna
Harris (Comanche). All took on cross-cultural, political roles under the
mentorship of men; all met some success and much frustration in their
work; all became nationally known; and as mothers (Wauneka and Harris),
essentially abdicated care of their children to others in order to pursue their
public ambitions. Their lives do not typify those of most of their contemporaries. But when examined together, they reveal some common patterns of
Indian women's leadership.
Sarah Winnemuca is arguably the best-known of the three, at least among
scholars. Her life story has been told before and by Winnemuca herself.
Born in the mid-nineteenth century, Winnemuca never knew a life free of
Anglo American pressures for Paiute lands. Her grandfather, Truckee, and
father, Winnemuca, understood the necessity of coping with Whites and
saw that Sarah received an education as part of that strategy. Her Englishlanguage skills and personal ambition eventually catapulted her into the
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role of interpreter and messenger for the u.s. Army during the Bannock
War of 1878. She became a spokeswoman and advocate for the Paiutes,
lecturing in both the West and East to educate people about the wretchedness of the reservation system and other abuses to which Indians were subjected. She wrote an autobiography to the same end. Winnemuca's efforts
rarely produced results, however, and she was criticized by her own people
when she failed to deliver on promises to resolve their difficulties. Her personallife, which included a series of marriages (mostly to White men), left
her open to criticism from White political opponents, who leaped upon
these multiple unions as evidence of her supposed immorality. One senses,
in the end, that hers was neither a happy nor a particularly satisfying life.
Sally Zanjani, a professor of political science, offers a carefully researched
account of both Winnemuca and the Paiutes as they negotiated this difficult period of their history. Missing, however, is insight into Winnemuca
herself. That problem, of course, is less the fault of the author and more one
of sources. Even Winnemuca's autobiography is more a political document
than a psychological one. Still, enough information exists to indicate the
difficulties Winnemuca encountered as a woman "in between." This book
will become the first place to which readers will turn, besides Winnemuca's
autobiography, for insight into one of the first Native American women to
penetrate American consciousness as an individual as well as a spokesperson for her people.
It is doubtful that Winnemuca would have taken on a leadership role
had she not been born into a family of strong male leaders who encouraged
her to learn English and go out into the White world. The same is true of
Annie Dodge Wauneka, youngest daughter of Chee Dodge, Navajo Tribal
Council chairman. Wauneka, who was born in 1918, grew up in a context of
politics. Her father, a mixed-blood who came under army tutelage during
the Navajo incarceration at the Bosque Redondo Reservation, learned English and became an interpreter, chief herder, and eventually "head chief"
on the U.S. government payroll. Such positions led to acquisition of property, wealth, and increased political power. Chee Dodge, like Truckee and
Winnemuca, saw that his children received off-reservation educations. Although he did not initially recognize Wauneka's promise as a tribal leader,
he did not discourage her once her interest in politics became clear. She
ran for elective office only after her father's death, thereafter serving on the
tribal council for a quarter-century. Although she was not the first woman
elected to office, she was often the only woman on the council during much
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of her long tenure. Annie Dodge Wauneka became the consummate politician, championing issues of health care (especially tuberculosis and alcoholism) and education, while traveling thousands of miles across the vast
Navajo Reservation on behalf of constituents. She also became a notable
national figure, lobbying Congress and eventually earning honors such as
the Medal of Freedom from Pres. Lyndon Johnson.
Carolyn Niethammer, relying as much on oral interviews as published
documents, does a masterful job of relating Navajo history while simultaneously analyzing Wauneka's life. Perhaps no politician's life or record is
beyond reproach, and the author acknowledges Wauneka's critics, particularly near the end of her political career when Navajo politics became especially acrimonious. Niethammer also makes clear that Wauneka was able to
pursue a public life because her husband, George, happily shouldered domestic and childcare duties. His support was especially important because
several of the Waunekas' children were disabled and required considerable
attention even as adults. I'll Go and Do More is a very satisfying book, skillfully blending Navajo tribal history with Wauneka's story simultaneously
providing insight into both twentieth-century tribal politics and the personality of a remarkable individual.
LaDonna Harris's autobiography is less satisfying. The volume evolved
out of a series of interviews editor Henrietta Stockel conducted with Harris.
One certainly hears Harris's "voice" but the larger context, which should
provide meaning and significance to the story, is missing. Further, the translation from tape to page does not seem particularly smooth. A written autobiography could have provided more coherence and even substance. More
background and explanation from the editor would have been welcomed.
Still, this volume offers a beginning. Harris's experiences differ from Winnemuca's and Wauneka's in two important ways: she never lived on a reservation and rarely participated in her tribe's politics. On the other hand, like
them, her access to political power came through a relationship with a man
(her husband in this case) and she eventually gained national renown as a
spokesperson for Native Americans, particularly urban Indians.
LaDonna Harris was born during the 1930S on an allotment in Oklahoma
where her Comanche maternal grandparents raised her. Harris's father, who
was not Indian, migrated to California during the Dust Bowl years and had
little to do with his daughter thereafter. She grew up, then, with some sense of
Comanche values but also felt unwanted, neglected, and abandoned by her
parents. An attractive young woman with a light complexion, she managed to
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negotiate her high school years with an active social life and earned a diploma in spite of her dyslexia. During high school she met Fred Harris, a
smart and ambitious young man. Marrying him just before she graduated,
she helped put her husband through college and law school. When he decided to enter politics, she supported him there, too. She took an active role
in his campaigns and highlighted her status as an enrolled member of the
Comanche tribe in order to attract Oklahoma Indian votes. As state legislator and U.S. senator from the late 1950S to the 1970s, Fred Harris established
a reputation as an advocate of civil rights and other liberal causes.
Although she saw herself as Fred's partner in politics, only gradually did
LaDonna find her own voice and take on leadership positions in her own
right. Her position as a Democratic senator's wife, particularly during the
presidency of Lyndon Johnson, positioned her to take advantage of opportunities that would not have come her way otherwise. She helped found
Oklahomans for Indian Opportunity and remained active with that group
after moving to the nation's capital. Once she was in Washington, Johnson
appointed her to the National Indian Opportunities Council, and she advised the War on Poverty program, particularly on how to bring the benefits
of these social programs to nonreservation Indians. As Native American activists demanded more attention to Indian issues in the early 1970s, Harris
again found herself perfectly positioned to speak for them. She organized a
group called Americans for Indian Opportunity (AIO) and, in 1980, ran as
vice presidential candidate for the Citizens Party, an environmental group. In
the meantime, Fred Harris's political career ended and so did the marriage.
Today, she lives in New Mexico and continues to serve as president of AIO.
LaDonna Harris's story and that of Annie Dodge Wauneka are particularly important because they open up hitherto neglected histories - not only
about Indian women, but also about twentieth-century Indian politics.
Harris's activities took place during a particularly turbulent and significant
period, the 1960s and 1970S. The value of her perspective will become more
apparent once scholars place it in a historical and political context. Certainly individual life stories, such as these three examples, are extremely
valuable. But the time has come for researchers to push beyond biographies
and construct broader, more synthetic views ofIndian women's leadership,
tribal politics, and Indian-White relations of the recent past.
Sherry L. Smith
Southern Methodist University
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Ogallala, Water for a Dry Land. By John Opie. (1993; reprint, University of
Nebraska Press, 2000. xxx + 475 pp. Halftones, maps, appendix, notes, index.
$25.00 paper, ISBN 0-8032-8614-7.)
This work updates Opie's 1993 effort to understand, as the preface states,
the effects of the overdraft of the Ogallala aquifer The book is a thorough
economic, environmental, social, and technological history of this groundwater table that stretches 225,000 square miles from the South Dakota and
Nebraska border to West Texas. The Ogallala contained over three billion
acre-feet of fossil water (essentially nonrenewable) produced by the once
glacier-laden Rockies. Between 1960 and 1990 a third of the aquifer was
extracted by, to use Opie's phrase, "an oligopsonistic consortia of large
agribusiness operations" (p. 243)' To a large extent, the water is used to grow
corn, 90 percent of which goes to feed steers, hogs, and chickens. In sum,
Ogallala is an excellent account on its own merits. What goes unmentioned,
perhaps because it is just far too obvious, is a discussion of the Ogallala as a
preeminent example of the tragedy of the commons.
Even more interesting is Opie's conclusion. After describing Great Plains
commerce as (again) a heavily capitalized and mechanized industrial operation, he argues that the region that continues to suffer from the tension between economics and the environment, i.e., irrigation on the Plains, is "still
in self-destructive mode" (p. 4); after repeated references to Donald Worster,
i.e., that "the speculative capitalist economy pushed the plains economy far
beyond its limits" (p. 92), made largely possible after World War II by the
development of deep-well drilling technology and cheap fuel (between 1944
and 1974 cultivated acreage in the region increased from two to thirteen million acres); after citing Powell's still relevant but impractical call for development by natural hydrographic districts and Wes Jackson's sustainability efforts
that question whether the Plains should become the ultimate national park;
and after noting recent adverse climatic changes, i.e., global warming and
drought, and a "moral geography" (something akin perhaps to Leopold's land
ethic), Opie still manages to draw the more "balanced" conclusion.
The book, Opie concludes, is neither a "morality tale" nor a "tragic history" because the Ogallala "belongs to humanity," the High Plains are now
the "feedbag of the world," and "workable alternatives for sustainable development are being explored" (p. 337)' Opie has been long aware that humans have objectified nature, that capitalism is inherently unfriendly to the
environment, and that natural resources are just externalized costs in the
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capitalist system. Groundwater is now considered the most serious globalresource management problem. Irrigation grows approximately 40 percent
of the world's food. In addition, the amount of grain fed to u.s. livestock
could feed four hundred million starving people. In light of those realities,
Opie's conclusion is at least surprising. As William Cronon has observed,
few works of scholarship place nature in history or few scholars include
nature in works on ecology and economy, such as Ogallala. More pointedly, ifhumankind defines progress solely as consumption and technophilia
and uses that explanation to justify the belief that the world is made for
human enjoyment, then we can seriously consider Peter Coates's question
of whether humanity is the ultimate form of pollution.
David M. Introcaso
Washington, D.C.

Apache Voices: Their Stories ofSurvival as Told to Eve Ball. By Sherry Robinson. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000. xv + 272 pp. Halftones, map, notes, bibliography, index. $32.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2162-3.)
In the 1940S and 1950S, Eve Ball, a White woman living in Ruidoso, New
Mexico, interviewed sixty-seven elderly Apaches at the Mescalero Apache
Reservation. Ball published many excerpts from these interviews in her two
best-known books on the Apaches, In the Days of Victorio and Indeh: An
Apache Odyssey. When journalist Sherry Robinson read these books, she
decided to try to find Ball's original notes and interview transcriptions. After
going through seventeen unsorted boxes of Ball's papers at Brigham Young
University, Robinson produced Apache Voices, a potentially interesting but
ultimately frustrating collection of Apache oral histories.
Robinson organizes the first part of her book around various bands of
Apaches. Part 1 includes historical testimonials from the Warm Springs,
Chiricahuas, and Nednhis while part 2 covers the Mescaleros and Lipans.
Part 3, "The Apache Way," includes oral histories that give more ethnographic information. Finally, part 4 examines Ball's life and work. Valuable
parts of Robinson's book include her attention to Apache women as well as
her section on the imprisonment of the Mescaleros at Bosque Redondo.
The story of the Navajos' Long Walk and subsequent confinement at Bosque
Redondo is well-documented, but little has been written on the Mescalero's
own plight there.
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Ball and Robinson also deserve credit for their respect for Indians as tellers and interpreters of their own history. At the time Ball collected and published her oral histories, most professional historians dismissed oral history
as biased and inaccurate. But Ball pressed on and challenged professional
historians: "Why is not the testimony of an Indian as valid as that of the
young officer ambitious for promotion or some agent or newspaper man
with his center of interest purely selfish?" (p. 213)'
Robinson's chapter on Ball includes reviews, both negative and positive,
of Ball's books. For example, one reviewer faulted Indeh for stylistic problems including a lack of coherent organization and a unifying narrative
thread. Ironically, this opinion sums up the problems with Robinson's book
as well. Although full of interesting pieces of information, Robinson provides the book no analytical orientation. Apache Voices is disjointed and
fragmented. Furthermore, Robinson has an infuriating tendency to include
long sections of quoted material with no attribution in the text. Only by
turning to the footnotes can readers find out who is speaking.
I looked forward to a book that would critically delve into the practice of
oral history as well as the relationship between Ball and the Apaches she
interviewed. New work on memory and history has enriched the ways in
which scholars approach oral history. Yet Robinson is not informed by this
new scholarship. I expected a book, too, that would critically examine the
ways in which Ball conducted her interviews and selected excerpts to be
published. Robinson's book disappointed in this regard as well.
As a journalist, Robinson seems more interested in simply including some
of the tales that Ball left out of her published works. This material may be of
interest to Apachephiles, but for the general reader and the scholar, that
approach is not enough. Robinson seems to believe the stories of the Apaches
speak for themselves. Indeed, their words and voices are powerful. Yet,
Robinson's book begs for analysis and a cohesive narrative.
Margaret Jacobs
New Mexico State University
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Children of the Dragonfly: Native American Voices on Child Custody and
Education. Edited by Robert Bensen. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
2001. xviii + 280 pp. Notes, bibliography. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165-2012-7,
$19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-2013-5.)
The impetus for Robert Bensen's Children ofthe Dragonfly was his adoption of an Indian girl and his family's subsequent efforts to learn what "taking custody" of a "surrendered" child meant (p. xiv). This book presents
"written autobiography, oral testimony, and storytelling, as well as fiction
and poetry" (p. 5) in four categories: Traditional Stories and Lives, Boarding
and Residential Schools, Child Welfare and Health Services, and Children
of the Dragonfly. The Zuni Dragonfly story serves as a metaphor for Native
Americans who reconnect with their heritage.
The core theme running through all of the texts is identity. Historically,
the assault on Native identity began early (with language suppression being
one of the gravest injustices), but the lingering effects of forced assimilation
in boarding schools are exacerbated today by the difficult economic circumstances Indian communities face, despite casino revenue. Until economic and health conditions in Native communities are improved, children
will remain vulnerable. And when they are vulnerable in their own families
and communities, they are vulnerable in the non-Indian world as well.
Much has been written oflate about "Lost Birds," Indian children adopted
"out," who are now trying to find "The Long Road Home" (p. 202). These
re-encounters with Native heritage are at the heart of Bensen's approach. It
is ironic that he, a non-Indian, was able to adopt a part-Indian child, while
Terry Trevor, with an Indian grandfather, cannot prove she is Indian enough
to adopt an Indian child. She adopts Korean children instead and becomes
immersed in Korean American culture.
There is much to ponder here and reading a bit at a time is best. Major
authors such as Luci Tapahonso are represented along with newer authors.
Some are positive about the struggle to learn who they are and how to live
in today's Indian-White world. Others paint a negative picture in which no
good survives, and blame falls on non-Indians. Over half of the selections
are from previously published texts dating from the 1890S to the 1990S; others appear for the first time. Some, such as Alan Michelson's "Lost Tribe,"
are quite well written and others are less creative.
The importance of this book and its relevance for readers in all parts of
North America lie in the message that, by choosing to leave the "victim"
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persona behind, it is possible and ultimately more rewarding to take responsibility for one's own destiny and encompass whatever good results. If"history is
written by the conquerors, literahne by the survivors" (p. 3), we can be grateful to Bensen for bringing us the new voices of Children ofthe Dragonfly and
providing a framework focused on survival, reconciliation, and hope.
Mar;orie M. Schweitzer
Taos, New Mexico

I Will Tell of My War Story: A Pictorial Account of the Nez Perce War. By
Scott M. Thompson. (Seattle: University ofWashington Press, 2000. x + 122
pp. 60 color plates, map, notes, bibliography, index. $26.95 paper, ISBN 0-

295-97943-7·)

Cheyenne Dog Soldiers: A Ledgerbook History ofCoups and Combat. By Jean
Afton, David FridtjofHalaas, and Andrew E. Masich with Richard N. Ellis.
(Niwot: University Press of Colorado, 2000. xxxii + 400 pp. 100 color plates,
halftones, maps, notes, glossary, bibliography, index. $37.50 paper, ISBN 087081-574-1.)
The study of nineteenth-century Plains-area drawings continues to expand with authors from many disciplines exploring newly discovered as well
as previously known works. I Will Tell of My War Story and Cheyenne Dog
Soldiers are two of the newest contributions. The authors take ethnohistoric
approaches to link specific images of battles and other actions to actual
events. Each volume is generally successful, although some conclusions
reached in both studies cannot be adequately supported.
With 108 pages and an enlarged format, the Dog Soldier ledger offers the
scholars great potential. This ledger is arguably the most famous book of
drawings in existence from the prereservation era. The lined accountant's
ledger filled with images was taken from the Summit Springs battlefield in
present-day Colorado on 10 July 1869. There, the Fifth U.S. Cavalry, aided
by three companies of Pawnee scouts, attacked a village of Cheyenne Dog
Soldiers. The camp probably included some Arapaho and Lakota allies, but
the majority of drawings in the book appear to depict Cheyenne warriors.
Following the Sand Creek Massacre of 1864, the Dog Soldiers, joined by
warriors from other divisions, were among the most vigilant of the Cheyenne societies in fighting various enemies.
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Painstaking examination of details in the drawings of the Dog Soldier
ledger, including clothing, weapons, forts, and wagons, has allowed the
authors to date most of the actions depicted to 1865. In several cases, specific people are recognizable, including Beaver or George Bent, the son of
trader William Bent and Owl Woman. When he returned from the Civil
War, Bent fought on the side of his mother's people to save their way oflife.
Although he was a member of the Crooked Lance Society, Bent was with
the Dog Soldiers at Summit Springs. An image of Bent, complete with his
Beaver name sign, appears in the book, showing him with closely cropped
hair and an army coat in the heat of battle.
The Dog Soldier ledger is an excellent example of a prereservation ledger almost exclusively devoted to battle and horse raids. These were the
deeds by which Plains warriors achieved recognition in their cultures, and
the need for such actions during the years of the Plains wars was profound.
Numerous artists placed drawings, whether depicting their own deeds or
those of others, in the book. Afton et al. identify thirty separate warriors by
their name glyphs and suggest that fifteen different artists drew in the book.
Some of the identifications might be challenged, including one that proclaims the incident involving George Bent to be a battle with Crow scouts
who were part of Gen. Patrick E. Connor's Powder River Campaign, but
the authors have tackled a complex project with great success.
The tiny Nez Perce book (two and three-quarters by four and five-eighthsinches) with only twenty-eight pages is extremely important for markedly
different reasons. Few such drawings are known from the Nez Perces or
their Plateau neighbors. The book isof great historic importance because it
may have been filled with images by a member of the nontreaty Nez Perces
who took refuge with Sitting Bull's people in Canada in 1877. Thompson
attributes the drawings to a single artist who depicted events that apparently
occurred during and after the Nez Perce War of 1877. Handwritten names,
spelled phonetically, of several known warriors appear throughout the book.
Although the Lakotas and the Nez Perces were enemies, when the Nez
Perces-who refused to sign additional treaties-escaped Col. Nelson Miles's
siege of their camp and fled to Canada, they were received warmly by the
Lakotas who had also experienced treatment similar to that of their new
companions in exile. Beginning in the summer of 1878 and sporadically
throughout the next four years, various Nez Perce groups returned to the
Lapwai valley, but a few chose to remain with the Lakotas. Thompson suggests that the drawings may have been created by a Nez Perce warrior who
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had returned home and who, perhaps, was even commissioned to do so by
an agency official. While this possibility cannot be proven, the drawings
offer a rare look at Nez Perce life from the 1870S and perhaps slightly earlier.
Although there are battle images here, the book is noteworthy for individualized portraits of various people as well as ritual-oriented scenes. The
unique drawings, however, are those that appear to represent the combined
camp of Lakotas and Nez Perces in Canada. One shows a Sun Dance lodge
including its central pole and rawhide cutouts of human and buffalo effigies. The Nez Perces did not practice the Sun Dance but the Lakotas did,
and the artist of these drawings must have been in Canada long enough to
have observed one such summer ceremonial. Another drawing records what
may have been a council between the newly arrived Nez Perces and their
Lakota hosts. Hairstyles and clothing of the different cultures are clearly
differentiated in several other drawings, suggesting the time when the new
allies lived near each other.
Both the Dog Soldier pages and the Nez Perce drawings are published in
color. The Nez Perce pieces are reproduced at their actual size while the
Dog Soldier book is slightly smaller than the original. However, the manner
in which the drawings were made differs, with the Dog Soldier images firmly
outlined and more meticulously rendered. The Nez Perce artist was not as
clear in either linear precision or the resulting detail, and, thus, the drawings are far more difficult to decipher. Additional photographic details would
have allowed the reader to see specific objects the author discusses.
Although Thompson occasionally writes in a romantic vein, he effectively treats the drawings not only as historic documents but also as creative
expressions. The authors of the Dog Soldier volume sometimes speak with
too firm a certainty about somewhat tenuous, if intriguing, conclusions they
reach about specific events. Both books are, nonetheless, important additions to the study of drawings, each providing vital new information about
the tumultuous period of the 1860s and the 1870s.
Joyce M. Szabo
University of New Mexico
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Makers and Markets: The Wright Collection of Twentieth-Century Native
American Art. By Patricia Capone and Penelope Ballard Drooker. (Cambridge, Mass.: Peabody Museum Press, 2000. vii + 176 pp. 42 color plates,
58 halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $3°.00 paper, ISBN
0-87365-825-6. )
Like many collectors, William Wright first encountered Native American art on a visit to the Southwest. The Cleveland native had already earned
three degrees, including a Ph.D. in physics, from Harvard University when
he started spending summers at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in
New Mexico. The lab employed many people from nearby Pueblo communities, and Wright grew especially interested in Pueblo pottery. He also
developed a general interest in Native American art and spent much of the
rest of his life systematically collecting objects from tribal communities across
the United States. Wright was appointed head of the Physics Department at
the University of Cincinnati in 1962 and remained there until his retirement in 1986. He never married, and, upon his death in 1993, he left his
entire estate, including his collection of 1,180 Native American art objects,
to his alma mater.
Makers and Markets does not attempt to catalog the collection but uses
it as a springboard for discussions on the changing nature of collecting, of
the marketplace, and of the objects themselves. Despite the fact that the
majority of its pieces hail from the Southwest (a region already well represented in many university museums), the Wright collection is a significant
and welcome addition to Harvard's Peabody Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology for two reasons. First, it was amassed relatively recently, between
the late 1950S and the early 1990S. Second, it was acquired from contemporary, identified artists. In fact, it is the first large collection, in which so
many artists' names are known, acquired by the museum. This information
allows authors Penelope Drooker and Patricia Capone to move beyond description and historicization in order to address such timely theoretical issues as the tension between authenticity and creativity, and the negotiation
of fame and wealth in Pueblo communities.
In chapter 1, Drooker discusses the collector and the history of collecting. Earlier literature covers similar ground, but here it is useful to establish
the context for Wright's activities. Chapter 2, written by Capone in the form
of a miniethnography, presents the comments ofliving Pueblo potters whose
works are particularly prominent in the collection. The bulk of this chapter
is devoted to a list of represented potters. Chapter 3, drafted by Drooker,
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examines textiles and baskets produced at different times to assess the ways
in which technology, design, and material have changed in relation to the
expanding marketplace. As might be expected, innovation varied among
object categories and artists. By considering the distinct demands of different kinds of collectors, however, Drooker elucidates the range of objects in
the marketplace and the remarkably comfortable coexistence of old and
new styles. For example, tourists prefer objects with standard, recognizable
design attributes, while collectors often seek unique or unusual objects.
Examples of both kinds of pieces are found in the collection.
Although much of the scholarship in Makers and Markets covers familiar ground, the Wright collection is indeed worthy of attention. The text's
thematic approach provides engaging discussion about Wright's career as a
collector, about his collections, and about the collecting enterprise.
Margaret Dubin
University ofCalifornia, Berkeley

The Destruction of the Bison: An Environmental History,

By Andrew C. Isenberg. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000. xii + 206
pp. Halftones, maps, table, notes, index. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-521-77172-2.)
1750-1920.

The Destruction of the Bison is a superb book on what has become in
recent years a very popular topic, one whose methodological approaches,
themes, theses, and historiographical underpinnings are all undergoing
change. The book is also more than a simple environmental history of the
decline of the bison, those huge, powerful, majestic brown beasts of the
western plains. The work examines Plains Indian society and culture including gender relationships and changing economics; natural history; European
disease and Indian demography; larger market forces and capitalistic enterprises associated with the bison-hide trade; and a number of related topics.
Like many of the recent but sometimes less sophisticated and shorter
efforts to account for bison decline, Destruction places responsibility in several camps. White hide hunters of the 1870S, Andrew Isenberg notes, deserve some blame but not nearly so much as most earlier studies suggest.
Isenberg highlights a number of causes: animal diseases; market pressures;
travelers crossing the plains, especially in the aftermath of the 1848 discovery of gold in California; drought; fire; excessively cold winters; and increased grazing competition from horses and cattle. Indian peoples were
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not without fault, for in their hunts they favored young female bison, those
of breeding age. Native Americans, like their White counterparts, often
slaughtered animals only for their tongues or hides.
The author's purpose, however, is not to blame but to explain. Isenberg
accomplishes his task with deep research and clear prose. His analysis is
thoughtful, and his arguments are well-reasoned and convincing. He takes
on shibboleths such as the one suggesting that, in 1800, some sixty-five million bison roamed the Great Plains. Isenberg accepts the more likely figure
of twenty-seven to thirty million bison at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, and he argues that, in the 1870s, hide hunters took only a few million animals. As a result, such hunters were not the sole cause for bison
decline. Clearly, then, many complicated and often obscure forces were at
work in the destruction of the bison.
Again, this engaging and revisionist book offers more than the title suggests. Isenberg packs it full of pertinent and applicable information on grassland ecology and on the growth and evolution of Plains Indian societies. In
short, Destruction is a grand study of how human societies, cultures, economies in flux, and a changing plains environment interacted on America's
western steppe and how the deeply complex interaction led to the near
extinction of the great American buffalo.
Paul H. Carlson
Texas Tech University

Recollections ofWestem Texas, 1852-1855: By Two of the U.S. Mounted Rifles.
Edited by Robert Wooster, preface by Robert M. Utley, with a new preface
by William E. Tydeman and new introduction by Hollie Hunter. (1995; reprint, Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 2001. vii + 109 pp. Halftones,
map, appendix, notes, index. $15.95 paper, ISBN 0-89672-436-0.)
In the historiography of the frontier the rarest accounts of military life
during the western Indian Wars are manuscript length memoirs by Mrican
American troops of the Buffalo Soldier regiments, of which there are none
published to date. Following in rarity are accounts written by enlisted men
who served in the army prior to the Civil War. These half-dozen standard
works are Percival G. Lowe's classic Five Years A Dragoon, '49-'54, (1906);
James A. Bennett's Forts and Forays: A Dragoon in New Mexico, 1850-1856
(1948); Eugene Bandel's Frontier Life in the Anny: 1854-1861 (1932); George
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Ballentine's Autobiography ofan English Soldier in the United States Anny
(1853); the first part of James E. Farmer's My Life With the Anny ofthe West
(1993); and one half of Henry S. Hamilton's Reminiscences of a Veteran
(1897). The recollections of the Irish brothers William and John Wright in
West Texas from 1852 to 18" represents a considerable increase in the quotable valuable sources of an historic period. Recollections is the short history
of the Wrights, who escaped Irish politics in 1850, sailed to New York, joined
the Regiment of Mounted Riflemen, had fabulous adventures, and returned
to their native land in 18,6. They first published their memoirs of alien West
Texas in 18,7. The marginal settlement pattern of the "Western" Texas of
that time was what we would now call the Southwestern Coastal Plain. Here,
the Wrights served at small outposts such as Fort Ewell, Fort Inge, Redmond's
Ranch, and San Antonio Wells.
In 199, the Book Club of Texas first republished the modern edition of
this memoir in very fine high-art form. Texas Tech University Press recognized the text's broad appeal and lasting significance and released a paper
edition for a larger audience. Delightful, savvy, and remarkably literate, the
Wright brothers present an uncommon view of the Old Army. Perhaps a bit
romantic, the middle-class Irish brothers view their fellow enlisted soldiers
as generally intelligent, resolute, and dependable - but irreverent: "Very little
religion, we believe, is to be found in the American Army" (p. 66). After the
hardships of Ireland, they relate army life as something of a lark.
Recollections is a tale of contradictions. Although sympathetic to their
Indian foes, the Wrights do nQt hesitate to relish in the violence and derringdo of a wild skirmish. They find the Texas landscape, although beautiful,
crawling with exaggerated hazards: hordes of venomous snakes and flying
insects, and the "terrible tarantula ... causing death more instantaneously
than that of the most venomous snake" (p. 44). Spiced by these dramatic
alarms, the Wrights' account gives the reader a wide-eyed description of
exotic Indians, Tejanos, Texas Rangers, and "Texians."
This text, a diamond in the rough, is brilliantly introduced and edited by
Robert Wooster, the dean of scholars on the army in Texas. Wooster's footnotes carefully sift the romantic from the real, correcting the occasional
flaw or error. This account of early Texas will shine as a primary source for
historians as well as appeal to the general reader as a dashing good story.
Lt. Col. Thomas T. Smith
United States Army War College
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Women and the Conquest ofCali fomi a, 1542-184°: Codes ofSilence. By Virginia M. Bouvier. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 200l. xvii + 266 pp.
Halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $4°.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165202 5-9.)

In Women and the Conquest ofCalifomi a, Virginia M. Bouvier explores
how gender ideologies-ideas about sexual differences between males and
females-shaped and were shaped by the Spanish conquest and how indigenous people responded to those beliefs and practices in Hispanic California. Bouvier argues that notions regarding gender roles and relations were a
powerful element in the "glue" that held the conquest together (p. xv).
Through an exhaustive examination of official reports, letters, personal diaries, and narratives as well as myth and folklore, Bouvier successfully demonstrates the centrality of gender ideology in Spain's exploration,
colonization, migration, and evangelization of the region and its Native inhabitants. Bouvier is at her best when she analyzes the social and cultural
"codes of silence" regarding violence, including rape, flogging, and kidnapping against women and Indians. Despite those silences and gaps in the
historical record, Bouvier skillfully analyzes the available evidence (through
the use of discourse analysis) and gives meaning and significance to female
and Native American adaptation, survival, and resistance in the face of the
Spanish conquest.
In chapter 1 of Women and the Conquest, Bouvier explores how gender
ideologies imbedded in the folklore of the region-particularly in the tales
ofAmazonian-like women - feminized the land and its inhabitants and how
the Spanish used those stories to justify exploration, colonization, and
evangelization. Chapter 2 investigates the representation of the first meetings between Spanish and indigenous peoples and shows that the church
and state colluded to present the crown sanitized versions of those encounters in order to retain and gain support from government officials for their
plans. In chapter 3 the author looks at early expeditions into the region and
demonstrates that the abuse of Indian women by Spanish soldiers became a
grave source of church-state conflict that had the potential to thwart colonial plans. In response, government officials allowed the establishment of
missions to secure an indigenous population, and the recruitment and migration of women and families to California in order to create a viable society. In chapter 4 Bouvier reexamines early expeditions to California and
argues that women's presence and roles were "both greater and earlier" than
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scholars have recognized, showing that women were key to the social and
cultural reproduction of Hispanic society (p. xvi). Next, in chapter 5 Bouvier considers how gender, religion, ethnicity, age, and marital status shaped
male and females roles and experiences at the missions and how those experiences varied over time. Chapter 6 studies the effort to impose European
ideas about marriage and sexuality on Native peoples and the ways those
attempts backfired and fueled indigenous resistance. In chapter 7 Bouvier
uncovers the myriad forms, both overt and covert, of indigenous resistance
and the "gendered dimensions of this resistance" to Spanish efforts (p. xvii).
Finally, chapter 8 reminds the reader of the difficulties and the precautions
needed in studying subaltern groups-in this case, women and Indianswho left few written records and whom historians know mostly through secondhand accounts.
By exploring and demonstrating how gender ideologies functioned and
evolved across time and space on New Spain's northern frontier, Women
and the Conquest contributes to the body of literature dealing with gender,
marriage, sexuality, and the family in colonial Latin America. This study
also contributes to U.S. West, Borderlands, and Chicana/o history by studying the complex ways gender, ethnicity, and region intersected to make the
conquest not only a military and spiritual conquest but also an "ideological
and cultural undertaking" (p. xv).
Overall, the book is an excellent read and is recommended for undergraduate and graduate courses, especially those dealing with the ideologies
and practices of history, conquest, and gender.
Miroslava Chavez-Garcia
University of Califomia, Davis

Viva Kennedy: Mexican Americans in Search ofCamelot. By Ignacio M. Garcia. Texas A&M Southwestern Studies Series, no. 12. (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 2000. xi + 227 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, in-

dex. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-89096-917-5.)
During the postwar era, getting Mexican Americans to the polls in Texas
was a big challenge because discrimination kept most from registering to
vote. Jim Crow laws and the poll taxes deprived most Mexican American
citizens of participation in Texas government. In other areas ofthe Southwest,
voting-district boundaries were often drawn to scatter Mexican American
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voters over several districts. This practice of gerrymandering held down the
percentage of Mexican American voters within anyone district. Consequently, on the eve of the 1960 presidential election, Mexican Americans
lacked a political voice proportionate to their numbers.
The activities of the Viva Kennedy Clubs nationwide, the subject of
Ignacio Garcia's prize-winning book, was thus a factor that empowered
Mexican Americans and helped elect John Kennedy to the presidency. The
Viva Kennedy Clubs' "get out the vote" effort proved critical to Kennedy's
victory in Texas. In some South Texas voting precincts where Mexican
Americans predominated, Kennedy won by a 98 percent margin.
Very likely John and Robert Kennedy were receptive to the Viva Kennedy
Clubs because the organizations fell in line with the Kennedys' civil-rights
strategy, which called for voter registration campaigns. The Kennedys hoped
voter registration would convince civil-rights groups to stop using protest
strategies and create a voting bloc in the South that would eventually lead
southern Democrats to moderate their segregationist position.
At the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles in 1960, civilrights leaders had decided that their movement should show a strong presence. Therefore, they planned a march on 10 July, the day before delegates
were scheduled to convene formally. Scholars note that one of these civilrights leaders was Michael Harrington, who would later write The Other
America: Poverty in the United States, the book that inspired the nation's
War on Poverty. Five thousand protesters, led by Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., participated in the rally. The march was followed with a round-the-clock
vigil to force the Democrats to adopt a stronger civil-rights plank. That action undoubtedly heartened the Mexican American delegates and other
convention participants.
Contrary to the author's assertions, John Kennedy requested Henry B.
Gonzalez's help in organizing Viva Kennedy Clubs across the nation, and,
after the 1960 presidential election, the clubs remained active. In 1968 Polly
B. Baca of Colorado was the national deputy director of the Viva Kennedy
Division of the national Robert F. Kennedy for President campaign. Baca
supervised public relations targeting the Spanish-speaking citizens and organized Viva Kennedy Clubs in key primary states.
The author's informative and engaging book is marred by the omission
of the pivotal role of an overwhelmingly working-class Spanish-speaking
population in the voting campaign and in civil-rights activism in favor of a
much-vaunted, albeit politically impotent, Mexican American middle class.
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Notwithstanding, this book is the best in-depth survey of the opportunities
and the challenges of an earlier generation of Mexican American men and
women of the Viva Kennedy Clubs.
Zaragosa Vargas
University ofCalifomi a, Santa Barbara

Mexican Americans and the U.S. Economy: Quest for Buenos Dias. By Arturo
Gonzalez. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press, 2002.147 pp. Tables, graphs,
glossary, bibliography, index. $14-95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-1977-3.)
Arturo Gonzalez has a point to make in this volume, and he repeats it
often: that "Mexican Americans are not an underclass; rather they are making progress across generations toward achieving the American dream" (p.
10). In a series of studies that rely on data from the March 1999 U.S. Current
Population Survey, Gonzalez characterizes the demography, educational
attainment, wealth, and labor-force traits of Mexican immigrants and succeeding generations of Mexican Americans.
Gonzalez's prose is clear and unhurried. Intended to be used as a text for
undergraduates and assuming no prior knowledge of economics, the book
does an excellent job of introducing decision models for migration and education. Information provided in tables is easy to interpret, and the few charts
make their points clearly and simply.
Gonzalez makes a valuable contribution by showing that the low socioeconomic status of Mexican Americans as a whole is heavily influenced by
the presence oflarge numbers of poorly educated immigrants. For example,
59 percent of Mexican Americans between 25-34 years of age, immigrants
included, lack a high school diploma. This figure obscures the much lower
rate of high school noncompletion (20 percent) for second- and thirdgeneration Mexican Americans in the same age group, apparently putting
them at a much worse disadvantage than they really are. The data clearly
shows that second and higher generations of Mexican Americans attain more
education, have higher rates of home ownership, and earn more in the labor market than do first-generation immigrants.
Yet, when compared with other immigrant groups, Mexican Americans
typically have worse socio-economic outcomes. The 20 percent high-school
dropout rate for 24-34-year-old second-generation Mexican Americans, does
not compare well with the 5 percent dropout rate for other second-generation
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Americans. Similarly, the poverty rate for second-generation Mexican Americans is 29 percent, in contrast to only 11 percent for other second-generation
groups.
Lower educational attainment appears to be the cause of the other lackluster socio-economic outcomes for Mexican Americans. In an analysis that
reproduces findings by other researchers, Gonzalez reports that lower educational attainment accounts for 95 percent of the earnings gap between
Mexican Americans and non-Hispanic Whites. The fact that educational
levels for Mexican Americans still fall short among other non-White groups
in the second and third generations suggests that something is amiss, something that additional generations of experience in the United States might
not automatically correct.
The scope of Gonzalez's study, particularly the data he analyzes, does
not allow an analysis ofthe causes oflow educational attainment. Gonzalez
considers several explanations proposed by others but does not draw definitive conclusions. Nor does the chapter on education include comparison
figures with other minority groups. Such comparisons would be helpful, at
least to know whether Mexican Americans are truly a special case. Unfortunately, Gonzalez's optimism about Mexican American progress across generations sits uneasily with the very real challenges facing the Mexican
American community, especially with regard to education.
Melissa Binder
University of New Mexico

Anny ofIsrael: Mannon Battalion Narratives. Edited by David L. Bigler and
Will Bagley. Originally published as The Mannon and the American Frontier,
Kingdom in the West Series, vol. 4. (Logan: Utah State University, 2000. 492
pp. Halftones, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $24-95 paper, ISBN
0- 8742 1- 294-4-)
Anny of Israel: Mannon Battalion Narratives is the paper edition of a
book published earlier by Arthur H. Clark Company. It consists of more
than one hundred documents and extracts, many of which appeared in earlier publications. Anny of Israel seeks to bring the Mormon Battalion's
"complicated legacy" into fuller form by addressing "the larger military, political, and cultural issues that" are "intertwined" with its better known personal and religious aspects (pp. 13, 417). Evocatively headed chapters and
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documents (e.g. respectively "'To Conciliate Them': The Enlistment" and
"Jessie C. Little: I Will Cross the Trackless Ocean") are organized chronologically and progress from the beginning of the Mexican War in 1846 to
California's 1898 golden jubilee, at which the California Society of Pioneers lionized four surviving Battalion participants. Brief introductions and
an occasional map keep things moving and players straight. Although the
word narratives appears properly in the subtitle, documents are used cumulatively to amend interpretations arisingfrom the story's earlier presentation
as "religious epic" (p. 440).
.J
Yet the editors make few extended claims for the battalion. They take no
issue with historians who have written about the Mexican War without
mentioning the Mormon unit. They also grant that its greatest significance
was to Utah and the "LOS church" (p. 417). Battalion volunteers left as
"Midwestern farm boys" still rooted in Puritan New England and, through
"a metamorphosis that was sudden and profound," returned to the Mormon fold in Utah as westerners (pp. 444-45).
We should inquire what this book teaches about David Bigler and Will
Bagley. They are clearly historians who are finding publishers for their work.
They fit only loosely, if at all, in the content of the new Mormon history of
recent decades, and I suspect New Western History purists might view them
with a jaundiced eye. More importantly, they might be called neoregionalists
who are stirring new flame from the embers of the Great Basin Regionalism
of Bernard DeVoto, Juanita Brooks, Wallace Stegner, Dale Morgan, Nels
Anderson, Fawn Brodie, Maurine Whipple, Ray B. West, William Mulder,
Vardis Fisher, and others. Their writing lacks the grace of some of that era's
best stylists but is forceful, clear, and marked with enough of the regionalists' reformism to keep readers awake. The call to look more broadly into
the history of the Mormon Battalion in order to bring one state and one
subculture into closer focus seems well taken, and clearly there is much to
be said for taking the vigor of yesterday's regionalism once again to heart. If
not a call that will lure Mormon/Utah or environmentalist scholars back to
regionalism in large numbers, the Army ofIsrael is at least heartening to an
occasional old-timer.
Charles S. Peterson
St. George, Utah
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City of Suspects: Crime in Mexico City, 1900-1931. By Pablo Piccato. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. x + 365 pp. Halftones, maps, tables,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $64.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2750-3, $21.95

paper, ISBN 0-8223-2747-3.)
Crime and Punishment in Latin America: Law and Society Since Late Colonial Times. Edited by Ricardo D. Salvatore, Carlos Aguirre, and Gilbert M.
Joseph. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. xxiv + 448 pp. Tables,

graphs, notes, index. $64-95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-2734-1, $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-

2744-9·)
In the postindependence period, Latin America's legal systems developed from loose collections of decrees reflecting local custom toward more
rigid and scientifically informed legal codes. Significantly, this development
was central to the process of nation building that accompanied the rise of
liberalism throughout the region in the mid- to late nineteenth century.
These two books place the social history of law at the center of the debate
about the development of the modern state, political authority, race relations, class, and gender in Latin America. The tension between formal legal
institutions and popular or "folk" interpretations of justice forms a central
theme of both books.
Pablo Piccato's City of Suspects, a cultural history of crime in Mexico
City, shows how modernization and anxiety among the elite about social
change shaped the commission of crimes and the identification of criminal
suspects. Late nineteenth-century "scientific" criminology, in its zeal to identify the source of disorder and crime, turned much of Mexico City into "a
city of suspects." In many poor neighborhoods the police often viewed both
victim and accuser as suspects. As a result, distrust of officials was so rampant in poor districts that neighbors often preferred to settle conflicts through
informal channels. While many state policies (including modern penology) criminalized the innocent, popular forms of justice emphasized mediation and reparation over punishment-a practice that, Piccato argues,
forged tremendous neighborhood cohesion.
Piccato argues that the nature of crime itself also changed, with property
crimes growing as more Mexicans entered the formal labor market. Starting in 1910, the Mexican Revolution triggered an increase in violent crimes
between strangers, who were not restrained by either neighbor pressure or
age-old concepts of honor. The constant arrival of newcomers, many heavily
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armed but undisciplined troops, heralded a rise in violence, and further
diminished the authority of law officers.
The fifteen essays in Crime and Punishment in Latin America offer an
innovative examination of popular and state legal institutions throughout
modern Latin America. The first section of essays, "Legal Mediations: State,
Society, and the Conflictive Nature of Law and Justice," asks whether the
mediation of property and family conflicts by civil and criminal courts enhanced state power and legitimacy. Charles Walker explores how the use of
litigation by the Amerindians of Bourbon Peru ~it into a broader strategy of
resistance to Spanish rule that included violence. Juan Palacio suggests that
a legal system including formal and informal legal mediation kept the social
peace on the wheat pampas of twentieth-century Argentina. Similarly, Luis
Gonzalez argues that the Vargas regime of Brazil enhanced its legitimacy
and power by creating a special legal system to protect the interests of sugar
workers. Arlene Dfaz confirms that nineteenth-century Venezuelan liberal
reforms restricted women's legal standing. The four ensuing essays in "The
Social and Cultural Construction of Crime" argue that state functionaries,
often with the support of medical and criminal specialists, broadened the
definitions of crime in the interest of expanding state power. The connection between medicine and law is especially prominent in Cristina RiveraGarza's examination of the criminalization of syphilis in revolutionary
Mexico. The essays on passion as a legal concept in Argentine law (Kris
Ruggiero) and the debate over witchcraft in modern Brazil (Dain Borges)
underscore the survival of many traditional concepts within the rubric of
modern legal codes but also the striking coincidence between so-called
popular and elite social values. The third section, "Contested Meanings of
Punishment," focuses on the political significance of punishment. Essays
on punishment in post-Rosas Argentina (Ricardo Salvatore) and
postemancipation Jamaica (Diana Paton) question the benevolence of nineteenth century liberals. Donna Guy explores the tension between the modern welfare state and lingering social and legal definitions of patriarchy in
early twentieth-century Argentina. Lila Caimari uses official surveys of prisoners in Argentina to consider how the state viewed the lower classes, while
Carlos Aguirre examines the ways that Peruvian prisoners attempted to shape
their fate by integrating into patronage networks that existed beyond the
prison walls.
Since the early period of independence, Latin American elites conceived
of courts, prisons, gallows, and hospitals as schools of proper conduct for
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the lower classes. As these books have shown, Latin American legal systems
were a contact zone between different segments of society that negotiated
the application and definition of justice. The results varied widely, depending on the nature of the regime in power and the social composition of a
given society.
These two books are very strong contributions to the growing field of
Latin American legal history. The authors are adept at using legal phenomena to reevaluate liberalism and the relationship between "folk" and "modern" cultures in the region. The books' few limitations indicate rich future
areas of research. Perhaps due to the heavy influence of subaltern studies,
insufficient attention has been paid to the lawyers, judges, and doctors who
created the formal legal systems. How did their political and religious attitudes shape the legal and medical systems that they created? Historians also
ought to explore the more mundane areas of legal contestation, including
property law. The fascination with murder and execution may detract from
a better understanding of everyday interactions with the state for the majority of people. Finally, much will be learned from studying crime within the
state itself. Legal institutions have contributed to constructing state power
and prestige, but government corruption and cronyism may have a strong
correlation to the difficulty experienced by Latin American states in maintaining legitimacy and authority.
Jonathan D. Ablard
State University ofWest Georgia

Women Filmmakers in Mexico: The Country ofWhich We Dream. By Elissa
J. Rashkin. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2001. ix + 298 pp. Halftones,
notes, annotated filmography, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-29277108-8, $22.95 paper, ISBN 0-292-77109-6.)
Palabra de mujer: Historia oral de las directoras de cine mexicanas, 1988-1994.
Edited by Isabel Arredondo. (Madrid: Iberoamericana, 2001. 221 pp. Halftones, glossary. $21.95 paper, ISBN 84-95107-99-6.)
Since the 1980s, a burgeoning wave of women filmmakers has appeared
on the international cinema scene in countries such as France, Spain, and
Mexico. The work of many of these filmmakers has been particularly interesting and appealing because it frequently explores themes (e.g., female
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sexuality) and draws on perspectives (e.g., feminism) that had previously
been little represented in the respective national cinemas. In Mexico during the 19805 and 1990S, a group of young women filmmakers produced a
body of work of exceptional social significance; that work and its creators
are studied in the two books under review.
In part 1of Women Filmmakers in Mexico, Elissa J. Rashkin draws on the
research of previous scholars to sketch a concise historical overview of the
work of Mexican women directors from the beginning of the industry until
1980. Most of her book, however, analyzes the work of the young women
directors who first appeared in the 1980s. Individual chapters are dedicated
to filmmakers Marisa Sistach, Busi Cortes, Guita Schyfter, Marfa Novaro,
and Dana Rotberg. Rashkin fruitfully analyzes selected fiction features that
have received wide attention (e.g., Novaro's Danzon, Rotberg's Angel de fuego,
and Cortes's El secreto de Romelia). These analyses are always anchored to
social context, and they explore topics such as content, reception, and production history. Scant attention is paid to the formal aspects of the films.
Rashkin is a wide-ranging, perceptive feminist critic who argues cogently,
writes lucidly, and documents her sources. Her theoretical influences range
from traditional feminist film scholarship to the work ofleading commentators on the Latin American cultural scene, such as Angel Rama, Nestor
Garda Canclini, and Jean Franco. Women Filmmakers in Mexico boasts a
solid scholarly apparatus: annotated filmography, index, and extensive
endnotes and bibliography. The book is a key text for scholars interested in
the social dimensions of cinema in Mexico in the last two decades of the
twentieth century.
In Palabra de mujer Isabel Arredondo presents an oral history of the female directors working in Mexico between 1988 and 1994. Her useful introduction offers a historical overview ofthe Mexican film industry in the period
and briefly examines state policy concerning cinema and the roles of film
unions and film schools. An interview with Alfredo Joskowicz, a prominent
film director, a teacher and administrator in two film schools, and an industry insider, further clarifies the role of film schools in the Mexican film
industry.
The meat of Palabra de mujer consists of interviews with the specific
women directors mentioned above (except Sistach) and also with Eva L6pezSanchez. Most of these filmmakers started their careers in the Mexican film
schools. A biographical sketch and a filmography precede each interview.
The interviews range widely, touching on topics such as melodrama, literary
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sources, the dynamics of heterosexual relationships, Mexican motifs and
identities, a director's career and personal life, the interpretation of specific
films, and funding issues. In these information-packed interviews, the filmmakers also discuss their feminist perspectives and their attempts to create
different sorts of female characters-the kinds of characters seldom seen in
traditional Mexican industrial cinema, which reproduced and reinforced
patriarchal ideology. In general the directors spend little time discussing the
stylistic features of their films.
The interviews in Palabra de mujer are coherently edited and readable.
Although this book lacks the analytical depth of Women Filmmakers in
Mexico, it does provide interested readers with fascinating glimpses into the
creative processes of leading contemporary feminist directors. Both books,
taken together, document a pivotal moment-the eruption of feminist filmmaking-in the history of Mexican cinema, which is now well over one
hundred years old.
Dennis West
University of Idaho

Tales ofTwo Cities: Race and Economic Culture in Early Republican North
and South America. By Camilla Townsend. (Austin: University ofTexas Press,
2000. xv + 320 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00
cloth, ISBN 0-292-78167-9, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-292-78169-5.)
This book is a fabulously thoughtful history of two American cities:
Guayaquil, Ecuador, and Baltimore, Maryland, from 1820 to 1835. Throughout the study, Townsend draws illuminating and often surprising comparisons, and even unearths some direct connections. But the author is interested
in bigger questions of the kind Max Weber asked in The Protestant Ethic
and the Spirit ofCapitalism. In short, Tales ofTwo Cities seeks not to reconstruct the past for its own sake but to interrogate it for what it may tell us
about later developments.
Townsend discusses diverse theories of North-South difference in the
introduction, providing a lens through which to view the scenes of everyday
life that follow. The author wastes no time getting to street level, describing
in the first chapter early-nineteenth-century Baltimore and Guayaquil as
seen by two recent immigrants, Ana Yagual and Frederick Bailey (the future
Frederick Douglass). Via their experiences, one gains a sense of the surface
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workings of both ports and also a taste of the bitter pill of poverty and exclusion each had to swallow.
The two middle portions treat the lives of wealthy and middle-income
professionals, offering a window on the mental worlds of people in power.
Students of Latin American history will not be surprised by Townsend's suggestion that, in the parlors and countinghouses of both cities, a vigorous
spirit of enterprise prevailed. Certainly Catholicism was far from dead in
Guayaquil and the Second Great Awakening stirred hearts and minds in
Baltimore, but the documentary record suggests no concrete link between
piety and profit seeking in either city. The great merchants of Guayaquil
worked weekends and took risks like their counterparts in Baltimore; artisans appear to have done likewise.
Where the two cities differed most significantly, according to Townsend,
was in attitudes toward the working poor. Here in the final section, the author presents compelling evidence that although powerful Baltimoreans were
hardly as egalitarian as they claimed (Mrican Americans were systematically persecuted), the prevailing "economic culture" did not treat laboring
folk in general as vile, despicable "others." Although they struggled for a
good wage, the majority of working people in Baltimore (often European
immigrants) could expect "consumer" incomes. Not so in Guayaquil, where
the working majority (mostly local people of color) was so consistently abused,
ignored, or underpaid that most were forced to scramble just to eat much
less purchase shoes or educate offspring.
This book is not a celebration of early U.S. economic culture but rather
an indictment of racism over the long term. By reminding the reader of the
harsh fate of most Black Baltimoreans (and of Mrican American and indigenous peoples throughout the United States), Townsend wisely cautions
against cheerleading. Like many others, Frederick Bailey had no choice but
to flee or serve as scapegoat for White coworkers who resented his equality
and potential superiority. Yet Ana Yaguallacked even that opportunity. Why
northern and southern paths diverged so radically cannot be easily resolved,
certainly not by a single comparison of two early American cities. Yet this
and other current realities of Greater America should stir us all to ponder
Townsend's provocative claim "that a system relying on the exclusion of a
few and a system relying on the exclusion of the majority will yield very
different futures for the societies as a whole" (p. 232).
Kris Lane
College ofWilliam <5 Mary
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Poor People's Politics: Peronist Survival Networks and the Legacy ofEvita. By
Javier Auyero. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001. xiv + 257 pp.
Halftones, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $54.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-26272, $18.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-2621-3.)
The concept of clientelism has long been used to describe an important
element of politics in Argentina. Political bosses exchanged favors for support. As reformers, the opposition and social scientists have lamented the
practice without studying whether the relationship could be tied to the delivery of votes.
Sociologist Javier Auyero has perceptively examined the relationship
between local political-power brokers and their "clients," basing his arguments on detailed observations and interviews with inhabitants of a
shantytown in the inner southern suburbs of Buenos Aires, a place he calls
Villa Parafso. Although the names of the shantytown and the larger municipality have been changed, it is easy to discover their real names.
The book's focus is what the author prefers to call clientelism: "problem solving through personalized political mediation." He sets the stage
by presenting an overview of conditions faced by the poor. He sees an
abandonment of state involvement, worsening living conditions, and a
loss of hope due to the impact of neoliberalism. Auyero also presents a
history of Villa Parafso, one of the older and largest shantytowns in greater
Buenos Aires, which reminds readers that, like all communities, this one
evolved. It acquired streetlights, paved streets, and, in some sectors, running water and sewerage. Some of the author's bleak statements about
conditions and attitudes seem contradicted by his own evidence of positive change and community involvement in such activities as paving the
streets.
The key feature is what the author labels problem solving. In a world in
which the margin for survival is ever smaller, political brokers playa crucial role by controlling supplies of food and medicine, or the knowledge
to obtain other kinds of help. The activities of brokers are not surprising,
but what is important is Auyero's exploration of the relationship between
brokers and recipients, an element missing in previous analyses. Auyero
stresses that the exchanges take place within a culture of Peronism. In Villa
Parafso, the female brokers had dyed blond hair and modeled themselves
on Evita. The importance of party identity is often forgotten in discussions
of clientelism.
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Auyero shows that brokers playa critical role in providing services, but
what do they receive in return? Auyero questions the ability of this system to
produce votes, and he is convincing. Although brokers produced a sense of
obligation among those constituencies close to them, they lacked sufficient
connections to have a major impact on voting patterns.
The reviewer would have liked more acknowledgment that problem solving by brokers was not created by neoliberalism but goes back to the heyday
of the Radical Party and the so-called pan radical (radical bread). More
importantly, Auyero fails to examine the fate of Hilda "Chiche" Duhalde,
the wife of the governor of the province of Buenos Aires, who controlled the
distribution programs that the brokers ran and who headed the Peronist
congressional ticket in 1977, which went down to defeat. How well she did
in Villa Parafso and similar neighborhoods is important to know.
Despite these caveats, Auyero has written an excellent book. He shows
us how Peronist politics are practiced in an extremely poor neighborhood
and why Peronism will likely remain the party of choice for many because it
offers help with day-to-day problems. Most importantly, the author demonstrates the complexity of clientelistic relationships.
Joel Horowitz
Saint Bonaventure University

Luis Leal: An Auto/Biography. By Mario T. Garda. (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 2000. xvii + 210 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $4°.00
cloth, ISBN 0-292-72828-x, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-292-72829-8.)
Luis Leal: An Auto/Biography is an oral history, or testimonio, of one of
the most respected Latino literary scholars and the dean of Mexican American intellectuals. This testimonio is as much about Luis Leal's career and
work as a literary scholar as it is a literary history of Mexican, Latin American, and Chicana/o literature and of his friendships with some of the prominent figures in these fields of literature.
Mario T. Garda, who has produced several other oral histories, clarifies
that he is a historian and not a literary scholar, but that, as a practitioner of
oral history, he recognizes the importance of recording Leal's literary leadership, especially in Chicano literature and literary criticism. Early in the
Chicano movement, for example, Leal became one of the first literary critics to discern the significance of Chicano literature and to lend legitimacy
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to it by establishing a theoretical foundation for reading, comprehending,
and evaluating this literature.
This auto/biography, based on some thirty-five hours of conversations
conducted between 1993 and 1999 in Goleta, California, is in the form of a
dialogue between Leal and the author. Garda characterizes this text as neither a traditional autobiography nor a traditional biography but a synthesis
of the two genres. Moreover, he considers this format a method for demonstrating how a testimonio is framed and how it is the blending of two voices.
The text is enhanced by a brief but informative introduction that highlights some major events in Leal's personal history and academic career.
The work also contains a bibliography of selected books, anthologies, edited books, articles, and essays by Leal, and a subject, title, and name index.
Garda compresses the conversations into eight chapters that span chronologically Leal's birth in Linares, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, on 17 September
1907, to his present academic appointment in the Department of Chicano
Studies at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
Mario Garda's training as a historian emerges as he constructs a fascinating narrative that chronicles Leal's early life in Linares and his family's experiences during the Mexican Revolution, experiences in the United States
during the Great Depression, military service in World War II, and his intellectual formation and tutelage by eminent scholars at Northwestern University and the University of Chicago. Garda also provides sketches of Leal's
life during the tranquil 1950S and the tumultuous 1960s, and the influence
of the Chicano movement on his teaching. Finally, Garda traces Leal's
relocation to California, where he continues to teach and publish. Garda
notes that Leal's work as a literary scholar had its genesis in a home education that strongly encouraged the reading of Amado Nervo, Benito Perez
Galdas, Francisco Gamboa, and other writers. Over six decades Leal has
met and developed friendships and professional associations with Mexican,
Latin American, and Chicano writers, such as Octavio Paz, Carlos Fuentes,
and Tomas Rivera. Garda's skills as interlocutor frame Leal's insights into
Mexican, Latin American, and Chicana/Chicano literary history and confirms Leal's vast knowledge of these fields.
Luis Leal: An Auto/Biography is a commendable work and a welcome
contribution to the genres of autobiography, biography, and literary history.
However, the text has its shortcomings. Women writers are a very small part
of the history, and, although Garda claims that he wants to minimize his
own voice in this dialogue, he clearly dominates the conversations in some
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places. Nonetheless, present and future scholars of literature will find the
book an informative and valuable source.
Marfa Teresa Marquez
University of New Mexico

A Pikes Peak Partnership: The Penroses and the Tutts. By Thomas J. Noel and
Cathleen M. Norman. (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2001. xii + 264
pp. 8 color prints, 197 halftones, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 0-

87°81-6°9-8.)
Spencer Penrose and Charles Tutt are not easily recognizable names,
unless one has been to the Broadmoor Hotel in Colorado Springs or driven
the Pike's Peak highway. Yet these two, who made their fortunes in mining
at Cripple Creek and in Utah copper, had a tremendous impact on their
home community and state, and still do through the El Pomar Foundation.
Thomas Noel, professor of history at the University of Colorado, Denver,
and his student and coauthor, Cathleen Norman, have written a wellresearched study of these Philadelphia friends who came West to make their
fortunes. In that sense, their tale is the western dream personified, but the
book is more than just their story. Penrose's wife, Julie Villiers, was primarily responsible for converting her playboy husband into Colorado's premier philanthropist.
Penrose and Tutt made their first fortunes in the booming gold camp of
Cripple Creek; Tutt made the initial investment in the C.OD. Mine. Penrose
then joined him in a real-estate office, which also sold mining stocks and
gold mines. They moved into smelting and, with a knack for raising funds
through their connections to Philadelphia money, incorporated larger companies, including railroading, into the mining industry.
With fellow mine owners, Penrose and Tutt fought the Western Federation of Miners at every turn, passionately hating the union. Enriched by
Cripple Creek gold, Tutt and Penrose turned to Utah. There, they became
involved in the Bingham Canyon copper district, one of the richest in the
world. Despite further labor troubles, both became millionaires. Tutt died
in 1909, but Penrose lived on another thirty years.
Penrose's marriage to Detroit socialite and widow Villiers in 1906 changed
his life. As the authors state, "Marriage to Julie made the playboy Penrose a
new and better man. Marriage to Julie also helped Speck view himself in a
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new light-as a sophisticated, cultured, convivial host" (p. 81). The result of
his personal transformation was many investments in Colorado Springs and
ultimately the El Pomar Foundation. The Tutt family remained connected
to the Penroses and still is involved with the Foundation. After Spencer's
death, Julie carried on the tradition, and the chapter on her is one of the
book's best.
The last part of the volume traces the Penrose legacy as it is carried on by
the El Pomar Foundation. Its significance and impact are carefully shown,
and even the trustees receive brief biographical treatment in the last chapters.
A Pikes Peak Partnership is an extremely well-illustrated, spryly written
story of these two families and their contributions to the mining industry in
Colorado and Utah. This well-documented story is that of the rich and famous, at least in their era. Although it is a commissioned book, it is generally objective in discussing the strengths and weaknesses of the individuals
and their actions. Sometimes the picture is unflattering, but the authors do
not hesitate to go where the evidence leads them. The University Press of
Colorado has produced a clear, easy to read format to enhance the overall
production.

Duane A. Smith
Fort Lewis College

Manifest Destiny: A Biography ofJane McManus Storm Cazneau, 1807-1878.
By Linda S. Hudson. (Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 2001. viii +
306 pp. Halftones, maps, appendixes, selected biography, notes, index. $29.95
cloth, ISBN 0-876n-179-7.)
Scholars owe Linda S. Hudson an immense debt for tracing the life and
the literary and journalistic output of a woman who, until now, was little
known and usually misunderstood. Jane McManus Storm Cazneau complicated her legacy by writing under pseudonyms and leaving behind numerous unsigned essays written for national publications.
By studying Cazneau's writing style, with close attention to her pattern of
grammatical and spelling errors, and by comparing her style with that of
male writers such as John L. O'Sullivan -editor of the Democratic ReviewHudson establishes that Cazneau, not O'Sullivan, coined the term Manifest Destiny in 1845. In that phrase, Cazneau meant not simply geographical
expansionism but rather, as she had written earlier, America's mission to
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spread its "freedom of conscience, freedom of person, freedom of trade and
business pursuits" to all other nations (p. 46).
Cazneau's unshakeable commitment to democratic ideals and republican institutions, along with her unremitting quest for wealth through land
speculation, made her a quintessential spokesperson for expansionism in
the mid-nineteenth century. So did her engagement in contradictory activities. For example, through land speculation she sought to build a community in Texas where free Blacks and immigrants could flourish. Later, she
became involved in filibustering in Cuba and Nicaragua, efforts whose success would have extended slavery in the United States. Still later she tried to
establish a colony for Blacks in the Dominican Republic and dedicated
much of the rest of her life, which ended in a shipwreck in 1878, to furthering the interests of Blacks in the Western Hemisphere.
Despite her sex and the prevailing power of separate-sphere ideology in
nineteenth-century America, politicians and statesmen sought Cazneau's
counsel, despite some of her controversial activities. For example, Eliza Burr
named Cazneau a correspondent in her 1834 petition for divorce from her
husband Aaron Burr.
Taken as a whole, Hudson's biography shows that a talented woman could
overcome the separate-sphere ideology and wield wide influence among
powerful men. Partly, she did so by disguising herself and remaining sexless
or anonymous in her writings. Partly, her wealth of personal information,
keen insight, and cogent writing accounted for her amazing career. Mainly,
however, she united in her life and career the idealism and the realism that
remain so characteristic of American foreign relations in the western hemisphere and throughout the wider world. In that sense, this female version of
the "man on the make" was a visionary who resonated well with many of
her compatriots.
Hudson's well-written biography reminds us that the old dichotomous
thinking that sees sex roles as entirely separate or expansionism as either
sinister or nobly motivated is too simplistic. Jane McManus Storm Cazneau's
career, like America's role in the Southwest and in the western hemisphere,
was too varied to be characterized in simplistic ways. To the end she remained committed to her principles and ideals even as she struggled unceasingly for wealth and prestige.
Shirley A. Leckie
University ofCentral Florida
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Food Plants ofthe Sonoran Desert. By Wendy C. Hodgson. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2001. xv + 313 pp. 140 halftones, 27 line drawings, maps,
charts, tables, appendixes, bibliography, index. $75.00 cloth, ISBN 0-81652060-7·)
Wendy Hodgson's expansive volume joins a distinguished group of books
on plants of the Sonoran Desert. This attractively designed and illustrated
work, the product of more than two decades of research on plants and Native peoples of the region, belongs on the same shelf with such standard
reference books as People ofthe Desert and Sea by Richard Felger and Mary
Moser (1985), Sonoran Desert Plants by Raymond M. Turner, Janice Bowers and Tony Burgess (1995), and At the Desert's Green Edge by Amadeo M.
Rea (1997).
Hodgson characterizes ethnobotany as "the study ofthe 'cultural/natural
ecosystem,''' (p. 2) that transcends the mere listing of plants to reveal the
deep relationship between plants and culture. Her thorough research, profound knowledge of botanical and taxonomic nuances, and attention to historical details shine through the pages. Much of the information is derived
from historical sources and archaeological evidence including an analysis
of copralites (fossilized feces). Above all, her thorough work underscores
Native peoples' sophisticated ecological knowledge often ignored by
Eurocentric writers' bias. This volume is a book for botanists, ethnobotanists, anthropologists, and laypeople alike. For specialists Hodgson includes
appendixes on flowering and fruiting sequences and plant parts used by
Native Americans.
Hodgson's prolonged discussion of the agave family-agaves and yuccas-is not surprising, given her expertise in that family. (As a recognized
authority, she contributed the section on agaves in Paul Martin et aI., Gentry's

RIo Mayo Plants [1998].) In great, perhaps excessive detail she traces the
various preparations of agave food among the numerous peoples of the
Sonoran Desert. The humble agave, it turns out, was a staple food for most
southwestern United States and northwestern Mexican cultures. She also
presents lengthy and fascinating descriptions of how various indigenous
groups prepared, among other plants, acorns, cactus food, mesquite products, palo verdes, salvias, and the remarkable saiya (Amoreuxia palmatifida).
Many of the plants discussed in the book required laborious preparation
to render them palatable. Those complex procedures presupposed familiarity with the plant's life cycle and the processes necessary for making the
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plant edible. Descriptions of these methods underscore the technological
sophistication of the agriculturalists and hunters and gatherers who heavily
exploited wild plants for food. In general, the more elaborate the requirements for food preparation, the greater the cultural manifestations of the
importance of the food. Hodgson's descriptions are the essence of good applied cultural anthropology.
The editing ofthisexpensive volume was spotty, and some clumsy usage
often detracts from an otherwise superb book. I found a few misprints
(Navojoa, Sonora, not Navajoa; Hernan Cortes, not Fernando Cortes) and
mistakes (Torreon, Coahuila, is not located in the Tehuacan Valley). The
appendix of non-English names contains numerous errors. I hope that these
and other oversights are corrected in the second edition.
Notwithstanding these minor problems, all persons interested in the natural history and the peoples of the Sonoran Desert should own this book,
even though they may have to forego other luxuries to purchase it. I am
delighted to have it on my bookshelf, knowing that I will use it often. Thank
you, Wendy Hodgson for this classic work.
David Yetman
University ofArizona

A Private in the Texas Rangers: A. T. Miller of Company B, Frontier Battalion. By John Miller Morris. Canseco-Keck History Series, no. 3. (College
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2001. xii + 334 pp. Halftones, maps,
appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth, ISBN 0-89096-9647-7.)
This volume is really two books in one. One third of the work contains
the diaries of Pvt. Abner Theophilus Miller of Company B of the Frontier
Battalion in the late 1800s. The rest of this intriguing study highlights the
lengthy commentary by John Miller Morris, a relative of the diarist and a
well-known academic. The entries in the diaries deal with the day-to-day
existence of a ranger: camp life, scouting, making minor arrests, and facing
the changing weather patterns of the Texas Panhandle. Such accounts, according to the editor, "are told in laconic style with few references to gore"

(p. 3)'
Private Miller enlisted in Company B when the ranger service was in a
transitional mode from battling American Indians and Mexican nationals
as citizen soldiers to chasing outlaws and desperadoes as peace officers. Miller
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served under the command of Capt. Samuel A. "Soft Voice" McMurry.
This officer and the small number of rangers in his company-sometimes
called the "boys" (p. 4) -scouted, guarded railroad property, and made arrests whenever needed from their base in Quanah, Texas. Their activities
covered the Texas-Oklahoma border much more than terrritory next to New
Mexico. Of the individuals encountered by ranger Miller in this law enforcement work, only a few gained fame in Texas and the nation. The diarist followed the criminal exploits of the Brooken gang, men who became
well-known outlaws in northern Texas. In addition, William J. "Bill"
McDonald, deputy sheriff of Hardeman County, rode with the rangers on
occasion. In the decades to follow, McDonald would chase killers as a controversial captain in the Texas Rangers. In covering ranger activities, Miller
presented the facts in straightforward language. For whatever reason he failed
to explain why events took place. This omission detracts from the usefulness of the diaries for current researchers.
The most striking feature of the book is the contrast between Miller's
paucity of words and Morris's many pages of annotations written in vivid
language. Morris covers all the details that the diarist failed to mention:
prominent Texans in the early development of the Panhandle; the building
of towns, ranches, and railroads; and the remarkable formations of the Texas
landscape. Miller wrote factual diaries; Morris puts together an informative
and insightful manuscript.
In the historiography of the Texas Rangers, numerous firsthand accounts
have been published. The editor compares Miller's diaries with two other
works about ranger life at the end of the 1800s, including the jottings of
Alonzo Van Oden and the disorganized memoir by W. J. L. Sullivan. For
students of ranger lore seeking information and insight, however, the works
by Miller, Van Oden, and Sullivan cannot cannot compare to the letters,
telegrams, and reports of the Frontier Battalion housed in the state archives
in Austin, Texas. Morris describes the diaries by Miller as "daily windows
into the West" (p. 6). This reviewer happens to disagree.
Harold

J. Weiss Jr.

Jamestown Community College, New York
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Texas and New Mexico on the Eve ofthe Civil War: The Mansfield and Johnston Inspections, 1859-1861. Edited by Jerry D. Thompson. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 2001. 264 pp. 40 halftones, maps, appendix,
notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2102-X.)
Among the most useful sources for documenting conditions at frontier
military forts are the inspection reports compiled by senior officers sent to
investigate matters pertaining to the efficiency and welfare of the troops.
These reports were filed with the U.S. Inspector General's Office in the
nation's capital. Only a few inspectors' reports have been published; the
best known are perhaps those edited by historian Robert Frazer, Mansfield
on the Condition ofthe Western Forts, 1853-1854 (1963) and New Mexico in
1850: A Military View (1968).
Now, Jerry Thompson, biographer of Confederate general Henry Hopkins
Sibley and a noted Civil War scholar, presents in this expertly annotated
volume the reports of Lt. Col. Joseph E. Johnston and Col. Joseph K. F.
Mansfield on the condition of troops and forts in Texas and New Mexico
prior to the outbreak of the Civil War. Thompson's thirty-page introduction
sets the stage. His brief overviews of Johnston's and Mansfield's military
careers and of conditions in Texas and New Mexico in the 1850S prepare the
reader for the reports that follow.
Both officers were seasoned travelers to the Southwest. Mansfield, in
fact, had crisscrossed Texas and New Mexico on previous inspections-his
1853 reports on New Mexico appeared in Frazer's work mentioned above.
Both officers were keen observers, although Mansfield's reports are more
detailed than Johnston's. The officers report on the conditions of barracks,
bakehouses, hospitals, and storehouses; the quantity and quality of supplies;
the efficiency of enlisted men as riflemen; and the accuracy of officers as
record keepers. Both men refer to alcohol abuse among the troops. Contributing to the problem at Fort Davis, Texas, Mansfield wrote, were two
whiskey shops that operated within five hundred yards of the post, allowing
men the opportunity to get drunk (p. 103). Also included in the inspection
reports is information about civilian suppliers, sutlers, the cost of locally
produced supplies, and army relations with local Hispanos, Anglos, and
Indians. At the conclusion of the reports, Thompson summarizes the Civil
War service of Johnston and Mansfield, the former fighting for the Confederacy and the latter dying for the Union cause.
Texas and New Mexico on the Eve ofthe Civil War is a valuable reference
work not only for military historians but for social and regional historians as
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well. General readers will enjoy this volume for the snapshot it provides of
two western regions poised on the brink of war. Moreover, the book is attractively illustrated with more than thirty-five black-and-white drawings of
posts and nearby landscapes.
Darlis A. Miller
New Mexico State University

Book Notes

Apache Voices: Their Stories ofSurvival as Told to Eve Ball. By Sherry Robinson.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000. xv + 272 pp. Halftones,
map, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8263-2163-1.)
The Archaeologist Was a Spy: Sylvanus G. Morley and the Office of Naval
Intelligence. By Charles H. Harris III and Louis R. Sadler. (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 2003. xiv + 450 pp. Halftones, maps, notes,
appendixes, bibliography, index. $32.5° cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2937-3.)
Art of a Vanished Race: The Mimbres Classic Black-an-White. By Victor
Michael Giammattei and Nanci Greer Reichert. (Woodland, Calif.: DillonTyler Publishers, 1975; reprint, Silver City, N.Mex.: High-Lonesome Books,

1998. 55 pp. 47 halftones, map, tables. $12·95 paper,

ISBN

0-944383-21-1.)

Black Range Tales. By James A. McKenna. (New York: Wilson-Erickson,
1936; reprint, Silver City, N.Mex.: High-Lonesome Books, 2002. 300 pp.
Halftones (woodcuts), map. $14.95 paper, ISBN 0-944383-60-2.)
Changing Men and Masculinities in Latin America. Edited by Matthew C.
Gutmann. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2003. xi + 416 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $74.95 cloth, ISBN 0-822 3-3°34-2, $24.95
paper, ISBN 0-8223-3°22-9.)
Diploma ofWhiteness: Race and Social Policy in Brazil, 1917-1945. By Jerry
Davila. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2003. xii + 292 pp. Halftones, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $64-95 cloth, ISBN
0-8223-3058-x, $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3070-9.)
The Human Tradition in Mexico. Edited by Jeffery M. Pilcher. The Human
Tradition Around the World Series, no. 6. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly
Resources, 2003· xxvi + 242 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth,
ISBN 0-842°-2975-3, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-842°-2976-1.)
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Luis Tapia, !Ay, Que Vida! By Jacinto Quirarte and Andrew Connors. (Santa
Fe, N.Mex.: Owings-Dewey Fine Art, 2002. 38 pp. Color tones, 15 color
plates, notes, bibliography. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-89°13-411-1.)
Mexico's Mandarins: Crafting a Power Elite for the Twenty-First Century. By
Roderic Ai Camp. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002. xi + 308 pp.
20 tables, notes, bibliographic essay, index. $54·95 cloth, ISBN 0-520-23343-3,
$21.95 paper, ISBN 0-520-23344-1.)
The Postclassic Mesoamerican World. Edited by Michael E. Smith and
Francis F. Berdan. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2003. xiv + 382
pp. Halftones, maps, tables, graphs, notes, bibliography, index. $78.00 cloth,
ISBN 0-87480-734-4.)
A Revolution Remembered: The Memoirs and Selected Correspondence of
Juan N. Seguin. Edited by Jesus de la Teja. The Fred H. and Ella Mae
Moore Texas History Reprint Series. (Austin: Texas State Historical Society,
2002. xxi + 216 pp. Halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95
paper, ISBN 0-87611-185-1.)

Santana: War Chiefofthe Mescalero Apache. By Almer N. Blazer, edited by
A. R. Pruit, foreword by Jerry D. Thompson. (Rancho de Taos, N.Mex.:
Dog Soldier Press, 2000. xx + 297 pp. Halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography. $25.00 cloth, ISBN 0-940-666-693, $15.00 paper, ISBN 0-940-666-707.)

News Notes

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

New Mexico Historical Review editorial assistant Kim Suina won the Western History Association Indian Student Conference Award. The five-hundreddollar award is meant to defray the costs of the winner's travel to the annual
WHA conference.
The William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies at Southern Methodist University offers research-travel grants to applicants living outside the
Dallas-Fort Worth area to encourage greater use of the special collections
at the DeGolyer Library. The library houses a large collection of books,
manuscripts, photographs, maps, and rare periodicals and newspapers. The
library's strengths include European exploration of North America, in particular the Spanish colonial and U.S.-Mexican borderlands, and the TransMississippi West. The grants of five hundred dollars are awarded to defray
travel expenses for periods of one to four weeks. Applicants should provide
a project outline and plan, and should relate their work to the collections in
the DeGolyer Library. Applications are accepted year-around. Please direct
materials and inquiries to Prof. David Weber, Director, Clements Center
for Southwest Studies, Dallas Hall, Room 356, 3225 University Ave., P.O.
Box 750176, Dallas, TX, 75275-0176, (214) 768-1233 phone, e-mail:
swcenter@smu.edu.
The William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies at Southern Methodist University announces the Bill and Rita Clements Research Fellowships
for the Study of Southwestern America. The awards are designed to provide
time for scholars to complete book-length manuscripts. The center invites
scholars in the humanities or social sciences to apply for three awards for the

2°°4-2°°5 academic year. Each fellow will receive a stipend of $37,000, a
$2,000 travel and research allowance, and a publication subvention. The application deadline is 12 January 2004. For details on the application process,
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contact Prof. David Weber, Director, Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Dallas Hall, Room 356, 3225 University Ave., P.O. Box 750176, Dallas,
TX, 75275-0176, (214) 768-1233 phone, e-mail: swcenter@smu.edu.
The Society for Historians of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era (SHGAPE)
announces the biennial competition for the best published article by a new
scholar dealing with any aspect of U.S. history between 1865 and 1917. The
article must have appeared in a journal dated 2001 or 2002. Any graduate
student or individual who has a doctorate awarded after 1992 and who has
not yet published a book is eligible to compete for a $500 award. An article
may be submitted for consideration by the author or by others (e.g., a journal editor). The deadline for submission is 1 December 2003. Questions
and submissions should be directed to, Jacqueline M. Moore, SHGAPE
Prize Committee, Department of History, Austin College, 900 N. Grand
Avenue, Sherman, TX, 75090.
Archives, Exhibits, and Historic [Web] Sites
The New Mexico State University Museum announces "Border Lives Once
Lived, Vidas Fronterizas: C6mo Se Vivieron," an exhibit presented in the
east and west galleries. The lives of Hispanic families in Las Cruces from
1880--1910 and their roles in developing the community are the subjects of
the exhibit, which runs through 13 December 2003. For more information,
contact the New Mexico State University Museum, (505) 646-3739 phone,
e-mail: museum@nmsu.edu, or visit the museum website: www.nmsu.edu/
~museum.

The National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum will host "How the
West Was Worn," a display of western clothing from Native American, Spanish, and Mexican traditions through the development of twentieth-century
western designs. The exhibit will run through 4 January 2004. For more
information, contact Lynda Haller, Director of Public Relations, National
Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum, 1700 Northeast 63d Street, Oklahoma City, OK, 1311l, (405) 478-225° phone, or visit the website:
www.nationalcowboymusuem.org.
The Museum of New Mexico's Museum of Indian Arts and Culture presents "Jewels of the Navajo Loom: The Rugs of the Teec Nos Pos." The
exhibit features the world's finest collection of Navajo rugs from the Four
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Corners area and highlights the textile tradition that developed around the
Teec Nos Pos trading post. The exhibit runs through 11 January 2004. For
more information, visit the museum website: www.museumofnewmexico.org.
The Museum of New Mexico's Museum of Indian Arts and Culture presents "Timeless Textiles!. Traditional Pueblo Textile Arts, 1840-1940." This
exhibit highlights Pueblo textile arts prior to World War II. The exhibit runs
through 15 February 2004. For more information, visit the museum website:
www.museumofnewmexico.org.
The New Mexico Farm and Ranch Heritage Museum announces "Photographing Navajos: John Collier Jr. on the Reservation, 1952-1953." The exhibit will run through 15 February 2004- For more information, contact the
NMFRHM, 4100 Dripping Springs Road, Las Cruces, NM, 88011, (505)
522-4100 phone, or visit the museum website: www.frhm.org.

Calendar of Events
4-6 March 2004: The Texas State Historical Association will hold its 108th
annual meeting at the Renaissance Austin Hotel in Austin, Texas. For more
information, contact the Texas State Historical Association, University Station D0901, Austin, TX, 78712-°332, (512) 471-1525 phone, or visit the association website: www.tsha.utexas.edu.
4-6 March 2004: The forty-seventh annual Missouri Valley History Conference will be held at the Embassy Suites Downtown/Old Market Hotel in
Omaha, Nebraska. The deadline for submissions is 15 October 2003 and
proposals should include an abstract and curriculum vita. For more information, visit the website: www.unomaha.edulUnolhistory/mvhchome.htm.
Proposals and inquiries should go to Prof. Tom Buchanan, Missouri Valley
History Conference, Department of History, University of Nebraska, Omaha,
NE, 68182, or e-mail: mvhc@unomaha.edu. The Society for Military History will sponsor several sessions at the conference. Send military history
proposals directly to Dr. Kevin K. Carroll, Department of History, P.O. Box
872501, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 85287-2501, or e-mail:
kcarroll@asu.edu.
March 2004: The Rocky Mountain Council for Latin American Studies (RMCLAS) will hold its fifty-second annual conference at the El Dorado

10-13
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Hotel in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The deadline for paper proposals is 1 December 2003. Submissions are welcome from all disciplines in the humanities and social sciences. Inquiries and proposals may be sent by regular mail,
fax, or e-mail to Theo R. Crevenna, RMCLAS Conference, Latin American and Iberian Institute, MCS02 1690, 1 University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 87131-1016, (505) 277-2961 phone, (505) 277-5989 fax, or e-mail:
crevenna@unm.edu.

March 200+ The Nineteenth-Century Studies Association will hold
its twenty-fifth annual conference in St. Louis, Missouri. The conference's

11-13

organizing theme is "Cultural Imperialism and Competition: Travel, World's
Fairs, and National/Colonial Image." For more information, contact Prof.
Robert Craig, College of Architecture, Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, GA, 3°332-0155, or e-mail: rob.craig@arch.gatech.edu.

March 2004: The Journal of Baseball History and Culture announces
its eleventh annual Spring Training Conference in Tucson, Arizona. The
conference will examine the historical and sociological impact of baseball.

11-14

The keynote speaker will be Eliot Asinof, author of Eight Men Out. Submit
paper proposals by 1 December 2003 to the NINE Spring Training Conference, # 444, 11°44-82 Ave., Edmonton, Alberta, T6G oT2, Canada, or visit
the website: www.ninejournalofbaseball.com.

March 2004: The Southwestern Historical Association will hold its
annual conference in Corpus Christi, Texas. For more information, e-mail:
stillwell@uta.edu or visit the URL: swhistorical.uta.edu.

17-20

7-10 April 200+ A joint annual conference of the Southwestffexas Popular
Culture Association and the American Culture Association will be held at
the Marriott Rivercenter in San Antonio, Texas. The associations invite panel
and paper proposals examining the popular culture of the American highway. Submission deadline is 15 November 2003. Proposals should include a
one-hundred-word abstract and a one-page curriculum vita. Direct inquiries and submissions to Jay M. Price, History Department, Wichita State
University, 1845 Fairmount, Wichita, KS, 67260-0045, (316) 978-7792 phone,
(316) 978-3473 fax, or e-mail: jay.price@wichita.edu.
21-24 April 2004: The Western Social Science Association will hold its fortysixth annual conference at the Sheraton City Center in Salt Lake City, Utah.
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The WSSA invites paper proposals across the arts, humanities, and social
sciences until 15 November 2003. Direct submissions and inquiries by
e-mail to danielj@hass.usu.edu, or visit the website: wssa.asu.edu/
wssa_conference.htm.
22-24 April 2004: The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its annual
conference in Los Alamos, New Mexico. The society invites proposals on
any aspect of New Mexico history, the Borderlands, or the greater Southwest. Proposals should include a title, a short abstract, and a short biography
of the presenter. Send proposals to Richard Melzer, 280 La Entrada Road,
Los Lunas, NM, 87031. Proposal deadline is 15 November 2003. For more
information, contact Maggie McDonald, (505) 864-3612 phone, e-mail:
Mmcd057321@cs.com or Richard Melzer, (505) 925-86:w phone, e-mail:
rmelzer@unm.edu.
22-24 April 2004: The Arizona Historical Society will hold its forty-fifth annual Arizona History Convention at the Quality Inn and Suites Conference
Center in Safford, Arizona. Paper proposals should include contact information for the author and a one-page description. The submission deadline
is 1 October 2003. Direct submissions and inquiries to Bruce Dinges, c/o
Arizona Historical Society, 949 E. Second Street, Tucson, AZ, 85719, (520)
628-5774 phone, or visit the website: www.arizonahistory.org.

5-8 August 2004: The Pacific Coast Branch of the American Historical Association will meet at the Fairmont Hotel in San Jose, California. The Program Committee invites proposals that address the overarching theme, "The
Challenges to Localism, Nationalism, and Internationalism: Competing Agendas of Groups, States, and Nations in Historical Perspective." Submit proposals by 16 January 2004 to Prof. Elliott R. Barkan, Department of History,
California State University, 5500 Parkway, San Bernardino, CA, 92407-2.397.
For more information, contact Prof. Barkan bye-mail: ebarkan@csusb.edu.
September 2°°3-25 April 200+ The Visual Arts Program at the National
Hispanic Cultural Center presents "Cuentos y Encuentros: Paintings by
Ray Martin Abeyta." The exhibit runs at the NHCC, 1701 4th Street SW,
Albuquerque, NM, 87102. For more information, call (505) 246-2261.

20

29 MaY-5 December 2004: The Visual Arts Program at the National Hispanic Cultural Center presents "Corridos sin Fronteras: A New World
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Ballad Tradition." The exhibit recreates the historical development of the
corrido (ballad) in Mexico and the Southwestern United States over the past
two hundred years through recordings, broadsides, and musical instruments.
The exhibit can be viewed at the National Hispanic Cultural Center, 1701
4th Street SW, Albuquerque, NM, 87102. For more information, call (505)
246-226 1.
7-9 October 2004: The Latin American Studies Association will hold its
2004 conference in Las, Vegas, Nevada. For more information, visit the

website: http://lasa.international.pitt.edullasa2004-3.htm.

13-16 October 2004: The forty-fourth annual conference of the Western History Association, "Representing the West in Image and Record," will be held
at the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada. For more information, contact
the Western Historical Association, MSC06 3770, 1 University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 87131-0001, (505) 277-5234 phone; e-mail:
wha@unm.edu; or visit the association's website: www.unm.edu/~wha/
15-17 July 2005: To mark the sixtieth anniversary of the detonation of the
first atomic bomb at Trinity Site in New Mexico, the Center for the Study of
War and Society and the University of Tennessee Press will host a conference to assess the impact of the development of nuclear weapons on American society and culture. For more information, contact gpiehler@utk.edu,
or visit the website: web.utk.edu/~csws.

Soledad Chavez Chacon Fellowship, 2003-2004

The New Mexico Historical Review is pleased to announce Susan
Schuurman as the recipient of the Soledad Chavez Chacon
Fellowship, which is sponsored by Dr. Tobias Duran and the
Center for Regional Studies at the University of New Mexico in
Albuquerque. Born in Albuquerque in 1890, Soledad Chavez
Chacon descended from two colonial New Mexican families. She
became the first Hispana nominated by either political party for a
New Mexico state office. Chacon was elected secretary of state on
the Democratic ticket in 1922 and 1924, later serving as lieutenant
governor, acting governor, and state representative during her
distinguished career. She died in 1936. The object of the Chacon
Fellowship is to train students in the discipline and craft of
scholarly journal editing and publication. The learning process
will include all dimensions of the editorial regimen from
critiquing submissions to copyediting manuscripts to checking
page proofs and blue lines. This year's Chacon Fellow, Ms.
Schuurman, is studying toward a Master's Degree in History at the
University of New Mexico. The staff looks forward to working with
her on editing and producing the New Mexico Historical Review.
The Review staff also extends its deepest appreciation to Dr. Duran
and the Center for Regional Studies for their generous support of
journal and scholarly publishing.

Robert W Kern Fellowship, 2003-2004

The New Mexico Historical Review is pleased to announce Kim
Suina as the recipient of the Robert W.Kern Fellowship, which
is sponsored by Dr. Tobias Duran and the Center for Regional
Studies at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. Dr.
Duran established the fellowship to honor Dr. Robert W. Kern,
who taught in the Department of History at the University of
New Mexico for nearly three decades. Dr. Kern was a great
friend to students and the Review, one of the few teaching
journals in the United States. The object of the Kern Fellowship
is to train students in the discipline and craft of scholarly journal
editing and publication. The learning process will include all
dimensions of the editorial regimen from critiquing submissions
to copyediting manuscripts to checking page proofs and blue
lines. This year's Kern fellow, Ms. Suina, is studying toward a
Master's Degree in History at the University of New Mexico. The
staff looks forward to working with her on editing and producing
the New Mexico Historical Review. The Review staff also extends
its deepest appreciation to Dr. Duran and the Center for
Regional Studies for their generous support of the journal and
scholarly publishing.
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